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Guidelines for
OSA screening
provide options
for pilots, docs
by Kerry Lynch and Matt Thurber

Sikorsky is not performing
as well as other companies
on UTC’s balance sheet,
prompting the parent to
consider all options for the
helicopter maker.

UTC considers disposing of Sikorsky
by Thierry Dubois
UTC is considering selling or (more
appealing from a tax perspective) spinning
off Sikorsky. The helicopter manufacturer’s growth is too slow and its margin too
small when compared with those of other
businesses in the group, according to UTC
president and CEO Gregory Hayes.
In a presentation on March 12,
Sikorsky appears to be behind, with a margin slightly greater than 10 percent for last
year and projected growth of about 3 percent through 2023. “This is not just quite
the kind of business we want in terms of
margin potential and long-term growth,”
Hayes said. With $7.5 billion of revenue
last year, Sikorsky is also the smallest of
UTC’s five businesses–the other four being
aircraft engines (Pratt & Whitney), aerospace systems (UTAS), air conditioning
(Carrier) and elevators (Otis).
Moreover, the company’s heavy dependence on military sales creates a level of

uncertainty. “Looking to the future, we
are evaluating whether Sikorsky’s unique
business as a rotorcraft OEM with a predominantly military customer base is best
positioned as a standalone company, and
whether a separation would allow United
Technologies to better focus on providing high-technology systems and services
to the aerospace and building industries,”
Hayes said the day before. He classified
Sikorsky as a “platform integrator,” and

the company’s other businesses as system providers. He noted that an independent Sikorsky would still be a Fortune 500
company.
However, Forecast International analysts believe that the long-term business
potential for the Stratford, Conn.-based
helicopter builder is bright. “Despite
an anticipated downturn in the military
helicopter market, Sikorsky’s long-term
Continues on page 47 u
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The FBO industry is finally emerging from
the doldrums, and as business returns to prerecession levels service remains key. See how AIN
readers rated the facilities they use. Page 20
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Pressure mounts on noise

Heli-Expo report

Hangar-use policy

Hawker 4000 resurrected?

As the FAA embarks on a long-promised
study of helicopter noise in the Los
Angeles Basin, on the East Coast it is
addressing noise complaints resulting
from new mandatory routes. page 4

The event generally yields some $2
billion in sales, according to organizers,
and they were not disappointed this year,
as the industry’s major players logged
plenty of sales last month. page 66

The FAA is sifting through some 2,500
comments on its NPRM governing
non-aeronautical use of hangars, and
expects to issue a final rule on the
subject later this year. page 14

A winglet-equipped Hawker 4000 has
been undergoing flight tests at Beech
Factory Airport, raising questions about
whether Textron has plans for a new
aircraft. page 18

The FAA issued new medical guidelines on obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) to its aviation medical
examiners on March 2. Revising earlier plans to require OSA screening
for all pilots with a body mass index
of 40 or greater before issuance of
a medical certificate, the new guidelines instead factor in an integrated
assessment of history, symptoms
and physical/clinical findings.
When announced in January, the
new guidelines were lauded by aviation organizations as a practical
approach that addressed their concerns without compromising safety.
NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen
said the guidance “combines common sense with clinical discipline.”
The guidelines require the aviation
medical examiners (AME) to “triage
the applicant into one of six groups”:
(1) already issued a special issuance
for OSA; (2) pilot has been diagnosed
Continues on page 40 u
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industry was upbeat.
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As we go to press
AIRBUS TO SELL MORE
SHARES IN DASSAULT
Airbus Group is preparing to sell
a 17.5-percent stake in Dassault
Aviation by April 24 in a move
that will reduce its holding to
approximately 24.5 percent.
On March 25, the European
aerospace and defense group
announced the plan, which
will involve the sale of 1.61
million shares. In November
last year Airbus had reduced its
holding in Dassault from 46.3
percent. Dassault Aviation has
indicated it is willing to buy up
to 5 percent of its share capital
at a maximum price of €980
per share. As of March 25, the
French government had yet to
indicate whether it will exercise
its first right of refusal to buy
the Dassault shares being
released by Airbus. Groupe
Industriel Marcel Dassault, which
is controlled by the Dassault
family, holds a 55.55-percent
stake in Dassault Aviation.

INDUSTRY WEIGHS IN
ON ATC CHANGES
NBAA and NATA submitted
comments to the House aviation
subcommittee, which held a
hearing March 24 on ATC reform,
to advocate a more business-like
approach for the FAA. However,
the business aviation groups
are urging Congress to ensure
that any change to the agency
preserves access, avoids user
fees and protects airports. NBAA
president and CEO Ed Bolen
conceded that to preserve the
ATC system “changes will be
necessary,” but added, “We will
not support changes that fail
to preserve business aviation’s
access to airspace and airports in
a safe, predictable and affordable
manner.” NATA president and
CEO Tom Hendricks echoed
those sentiments, saying changes
must be managed “to maintain a
stable, safe and efficient system
that protects access for all users.”

GE HONDA HF120
OK’d FOR PRODUCTION
GE Honda Aero Engines’ plant
in Burlington, N.C., received
an FAA production certificate
for the HF120 engine that will
power the HondaJet and other
light business jets. The company
obtained FAA approval for the
engine in December 2013. Initial
HF120 production was performed
at GE’s Lynn, Mass. facility,
though assembly began to shift
to Burlington late last year under
FAA oversight. GE Honda Aero
Engines’ MRO facility will also be
located at the Honda Aero plant in
Burlington, and the company has
developed a network of authorized
service providers in North America
and Europe. FAA certification of
the HondaJet, the first application
for the HF120, was pending at
press time.

INTERIM UAS POLICY
SPEEDS APPROVALS
The FAA announced an “interim
policy” on March 24 to expedite
the flight authorizations it grants
to operators of small unmanned

aircraft systems (UAS) who have
already obtained exemptions
from the agency to use their
machines. It will now grant
those operators a certificate of
authorization (COA) for flights at
or below 200 feet anywhere in
the country except in restricted
airspace or in major cities, so long
as they fly their drones during
daytime VFR conditions, within
visual line of sight of the pilot
and at specified distances from
airports or heliports.

EASA FINISHES REVIEW
OF SINGLE-ENGINE IMC
An EASA rulemaking committee
completed its review of
comments on a proposal to
permit commercial singleengine turbine operations in
IMC (CAT SET-IMC), keeping
the rulemaking on track
for release next year. The
agency is expected to provide
a technical briefing of the
proposal to member states in
June, followed by the issuance
of an opinion in September.
The proposal, released in July
last year, would then come
under European Commission
consideration, with finalization
anticipated in the first half
of next year. The rulemaking
would require operators to
obtain a special authorization
for commercial SET-IMC
operations, but would provide
a more standardized approach
in Europe.

VISTAJET FLEET ALL
LARGE-CABIN MODELS
VistaJet’s fleet is now
composed solely of large-cabin
Bombardier Challengers and
Globals after the company
retired its last remaining
Learjet 60–the aircraft type
that it started with in 2004.
The rise in demand for longrange flights and large-cabin
aircraft prompted VistaJet to
realign its fleet strategy. Its
fleet now numbers 45: a mix
of Challenger 350s, 605s and
850s, as well as Global 5000s
and 6000s. Three of the Global
5000s are based at VistaJet’s
U.S. operation, where partner
Jet Aviation operates its aircraft.
The company says its U.S.
fleet will more than double in
the next 12 months with the
addition of four more aircraft.

Santa Monica looks to leasing
to position SMO for closure
by Kerry Lynch
Late last month the Santa
Monica City Council took the
next step toward positioning
Santa Monica Airport (SMO)
for possible closure, agreeing unanimously to pursue
leases that could last the shortest practical amount of time,
yield the most revenue for
the city and provide the most
flexibility.
Following a packed fivehour hearing at which 125 people asked to make statements,
the city council approved a
series of scaled-back measures
that would continue the city’s
efforts to explore legal and
other options to gain ultimate
control over the airport’s fate.
The city also set in motion a
“transition,” agreeing to threeyear leases for certain major
leaseholders, including Atlantic
Aviation, but essentially seeking month-to-month leases on
properties that reside either on
non-aviation parcels or on parcels that the city believes it can
gain control of sooner.
The city has an underlying
goal of breaking up most of the
nearly 400 subleases and managing them directly through a
combination of a broker and/
or property manager. Some will

WESTERN FBO
NOW IS-BAH CERTIFIED
On March 24 the International
Business Aviation Council
(IBAC) named American Aero at
Meacham International Airport
in Fort Worth, Texas, the first
FBO in the Western hemisphere
to complete accreditation
under the new International
Standard for Business Aviation
Handling (IS-BAH), which
IBAC launched last year. In
February New Delhi-based
SRC Aviation was introduced
as the first aviation service
provider certified under the new
voluntary code of best practices
for FBOs and business aviation
handling agents.
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remain as subleases, but the city
is taking over two primary Atlantic Aviation tenants (BMWAudi Design and Milstein) and
intends to raise the cost of their
existing leases to market rate.
At the request of council, city
staff agreed to insert cancelation
clauses into the leases.
Avoiding ‘Legal Scrutiny’

The city’s intent is to word
the leases as flexibly as possible to fend off legal challenges
and discrimination claims and
clearly limit the terms on all
but the part of the airport the
city believes is most subject to
federal control. Council members want to give non-aviation
and cultural tenants the option
for longer leases. City staff
said three-year leases would
ensure a revenue flow while the
city works through legal challenges to gain control of the
airport’s fate.
But the council declined to
act on recommendations to
shut down the entire airport
or portions of it, impose new
regulations such as a jet ban or
pursue environmental restrictions. The council did not
explicitly discuss a proposal to
close 2,000 feet of the runway,

but the segment in question is
located in a section where the
city is offering only month-tomonth leases. This leaves the
runway vulnerable to partial
closure.
The city notes that many
have pushed it to take a “Meigs
Field” approach since the FAA
took little action after Chicago
Mayor Richard Daley had that
airport bulldozed into destruction. “This line of argument
is appealing, but it does not
withstand legal scrutiny,” the
city said in a report. The staff
acknowledged that “the city will
not have full control of the land
that is now used for the airport
unless and until legal disputes…
are resolved in court.” The city
report added that this will take
several years “but resolution will
eventually come.”
The council’s actions ignored
the objections of aviation groups
such as NBAA, which cautioned
that the measures might be illegal. The association says it will
monitor and pursue all available
options to protect the airport’s
future.
One resident notes that for
many businesses “the future has
been tossed in the wind. It’s sad
and frustrating.” 
o

PLANESENSE PLACES ORDER FOR UP TO FIVE NEXTANT 400XTis
Portsmouth, N.H.-based fractional provider PlaneAsked about how the 400XTi meshes with the
Sense placed an order last month for up to five eventual PC-24 fractional-share program, Antoniadis
Nextant 400XTis worth a potential $25.75 million at said he will “let the market decide.” Pricing and more
list prices. The firm order for two of the remanufac- details for the 400XTi program will be announced in
tured Beechjets (with options for three more) marks the coming months, he added.
PlaneSense’s first purchase of non-Pilatus aircraft, and
The company plans to use contract pilots for the
its first order for not-new aircraft. PlaneSense currently first six to eight months of 400XTi operations to sit
operates PC-12 turboprop singles.
beside upgraded PlaneSense pilots as they gain expeThe deal will propel the company into the jet rience on the new type. Thereafter, PlaneSense pilots
market more quickly, with the first 400XTi slated to dual-rated in the PC-12 and 400XTi will fly the jets.
come on line in June and the second in the fourth
The 400XTi sale “represents the culmination of
quarter. Deliveries of the
months of work between
six Pilatus PC-24 light jets
our two companies,” said
PlaneSense placed an order for up
that PlaneSense ordered to five Nextant 400XTis in deal worth
Nextant president and
at EBACE last year will not $25.75 million at list prices.
CEO Sean McGeough.
begin until mid-2017, after
“The 400XTi will be a
Pilatus receives type certifiperfect complement to
cation. (The PC-24 has yet
[PlaneSense’s] current fleet
to log its first flight, more
of PC-12s.”
than seven months after the
“Historically
our
rollout ceremony.)
program has inducted
PlaneSense president and CEO George Anto- only new aircraft into the fleet,” said Antoniadis. “We
niadis told AIN that his company will not initially sell have been impressed with the Nextant 400XTi remanshares in the 400XTis; instead, they will be available as ufacturing process and the resulting enhancements.”
an upgrade for PC-12 share owners, several of whom Because of these “extensive” improvements and
have been asking for faster or longer-range aircraft. upgrades, he considers the twinjet to be like new, not
The jets will “enhance” PlaneSense’s PC-12 product pre-owned, and thus decided to integrate the aircraft
and provide a “foundation for growth.”
into the fleet. 
–C.T.
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NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter
z Business Aircraft Flying Up in 2014
Global business-aircraft flight hours climbed by 1.2
percent last year, with on-demand charter helping drive
the gains, according to the latest Jet Support Services
(JSSI) Business Aviation Index. JSSI, which tracks
business aircraft flight hours by region, industry and
cabin type, found flight hours grew at a slower pace by
industry than in the last few years, but real estate flying
still improved 4.1 percent and the aviation-industry sector
was up 4.4 percent. Other sectors, however, were down,
including manufacturing (-13.7 percent) and construction
(-6.9 percent). Regionally, Europe and the Middle East
led the growth in business aviation flight hours last year,
each climbing 9.1 percent, while South America followed
at 5 percent and North America edged up 0.1 percent.
These gains offset declines in Asia-Pacific, Central
America and Africa.

z FAA OKs KaiserAir Fans 1/A Solution
KaiserAir received FAA STC approval for a Fans 1/A
solution in the Gulfstream IV. The STC covers installation
of a Universal Avionics flight management system, cockpit
voice recorder and Uni-link communication management
system. Fans is currently required for North Atlantic
operations between FL350 and FL390, though eventually
it will be expanded to cover more altitudes. KaiserAir is
scheduling installations for the Fans equipment, which
can be completed in as little as eight days, according to
Rick Brainard, director of maintenance marketing.

z Florida Airports Undergo Name Swap
Destin, Fla., has changed the names of its airports
in an effort to avoid confusion and serve its customers
better. The former Northwest Florida Regional Airport
(VPS), not to be confused with Northwest Florida Beaches
International Airport in Panama City, has taken the
name Destin-Fort Walton Beach Airport. Meanwhile,
the former Destin-Fort Walton Beach Airport (DTS), a
general aviation-only airfield, has been renamed Destin
Executive Airport. The changes stemmed from analysis
by a research firm tasked with determining how best to
market the commercial airport. It is also welcomed by the
business aviation community, as it further delineates the
split between the two airports.

z Pilatus Delivers 1,300th PC-12
Pilatus Aircraft delivered the 1,300th PC-12 during
a ceremony on February 23 at its U.S. division, Pilatus
Business Aircraft, in Broomfield, Colo. The milestone
aircraft was handed over to California-based, all-youcan-fly membership charter firm Surf Air, which now has
four of the turboprop singles in its fleet. Surf Air placed
an order last fall for 15 PC-12 NGs, with options for an
additional 50.

FAA proposal limits
bizav access to NY area
by Kerry Lynch
Industry leaders are warning
that an FAA proposal to limit
unscheduled operations at the
three major New York-area airports threatens business aviation’s
access there.
The FAA on January 8 released
a proposal that would impose new
limits on unscheduled flights at
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) and Newark Liberty
International Airport (EWR) and
make permanent current limits at
La Guardia Airport (LGA). The
proposal also addresses slots at the
airports for scheduled carriers.
The proposal would limit
unscheduled operations at JFK
to two per hour, at EWR to one
per hour and at LGA to three
per hour. Operations other than
declared
emergencies
would
require reservations.
The FAA said the proposed
limits at LGA match those already
in place. The limits also mirror
those that the FAA had previously
proposed for JFK and EWR, the
agency added.
“Although
unscheduled

SNECMA SILVERCREST SCHEDULE SLIPS TO 2016
The target certification date for the Snecma Silvercrest turbofan has
slipped from this year to the first half of 2016, program general manager
Eric Portejoie told AIN in the middle of last month. At that time the engines
involved in the program had logged 170 hours in the air and 2,000 test hours
on the ground. The trials have validated a number of operability and performance aspects, Portejoie said, including “the use on a new twin-engine
aircraft.” The delay stems from the sequencing of the tests. Flight-testing is
being conducted from San Antonio, Texas, on a modified Gulfstream II that
flies with a Silvercrest on the number-two pylon and an original Rolls-Royce
Spey on the other pylon. Snecma has created a test center, hiring pilots and
maintenance technicians and also using its own employees. “We can fly up
to six times a week,” Portejoie said. The 11,450-pound-thrust Silvercrest will
power the Falcon 5X which is on track to complete certification in late 2016.
Another variant is to be developed for the Citation Longitude, once Cessna
settles on a schedule. 
–T.D.

z ATSB Reopens 2009 Crash Investigation
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB)
reopened its investigation into the November 2009 crash
of an aeromedical Westwind 1124A during an instrument
approach to Norfolk Island following a flight from Samoa.
In the original accident report, the ATSB cited pilot error
as the most likely cause because the crew was unable
to see the runway during the approach. The flight crew
protested the finding because the pilot-in-command
chose to ditch the aircraft while it was still operating
normally, rather than risk a dual flameout later in IMC. In
an unusual move, the ATSB agreed to reopen the case
following an investigation by the Transportation Safety
Board of Canada (TSB) into the methodologies used by
their Australian counterparts in determining this probable
cause.

operations [including general aviation, passenger and cargo charter,
ferry and other ad hoc operations]
are typically a small percentage of
overall traffic, the FAA has determined these limits are necessary
because any airport operation
affects congestion and delays,” the
FAA said. “Even a few additional
operations during peak hours
could result in significant additional delay, thus eroding the effectiveness of the slot limits.”
Limits on unscheduled operations should be part of any congestion-management plan to
ensure effectiveness of the limits on scheduled operations, the
agency contended. This plan
should balance access needs of all
types of operations while managing congestion.
The FAA adds that the proposal
would enable the accommodation
of most unscheduled operations,
if the operators remain flexible
about their arrival and departure
times. Furthermore, the agency
added, general aviation demand
can be accommodated by other

Snecma Silvercrest

airports in the region, including Westchester County Airport,
Islip MacArthur Airport, Republic Airport, Stewart International
Airport, Morristown Municipal
Airport and Teterboro Airport.
Comments on the proposal
were originally due April 8, but the
FAA agreed to slide the deadline
until May 8 at the request of airline and airports organizations. But
the agency gave only 30 additional
days, instead of the 60 requested by
the organizations, and it denied a
request by the National Air Transportation Association for a public
meeting to examine the ramifications of the proposal.
Industry Concerns

Doug Carr, NBAA vice president of safety, security, operations
and regulation, said the extra time is
welcomed given the potential “significant change to operations” and
the scope of the proposal. But Carr
believes the proposal raises a number of serious questions, including
those involving business aviation
access to public-use airports.
He noted that public-use airports benefit from taxpayer
investment and must meet grant
assurances that they don’t discriminate against types of operations.
At initial glance of the proposed
limits at the three airports, Carr
said, “I’m not sure this would
pass the sniff test” for those grant
assurances. He added that particularly at JFK, but also at EWR,
the limits have the potential to significantly curb business aircraft
operations. “It sounds extremely
discriminatory,” he said.
Adding to the concern, Carr
said, the FAA would set blanket
limits on all non-scheduled operations, he said. While business aviation operators could use them,
they would compete for those
landing rights with other types
of operations, including an occasional foreign airline.
He also questioned if the limits per hour were used right away,
what would happen if an operation such as an organ transport
mission needed access.
The proposed limits correlate
with hourly unscheduled operations at the airports in 2008, FAA
said. Citing data from the FAA’s
Enhanced Traffic Management
System (ETMS) for the year ended
May 31, 2008, the agency said,
“Most unscheduled flights can
be accommodated in the actual
requested hour or through capacity in an adjacent hour (one hour
on either side of the actual hour of
operation in the data), or through
additional reservations available in
visual meteorological conditions.”
The agency also suggested the
possibility of a “secondary market
Continues on page 42 u
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z EASA Advances Regulatory Changes
Industry advocates are praising a European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) effort to revise its “basic
regulation,” saying the move will improve the agency’s
approach to general aviation and make the regulations
more risk-based. The EASA published a series of
proposals on March 16, presented as an “EASA Opinion,”
that call for more delegation within the member states and
seek significant changes to streamline and “defragment”
the existing framework. General aviation was cited as one
of the areas of focus for the changes.

z Bizav Flying Declined in February
February was the first month since November 2013
to see year-over-year declines in business-aviation
activity, according to industry data provider Argus, a
fact it attributed to the severe weather affecting much
of the U.S. that month. The company noted an overall
decline of 0.4 percent in Part 91, Part 135 and fractional
usage from the previous year, despite gains in largejet usage among Part 91 and Part 135 operations (3.7
and 7.8 percent, respectively), a 7.4-percent rise in
fractional small-cabin-jet operations and an 8.4-percent
boost in fractional turboprop flying. For last month,
the company’s analysts predicted a return to the plus
side, with an expected 1.4-percent climb in overall flight
activity year-over-year.

z FAA Predicts Growth for Bizjet Fleet
The FAA’s annual forecast, released on March 16,
predicts strong business jet market growth over the next
two decades. The agency forecasts the active business
jet fleet will grow by an average of 2.8 percent per year,
reaching 20,815 aircraft by 2035. When rotorcraft and
turboprops are included, the total fleet is expected to
grow by an average rate of 2.4 percent a year, reaching
45,905 by 2035. The FAA noted that the business jet
market recorded its first notable gain in shipments since
2008 last year, and higher corporate profits along with
worldwide GDP growth will propel the market.

z FAA: 10K U.S. Aircraft ADS-B Equipped
Rule-compliant ADS-B equipment is now installed
aboard 10,000 aircraft flying in the U.S., the FAA
announced at the Equip 2020 working group meeting on
March 18. ADS-B is the linchpin of the FAA’s NextGen
program. “This significant milestone shows that
thousands of U.S. aircraft are already experiencing the
many benefits that ADS-B equipage offers, including
enhanced surveillance, especially at lower altitudes,
better situational awareness and free in-cockpit weather
and traffic,” said GAMA president and CEO Pete Bunce.
The FAA estimates that 100,000 to 160,000 general
aviation aircraft will need to be equipped with ADS-B out
before the Jan. 1, 2020 mandate.

Avantair dissolution advances
by James Wynbrandt
Disbursement of proceeds
from the auction of 13 Piaggio Avanti twin turboprops sold
under the bankruptcy of shuttered fractional ownership plan
provider Avantair began on February 20, a milestone in the company’s dissolution. Avantair, of
St. Petersburg, Fla., was put into
involuntary bankruptcy in August
2013, and the auctions, conducted
under Section 363 estate property
sales, began last July.
Distribution of the proceeds
was blocked by a lawsuit brought
by Avantair shareowner Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) of Nashville, Tenn.,
contesting among other issues
the equal division of proceeds
ordered by the bankruptcy
trustee. On January 29 the trustee
granted a motion to allow distribution of auction proceeds. CCA
will appeal the decision, sending
the lawsuit to the 11th Circuit
Court of Appeals, a company
spokesperson told AIN. “We’re a
publicly trade company, and we

have a fiduciary responsibility.”
But Amanda Applegate of
Aerlex, a Santa Monica, Calif. law
firm representing approximately
half of the 660 Avantair owners, contends CCA likely stands
to receive more under the trustee’s settlement plan than it would
were distribution based on relative
value of the owners’ aircraft.
Owners, Employees Waiting

None of the auctioned aircraft has been through the FAAapproved recertification process
to restore the airworthiness certificates revoked from the former fleet aircraft in the wake of
questions about their condition
and maintenance records. Average price of the auctioned aircraft was $810,000, a figure
subsequently reduced more than
half by payments to lienholders, Applegate said, primarily
some 10 companies that provided
maintenance or other services for
which Avantair failed to pay. Several lienholders had possession of

aircraft. “Where [their] aircraft
happened to be parked on the
day Avantair went out of business really impacted [owners] in
an unusual way,” Applegate said,
commenting on wide disparities
in some charges assessed by the
various lienholders.
Former Avantair employees have filed a class-action lawsuit against the company alleging
violations of U.S. Labor Law,
including failure to pay wages.
Lead counsel Ryan Barack of
Kwall Showers Barck & Chilton
in Clearwater, Fla., could provide
no timetable for its resolution, but
said plaintiffs “remain hopeful”
about their prospects.
With more of the former fleet
scheduled or expected to come
up for auction in coming months,
values of pre-owned Avantis,
which “have not kept pace in the
normal market,” according to
Fletcher Aldredge, publisher of
Vref, are likely to take a bigger
hit. “This is just lemonade-stand
economics,” he said. 
o

GULFSTREAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY FOR G650
Gulfstream Aerospace was selected to receive the
2014 Robert J. Collier Trophy for its development
of the G650, the National Aeronautic Association (NAA) announced on March 11. The NAA will
present the trophy, its highest award for achievement in aeronautics or astronautics, during the
annual Robert J. Collier Trophy Dinner, which is typically held in the spring.
Gulfstream was selected by a committee of 30
aviation and aerospace industry executives, who said
the aircraft “strengthened business aviation through
significant technological advancements in aircraft performance, cabin comfort and safety.”

z DOT Seeks Comments on GPS Backup
The U.S. Department of Transportation is seeking
comment on a potential enhanced long-range navigation
system (eLoran) to provide positioning, navigation
and timing (PNT) capability that can complement the
Global Positioning System. U.S. space-based PNT
policy requires the DOT to work with the Department
of Homeland Security on a backup system in the event
that GPS is disrupted. It is exploring the implementation
of eLoran as that backup, the agency said. The agency
is seeking feedback on a number of factors involved
in its implementation, including the availability of user
equipment and willingness of operators to equip with an
eLoran receiver, technical requirements of the system,
availability and coverage area required and applications
of PNT services. Comments are due May 22.
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“It was a strong list of nominations reflecting the
advancement of the world’s aviation industry,” said Jim
Albaugh, chairman of the NAA. “It was a difficult list from
which to select a recipient, and I congratulate Gulfstream
on this great honor.”
Other finalists on the slate were Alan Eustace and the
StratEx Team, the Embraer Legacy 500, the F-16 Automatic Ground Collision Avoidance Team, the General
Aviation Joint Steering Committee, the Orion Exploration Flight Test-1 and Aurora Flight Sciences Orion UAS.
Gulfstream obtained U.S. FAA certification for the
ultra-long-range, high-speed aircraft in late 2012 and
delivered the 100th G650 in November. 
–K.L.
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Manufacturers’ commitment to
events such as ABACE demonstrates
their optimism about the region’s
potential for growth.

Eyeing upcoming international negotiations on aviation
environmental standards, GAMA formally joined the Air
Transport Action Group (Atag), a coalition created to
provide a unified voice in promoting environmentally
sustainable growth of the aviation industry. GAMA
president and CEO Pete Bunce said the association will
work with industry stakeholders under the Atag umbrella
as the 39th General Aviation Assembly of the International
Civil Aviation Organization develops environmental
standards next year. “The general aviation manufacturing
industry is committed to addressing climate change by
improving the fuel efficiency of aviation as the industry
grows,” Bunce said. The business aviation community,
including GAMA and the International Business Aviation
Council, in 2009 set goals of carbon-neutral growth from
2020 onward; a 2-percent annual improvement in fuel
efficiency through 2020; and a 50-percent reduction in
total CO2 emissions by 2050.

z Textron Expands King Air Service
Textron Aviation announced that its company-owned
service centers in Sacramento, Calif., Mesa, Ariz., and
Paris have gained certification for service and repair
of the Beechcraft King Air 90, 200 and 300 series. The
company plans to continue its Beechcraft and Hawker
service expansion this year. The added King Air service
capability at the company’s Paris facility comes shortly
after the opening of Textron Aviation’s larger service
center at Paris Le Bourget Airport. The company operates
21 factory-owned service centers worldwide.

z Second Jet Ranger X Joins Test Fleet
The second Bell 505 Jet Ranger X flight-test vehicle
(FTV) flew on February 24 at Bell Helicopter’s Mirabel,
Québec manufacturing facility, some three months after
the first 505 FTV made its maiden flight there. Since flighttesting began in November, the helicopter program has
progressed quickly, with a test card that has included
numerous practice autorotations, according to Bell. FAA
certification is expected later this year.

z App Covers Aircraft GSE Inventory
Equipment supplier Pilot John GSE has released a new
reference guide app for the iPhone or iPad that allows
the user to look up compatible ground service equipment
(GSE) by aircraft from a range of manufacturers. The app
covers both new and used ground power units, electric
tugs, hydraulic power units, towbars and towbar heads,
lavatory and water carts and maintenance tooling, among
other items. It also allows the user to save specific aircraft
types to a favorites list and quickly reference new and used
equipment options that are compatible with their fleets.

z SKYe SH09 Order Book Growing Fatter
Marenco Swisshelicopter announced the first sale
of its SKYe SH09 turbine single in Africa, to Henley Air.
The manufacturer now holds orders for 72 helicopters.
The first flight of the SKYe SH09 took place on October
2 in Molis, Switzerland, and Marenco has targeted EASA
certification for late this year.

z G280 Gets Nod from Brazil’s ANAC
The Gulfstream G280 received certification from
Brazil’s civil aviation authority, ANAC, paving the way
for deliveries of the twinjet to begin to that country.
Gulfstream president Larry Flynn said the super-midsize
jet “is particularly well suited for Brazil. Departing from
São Paulo, the G280 can reach the entire continent
without refueling and can fly to the U.S. and Europe with
one stop.”

DAVID MCINTOSH

z GAMA Joins Group Urging
Sensible Emissions Regs

Approval crunch slows
Western progress in China
by Kerry Lynch
Applications for Chinese
approval of goods and products
are on the rise, putting a strain on
that nation’s limited certification
resources. China ranked fourth in
the number of applications from
U.S. manufacturers seeking validation from 2012 through late last
year, according to the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO).
China received 7.7 percent of the
applications, behind the European
Union, Canada and Brazil.
As the population of business
aircraft expands, so too does
demand for parts, services and
alterations, all of which require
resources, noted Walter Desrosier,
vice president of engineering and
maintenance for the General Aviation Manufacturers Association.
“The CAAC is not structured and
resourced for the volume,” he said.
“The CAAC is [hiring more staff],
but not necessarily to align with
international manufacturers.”
Hoping to foster the growth of
its own aviation manufacturing
sector, the country has slowly been
adding resources. As in the U.S.,
however, growth often outpaces
the induction and training of new
resources as more manufacturers
seek validation of their products.
In China, certifying products has
been a learning curve, not only for
the CAAC as it adds staff but also
for the manufacturers attempting
to win their first validations.
Manufacturers Make Inroads

Company executives agree that
the key lies in establishing and
building relationships with CAAC
authorities. Gulfstream, which
had 98 aircraft based in China at
the end of last year, opened a Beijing office whose staff are devoted
to working with Chinese authorities. The company delivered its
first aircraft into China in 2006,
a G200, and since then has had
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success at type validation for the
G150, G280, G450 and G550; it
is now working on approval for
the G650.
“Almost a decade ago, acquiring
timely certifications in China for
our aircraft [TC and supplemental
TC validations] was challenging,”
said Steve Cass, vice president of
technical marketing and communications for Gulfstream, because
business aviation in China was
in its infancy and the country’s
authorities knew little about the
operations and the industry.
But that has improved over
time as Chinese regulatory officials and the industry have worked
more closely. “The CAAC has
been keen to learn more about the
industry,” Cass said, noting that
the agency has collaborated with
the Savannah, Ga.-based manufacturer on various initiatives.
Gulfstream has even conducted
training events with the agency.
“Education and awareness
continue to be integral to improving the certification process,” he
said, noting they share a vision of
developing safe business and general aviation operations in China.
“The strong relationship we share
with the CAAC today has resulted
in a stable and predictable certification process.”
Quest is another manufacturer
that has gotten its foot in the door,
with Chinese certification of the
Kodiak in the summer of 2013.
Although it is a relatively young
company, Quest entered the process in China with experience in
earning validations. China was its
12th certification of the Kodiak.
Company president and CEO
Sam Hill also brought to Quest
a background of obtaining validations, having gained experience
with Embraer’s ERJ and Legacy
lines during his tenure at Embraer.
Hill reported Quest had a

positive experience with the certification process, but he said the
key was ensuring the protocols
were worked out in the beginning and that the procedures were
carefully followed. The company
experienced some short delays but
wrapped up the process in seven
to eight months, Hill estimated.
“The experience was better than
we expected. We had received a
heads-up from other manufacturers that it could be rough, but that
was not our experience,” Hill said.
The CAAC audit was not
much different from that of other
countries. The contrasts were
mainly cultural, but he added
that’s true no matter where an
aircraft is certified. But he also
cautioned that a company seeking certification must be prepared. “Timing is everything,” he
said. “You have to make sure you
are on the schedule.”
Textron Aviation, which has
had experience manufacturing
in China, has gained a growing
understanding of CAAC procedures. This provided a foundation for successful outcomes, said
Michael Thacker, senior vice president of engineering for Textron
Aviation. The CAAC, Thacker
said, “continues to seek out new
opportunities to work with industry and demonstrate its willingness to cooperate with OEMs.”
He cited CAAC’s partnership
with organizations such as the
Aviation Cooperative Program
of China. GAMA hosted CAAC
officials at a meeting a year ago,
providing OEMs the opportunity
to learn more about the CAAC’s
Airworthiness and Certification Department. “During these
cooperative engagements, we
have gained an appreciation for
the number of validation requests
that the CAAC completes each
year and for how critical it is for
each OEM to understand the process to allow for timely approvals,” Thacker said.
Challenges to Certification

But even with positive experiences, challenges remain. CAAC
resources and budget top that list,
executives agree. The industry is
watching with interest as the FAA
and CAAC negotiate revisions to
their bilateral agreement, and protection of intellectual property
remains a concern.
“We’re seeing the importance
of ensuring effective implementation of the bilateral agreement
with China,” Desrosier said, adding, “there is still more opportunity for efficiencies.”
Chinese certification officials
have sought information beyond
that required in the bilateral. The
GAO, which has been conducting
Continues on page 53 u
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Business aviation activity in Europe saw a year-overyear slide in February, according to industry data provider
WingX Advance. The 51,075 business aircraft flights that
month represented a 4.4-percent year-over-year decline,
the lowest for the month since 2010 and a 20-percent
retraction from February 2008. “For business jets the
European picture is pretty dismal,” said the company,
noting a 7-percent fall in jet activity for the month. It
added that the market was partially buoyed by turboprop
usage. WingX cited the continuing instability in Ukraine
as a certain contributor to the fall, with that country and
Russia combined posting 1,400 fewer flights year-overyear. WingX Advance said Russia no longer ranks in the
top 10 European markets for business-aircraft activity,
with flights from that country to the rest of Europe down
34 percent compared with February 2014.

z No Relief for Bizav in India’s Budget
A uniform rate of import duty on private and charter
operators was not included in India’s budget for the new
fiscal year from April 1 to March 31, 2016. The nation’s
Business Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA) had hoped
the budget would introduce equal taxation, which it believes
is essential to strengthening the business aviation sector in
the country. Under the current rules, the levy on an aircraft
imported for personal use is between 19 and 21 percent,
while charter operators pay approximately 3 percent.

z China To Surpass Japan as Helo Hub
The Asia-Pacific region’s helicopter fleet grew by 9
percent last year, with the total number of civil rotorcraft
there reaching 2,463 by the end of 2014, according to the
latest data published by Asian Sky Group. While Japan
currently remains the region’s most developed helicopter
market, the firm expects it to be overtaken by China in the
near future. China’s fleet of helicopters grew by 29 percent
in 2014, to 655 rotorcraft. By comparison, the Japanese fleet
stood at 800. South Korea’s fleet is the next-most mature,
with 200 helicopters on its roster, while the Philippines and
Malaysia come in with just under 180 helicopters in their
fleets. Thailand’s more modest fleet of 115 helicopters
includes many government-owned rotorcraft.

z MEBAA To Stage Event in Morocco
The Middle East and North Africa Business Aviation
Association (MEBAA) signed an agreement with Moroccan
airport authority ONDA to stage its new MEBAA Show
Morocco event in Casablanca from September 1 to 2 this
year. The show will be held at the North African city’s
Mohammed V International Airport and is expected to
present 50 exhibitors and 25 aircraft on static display.

zF
 rench Court Reverses Course on
Bell 429 Skid Patent Row
Last month, the Paris Court of Appeals reversed an
October 2012 lower court decision that held the design
of Bell Helicopter’s skid gear on its 429 light twin did
not infringe on an existing Eurocopter (now Airbus
Helicopters) patent. In a statement, Bell again denied
patent infringement and accused Airbus Helicopters of
unfair “legal maneuvering.” The company noted that prior
court decisions in the U.S. and Canada on the matter
had gone against Airbus. “Every legal review to date has
upheld that the production landing gear on the Bell 429
does not infringe on Eurocopter’s patent.” Bell said it is
“studying the decision and assessing the impact it may
have to Bell 429 operations within France.” Further, Bell
will continue delivering 429s outside of France “without
interruption” and “vigorously defend the production gear
in France.”

MATT THURBER

z Flight Activity Down in Europe

Recreational use of UAVs is on the rise, as the aircraft provide a means of capturing
images from a new vantage point. But their operators need to follow the rules about
line-of-sight and altitude to ensure that the small machines maintain safe separation from
piloted aircraft.

Operators concerned
about low-flying UAVs
by Kerry Lynch
On July 11 last year, a Metro
Aviation Airbus Helicopters
EC135 was cruising at about 2,800
feet near Baton Rouge, La., when
the pilot noticed flashing lights on
the horizon. The lights appeared
to belong to an aircraft, so the
pilot watched them to maintain
visual separation. “Although I
was flight following with New
Orleans approach, they had not
given me any traffic advisories
of other aircraft in the area,” the
pilot reported. The approach controller was not obligated to give
such advisories since the helicopter was VFR in Class E airspace.
About two seconds after seeing the lights, the pilot reported,
“I realized it was approaching
extremely fast so I performed a
quick 2g pull-up and watched
the UAV [unmanned aerial vehicle] pass less than 100 feet directly
below me.”
The UAV wasn’t one of the
small recreational machines that
are becoming commonplace, said
Tarek Loutfy, director of safety
for Metro Aviation. It was five
feet in diameter with propellers
facing down on each corner. The
pilot notified ATC of the nearcollision, and the incident was
reported to the Office of Accident
Investigation. The FAA investigated the incident but never
found the operator of the UAV,
Loutfy said.
Call for Reports

These encounters have become
a significant concern for Metro
Aviation and its pilots. Milton
Geltz, managing director of the
Shreveport, La.-based air medical
services provider, said his pilots
are recording on average one UAV
encounter per month. Sightings
have become so prevalent that the
company added a UAV category
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operated by onlookers who want
to see the scene of an accident,
where a medevac or police helicopter might be operating.
The FAA recently released
the long-awaited proposed regulations regulating small UAVs
used for commercial or non-recreational purposes. The proposal
would require that small UAVs
remain below 500 feet agl in daytime visual conditions, and with
the operator maintaining a line
of sight.
This proposal was welcomed
by aviation groups eager to see
the safe integration of unmanned
systems. “The FAA has taken a
good first step in releasing these
initial guidelines to provide a
much-needed regulatory structure
for these operations,” said Bob
Lamond, NBAA’s director of air
traffic services and infrastructure.
Model Aircraft Hazards

to its Aviation Safety Reporting
for future analysis. The issue is
of sufficient concern to the company that Geltz brought it to the
attention of FAA officials during a government-industry forum
sponsored earlier this year by the
Helicopter Association International (HAI), Air Medical Operators Association (AMOA) and
Association of Air Medical Services (AAMS).
Geltz noted that his company,
which fields a fleet of more than
100 helicopters, is not the largest
of operators and wondered how
frequently other fleet helicopters
are encountering UAVs.
AMOA president Christopher Eastlee said he is receiving
frequent enough reports of cases
requiring evasive action that the
association is working with HAI
to develop a reporting system. No
clear metrics exist about how frequently this happens, Eastlee said.
“We can’t quantify it. We are trying to get a handle on this.” The
FAA has encouraged operators
to report encounters to ATC. But
for helicopters, many operations
occur outside controlled airspace
and at the much lower altitudes
where recreational UAVs or
model aircraft are typically found.
The FAA says it has received
reports of an average of 25
unmanned aircraft or model
sightings a month. “While many
of these sightings are from general aviation or helicopter pilots,
airline crews have also reported
them,” the agency said in a statement. “The reports range from
unmanned aircraft sightings without impact to other pilots and
aircraft to, on a few occasions,
pilots altering course to avoid an
unmanned aircraft.”
Many of these UAVs are
camera-equipped, and some are

Bill Crozier, assistant manager
for the FAA’s UAS Integration
Office, said the regulated UAVs
do not present as much of a concern as hobby drones since typically they are known, traceable
and adhere to rules. But the hobbyists are a different story, Crozier
said. “Model aircraft are one of
the biggest challenges we have,”
he said, noting they are flown
by remote control and may not
always be in the line of vision as
they are required to be. He noted
a “growing number of reports of
model aircraft flying where they
should not be.”
The FAA has had some success in enforcement cases where
it has determined that the UAV
or model aircraft was flown
with reckless disregard for public safety. One high-profile case
involved Raphael Pirker, who in
January reached a settlement on a
civil penalty with the FAA. Pirker
originally fought the FAA’s proposed civil penalty, but the NTSB
ultimately upheld the FAA’s
authority to pursue enforcement.
Law enforcement has cooperated with the FAA on UAVs,
building on a relationship formed
when the agency needed assistance with the malicious use of
lasers against aircraft, Crozier
said. But he believes that education is the better path forward. “If
we educate users, we won’t need
to use enforcement,” Crozier said.
The FAA has partnered with
various industry associations on a
“Know Before You Fly” campaign
to educate the public on proper
use of UAVs. The agency calls for
recreational users not in contact
with ATC to fly no closer than five
miles to airports. HAI president
and CEO Matt Zuccaro said he
would like to see that requirement
Continues on page 60 u
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by Curt Epstein
As the FAA continues to mull the
nearly 2,500 comments related to its
proposed rule on the non-aeronautical
use of hangars, some degree of concern
about its possible ramifications has begun
to set in amongst some aircraft owners.
On one board, a blogger who had heard
tales of a hangar being declared in violation because it contained a couch opined,
“Someone in the FAA wants to get rid of
little airplanes…I see this as being a way
to push more of us out.”
Responding to the flurry of attention
the matter received, the FAA extended
the initial comment period to allow more
concerned users to comment. While
some airport tenants fear possible Draconian interpretations of the policy, the
FAA’s basic intent is not to punish for
the presence of a piece of furniture but
to root out large-scale abuses of airport
hangar use, according to John Collins,
AOPA’s manager of airport policy. He
noted some glaring examples where the
hangars in question resembled department stores once the doors were opened.
“There are some folks that are kind of
pushing the limits on that, and there were
airports where that became an issue,” he
told AIN. “Particularly if the airport has
a waiting list, I think the airport manager
has a responsibility to make sure everything that’s in the hangars is aeronautical
in use and that nothing is in there occupying space that could be better occupied by
an aircraft.” That’s not to say he believes

the hangars should be starkly empty aside
from an aircraft either. “The guy who’s
got his airport car in there because it
fits under the wing of his airplane, and
he’s got tools to do maintenance on his
airplane and maybe a couple of folding
chairs to enjoy the sunset or a barbeque
grill to roll out for the weekend burger
burn, that’s good,” Collins said.
Interpretation of
‘Aeronautical Activities’

The Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) in its comments to the agency
requested that when no more aircraft can
reasonably fit into a hangar, the remaining space within be designated as “insignificant,” thus permitting its use for other
purposes that should not be considered
a violation of federal grant assurances.
Airports in the U.S. that have accepted
such federal grants under the airport
improvement program (AIP) are required
to adhere to a set of assurances that
require the sponsor to make the airport
available for aviation use. Grant assurance 19 “prohibits an airport sponsor
from causing or permitting any activity
that would interfere with use of airport
property for aviation purposes,” while
grant assurance 22 “requires the sponsor
to make the airport available on reasonable terms without unjust discrimination
for aeronautical activities.”
The matter in question stems from
interpretation of the FAA’s Airport

Legislation seeks to expand on
original Pilot’s Bill of Rights
by Kerry Lynch
House General Aviation Caucus
co-chair Sam Graves (R-Mo.) and Sen.
Jim Inhofe (R-Okla.) on February
26 introduced companion bills in the
House (H.R.1062) and Senate (S.571)
to strengthen certificate holder protections and expand the third-class medical
for recreational pilots. The legislation,
called the Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2, builds
on Inhofe’s original Pilot’s Bill of Rights,
which was signed into law in 2012.
“This new bill improves upon those
protections and expands the rights
afforded to pilots and other certificate
holders,” Graves said, adding that he
expects the bill to capture strong bipartisan support on Capitol Hill. The House
bill was introduced with four co-sponsors,
including Graves.
The original bill was one of the few
stand-alone bills to sail through Congress during 2012. “The first Pilot’s Bill of
Rights was a victory for the aviation community and made possible by the support

of pilots and industry leaders across the
nation,” Inhofe said. “Since [it was] signed
into law, more issues facing the general
aviation [GA[ community have surfaced.
The Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2 addresses these
concerns.” Inhofe introduced the Pilot’s
Bill of Rights 2 with 12 other co-sponsors.
Along with the third-class medical
exemption, the new legislation includes
more than a dozen measures designed to
provide protections during enforcement
investigations and actions. The bill also
would seek improvements to the Notice
to Airmen system.
These include an expansion of protections in the Pilot’s Bill of Rights to
include all certificate holders, a requirement for the FAA to disclose the specific
incident(s) used to begin enforcement
proceedings, a prohibition on the FAA’s
moving forward with enforcement if the
agency doesn’t provide a timely notification that it has begun an investigation, and
a requirement that the FAA furnish a copy
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The FAA is working to ensure that hangars are
being used for aviation-related activities rather
than non-aeronautical commercial use.

NIGEL MOLL

Industry awaits FAA ruling on
policy governing hangar use
Compliance Handbook, chapter 11,
paragraph 6, which states, “The sponsor should design its self-service rules
and regulations to ensure safe operations, preservation of facilities, and the
protection of the public interest.” Item c
adds “restricting hangars to related aeronautical activities.” In short, the agency
believes aviation tenants and aircraft
sponsors should not be displaced by nonaviation commercial uses that could be
conducted off airport property. “When
[the FAA does its] land-use inspections
and the other things it is required to do
under the airport improvement program
it has been consistent [about] that,” Collins said. “If you’ve got a non-aeronautical business in a hangar, it’s got to go.”
According to Collins, in response to a
formal complaint several years ago, the
FAA issued a letter to an airport manager detailing a specific correction plan
for that particular situation. “It was circulated around the community and all of
a sudden it seemed the FAA was really
cracking down on things, when that
wasn’t really the intent,” he said, adding
that clarifying the issue was one of the
factors driving the agency to issue its proposed rule last September.
One matter that has alarmed many
in the aviation community, particularly
the homebuilder segment, is the FAA’s
contention that only the final assembly

of an aircraft, leading to the completion
of the aircraft to a point where it can be
taxied, will be considered an aeronautical use. Both AOPA and EAA objected
to that definition, urging the agency to
reconsider, using “active assembly” of
aircraft instead. “Provided that hangar
tenants can demonstrate active, ongoing progress on an aircraft project, the
FAA should not deny them protected
access to airport property and facilities,
and these activities should be protected
under the grant assurances,” noted Sean
Elliott, EAA’s vice president for advocacy
and safety. “We agree that hangars should
not be used to house a stagnant project
or simply to store parts and components,
especially in cases where airport sponsors
have a hangar waiting list populated by
owners of currently airworthy aircraft.”
While the agency has been tightlipped
regarding when airport users can expect
to see a rule issued, Collins’s best guess is
sometime before the end of the fiscal year
(September 30). He concluded, “In talking
to the FAA, my sense is that it’s really trying to find that midpoint where things are
within the guidance and also allow some
flexibility for the tenants and the airport
management to make sure they’ve got a
decent hangar system and that somebody
is not running a non-aeronautical business
out of the hangar or has crammed it so
full of junk that it can’t be used.”
o

of the releasable portion of an enforcement investigative report when serving an
emergency order or enforcement action.
The bills would reform the record-keeping system and prevent pending enforcement action being made public. Other
provisions are tailored to provide protections when the FAA seeks re-examination
and improved accessibility to flight recorder
data. The bills would also extend civil liability protection and Good Samaritan Law
protections to volunteer pilots.
The bills immediately drew strong
support from the general aviation community. Eight association leaders signed
letters endorsing the bills. “The original
Pilot’s Bill of Rights provided important protections to pilots, and the new
bill stands to expand on them,” the letters stated. The associations praised the
action to expand the third-class medical exemption and efforts to improve the
Notam system and the protections for
volunteer pilots, among other measures.
“In this time of rapid communications technology, it is unacceptable that
the Notam system remains broken; this
bill will help to fix it,” added General
Aviation Manufacturers Association
president and CEO Pete Bunce, who
was among the leaders signing the letter.
He also called the liability protections

extremely important for volunteer pilots
who have been providing transportation
for cancer patients, wounded veterans
and other citizens.
NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen
pointed to the importance of requiring
the FAA to hand over the enforcement
report in emergency orders. The original Pilot’s Bill of Rights called for the
timely release of such documents, but
NBAA notes that it has received reports
that the agency has not consistently furnished the information in a timely fashion. “This key provision ensures that
pilots and other certificate holders facing FAA enforcement action are granted
their due process under law,” he said.
National Air Transportation Association president and CEO Tom Hendricks,
meanwhile, praised the expansion of the
protections to other certificate holders,
including aviation businesses, while Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association president and CEO Mark Baker commended
the third-class medical measure.
Signing the letters in support were
leaders from the Experimental Aircraft
Association, Flying Physicians Association, Helicopter Association International and National Agricultural
Aviation Association, in addition to
GAMA, NBAA, NATA and AOPA. o
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FAA turns eyes and ears to
rotor noise in NYC and LA
by Kerry Lynch
As the FAA launches a politically
mandated study of helicopter noise complaints in Los Angeles, the industry is
grappling with the fallout of mandatory
rotorcraft routes over the North Shore of
Long Island that were designed to address
noise objections.
The town of East Hampton was considering nighttime noise restrictions, limits on “noisy aircraft” and a weekend ban
on helicopters at East Hampton Airport
(HTO) to respond to 25,000 noise complaints that it reportedly has received
from 633 households. While nearly half
of those complaints are believed to stem
from about one dozen households, the
objections highlight a strong community
push to stamp out noise and many operations at HTO.
The airport has become a hotbed of
noise complaints since the FAA imposed
mandatory helicopter routes over the
North Shore of Long Island, concentrating some activity at HTO. These routes
were politically driven. Sen. Charles
Schumer (D-N.Y.) and other New Yorkarea politicians pressed the FAA and the
Department of Transportation to make
mandatory what had been voluntary helicopter routes over the North Shore. In
July 2012, the FAA issued an interim
rulemaking to mandate the routes, saying they were intended to “improve upon
decreased levels of noise that had been

voluntarily achieved.” Last summer the
agency extended the mandate for two
more years.
Politicians wanted the FAA to go ahead
and make the routes permanent. But
in extending the routes, the agency conceded that when it originally mandated the
routes, it “did not know the current rate of
compliance with the voluntary route or the
circumstances surrounding an operator’s
decision not to use the route.” The agency
said the extension is intended to give it
time to evaluate the routes more fully to
determine how effective they have been and
whether modifications should be made.
Helicopter Association International
president and CEO Matt Zuccaro objected
to the mandatory routes, saying they were
imposed without any safety study. Without such an evaluation, Zuccaro fears
operators will face a growing number of
restrictions at the behest of lawmakers.
“We’re concerned about a domino
effect,” he said, noting that officials from
other areas, primarily smaller communities, have contemplated whether they
too could take action to curb operations in their communities. “Their logic
is that the FAA doesn’t control the airspace any more. It’s elected officials,” he
said. These actions have ramifications,
he noted. In Long Island the mandatory
routes are concentrating operations in
corridors and have created new noise

hot spots at both ends of Long Island’s
North Shore.
As a result, Schumer is pushing the FAA
not only to make the routes permanent but
to add more restrictions. These developments have emboldened the town of East
Hampton to propose restrictions that go
much farther than addressing an uptick
in helicopter operations. The so-called
“noisy aircraft” that would be restricted
range from Challengers to Citations, Falcons and an array of Gulfstreams. While
helicopters would be banned on summertime weekends, noisy aircraft would be limited to one trip per week at the airport.
The restrictions came to the fore during a March 12 town hearing at which
anti-airport activists and the aviation
community argued over the need for them
and the future of the airport. Jeff Smith,
chairman of the Eastern Region Helicopter Council, testified that the restrictions
“are not only drastic but are detrimental
to an entire community.” He warned of
financial consequences to the community
and the damage to the helicopter community and pilots’ livelihoods.
The national business and general
aviation associations are all objecting,
questioning the legality of the proposals
and warning that such restrictions “present a threat to the national air transportation system that transcends local
communities.”
But the restrictions have political
support. House aviation subcommittee vice chair Lee Zeldin (R-N.Y.) urged
FAA Administrator Michael Huerta in a
March 2 letter to stand by earlier promises that the agency will not enforce certain grant assurances, clearing the town
to adopt the noise restrictions.
Measuring Noise in LA

REBRANDED TBM MANUFACTURER REPORTS STRONG RESULTS
Newly rebranded French aircraft manufacturer Daher (formerly Daher-Socata) reported strong
2014 sales figures at its annual press conference
in Paris on February 25. Sales were up 9 percent,
to €970 million ($1.1 billion) on the strength of
orders for 64 TBM 900s. The company delivered
51 TBMs last year, up from 40 the previous year.
The U.S. accounts for the largest market for
the turboprop single, generating 75 percent of
the sales, said chairman Patrick Daher. Backlog

for the aircraft extends 3.5 years.
As the company looks ahead, Patrick Daher
is preparing to hand over the company to successor Didier Kayat after a transition period of
a year or two. Kayat was appointed deputy CEO
on January 1.
The manufacturer is also a Tier 1 supplier
for the Gulfstream G500 and G600 and has been
chosen by Airbus to design, manufacture and
certify the E-Fan all-electric two-seater.  –C.B.
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While the Long Island groups tussle, a
noise complaint system is kicking off in
Los Angeles, also at the behest of politicians. This system, however, is welcomed
by operators and anti-noise activists alike.
Implementation would mark the first time
the noise problem over the Los Angeles
basin is fully evaluated, Zuccaro said, adding that it will help the agency take a more
measured approach to tackling the issue.
The FAA had long been under fire
locally for not taking more aggressive
action to curb operations. Driven by
community anti-noise activists, lawmakers have pushed for the agency to
issue a rulemaking to ban or limit operations at certain altitudes in certain areas
of Los Angeles. But in LA the agency
is resisting, driven by the conviction
that a collaborative approach involving both the community and operators will address concerns much more
quickly. The agency has also expressed
safety concerns, given the complexity of
the airspace in the region. Not satisfied
with that approach, lawmakers included
a measure in a Fiscal Year 2014 appropriations bill essentially calling on the
FAA either to demonstrate that voluntary measures are working or to issue a
rulemaking to impose restrictions.
To address the concerns and meet
the congressional mandate, the agency

agreed to set aside $250,000 for the noisecomplaint system. “We have been working diligently on helicopter noise issues
in Los Angeles for almost two years,”
an agency spokesman said, noting that
the system is part of that effort. In late
December the agency awarded a contract
to Bruel & Kjaer to develop the system,
which is expected to take into account
reporting systems in place at area airports
to provide a complete picture. Software
development is expected to be completed
within the next couple of months.
Collaborative Effort

The system will track the results of
noise-abatement efforts as the FAA works
with stakeholders to reach agreement on
voluntary routes, procedures and memoranda of understanding with operators,
according to NBAA. The FAA is continuing to meet with the operators and community, an agency spokesman said, and it
plans to report to Congress shortly on its
progress. Some fear that reaching an agreement will be elusive, in view of the farreaching curbs some residents are seeking.
In the interim, though, the announced
noise-complaint system has drawn praise
from local lawmakers. Rep. Adam Schiff
(D-Calif.), who has asserted that voluntary measures are insufficient, said, “The
establishment of a countrywide helicopter
noise-complaint system could be a significant development in our years-long fight to
give LA residents the relief they deserve.”
Schiff also called the system a necessary
first step to gather data about the extent of
the problem and potential remedies.
While the system was designed as a
venue for complaints, operators welcome
the opportunity to gather noise data. Zuccaro said political pressure has created an
environment of “regulation by legislation” without data to support the need for
changes. “It’s a dangerous precedent,” he
added, saying that changing routes without conducting a full study could compromise safety.
This is particularly true in Southern
California. “You couldn’t pick a more
congested piece of airspace or a busier
one,” Zuccaro said. He added that the
operators have a history of voluntarily
working with the community to address
concerns by adhering to self-imposed curfews and voluntary routes. 
o

News Note
Amy Koranda, who played an instrumental role in developing and
expanding NATA Safety 1st programs, including the professional
line service training online program, retired from the association
last month. Koranda, who was v-p of
operations for the association, served
with NATA for 17 years. “Amy Koranda
leaves a strong legacy for both NATA
and the industry that is without parallel,” said NATA president and CEO Tom
Hendricks. Before joining the association, Koranda served as president of
ASAP Passports and Visas, worked
with the National Association of State
Aviation Officials Center for Aviation
Research and Education and managed
the 5010 airports program for AOPA. n
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On heels of breakeven 2014,
XOJet looks ahead to growth
by Charles Alcock
Charter
provider
XOJet
believes it has turned the corner
on loss-making operations, having met breakeven last year with
double-digit growth in its customer base. The privately owned
group, which does not take
account of the capital cost of its
42-aircraft fleet when assessing
profitability, reported that earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (Ebitda)
rose by 33 percent last year.
XOJet CEO Brad Stewart told
AIN that at just under $45 million, the company’s earnings for
last year fell within the breakeven range of $45 million to $50
million. The company reported
approximately $30 million Ebitda
in 2013 and $10 million in 2012. “I

XOJet CEO Brad Stewart

came in as a turnaround CEO [in
February 2013, having been president since 2010] and focused on
getting us to a profitable state,”
he said. “Over the last six to
twelve months, our priorities have
shifted to a more client-centered
approach and on developing more
of an enduring business model.”
According to XO Jet, sales for
its charter programs were up by
56 percent last year and the company added approximately 200
new customers. Client retention
rates stood at 95 percent.
“Until about a year ago our
pricing was below cost and that
wasn’t sustainable in the long
run,” Stewart admitted. He
believes profitability will further improve this year as the customer base continues to grow.
“There is tons of need [for charter flights] that is not being met
in our space today,” he added.
“We believe we can double the
size of our business again if we
stick to our current plan.”
At the same time, XOJet is
looking beyond organic growth.
“The biggest players will win in
this market because there is so
much fixed cost involved,” said
Stewart. “So we are actively

looking for opportunities to
acquire or merge with other
players.”
Asked whether current cash
flow could support such merger
and acquisition activity, Stewart said that XOJet continues to
enjoy the strong support of its
private equity group, TPG Capital, and minority shareholder
Aabar Investments (part of Abu
Dhabi’s International Petroleum
Investments).
Fleet Organization
and Offerings

XOJet’s fleet consists of 25
Cessna Citation Xs and 17 Bombardier Challenger 300s. With
an average age of just over six
years, the aircraft are covered by
finance or lease terms of between
seven and 10 years. “For now,
these aircraft are OK in terms
of being safe and appreciated
by our customers, but over time
we do need to rethink whether
they fit our brand. We are considering whether the Citation X
is the right aircraft for our future
plans,” said Stewart. The San
Francisco-based company has
spent approximately $5 million
renovating cabin interiors, and its

XOJet’s 42-aircraft fleet consists of
Citation Xs and Challenger 300s.

crews are authorized to remove
an aircraft from service for interior repairs if they find excessive
wear and tear.
On average, the Citation Xs
are logging some 85 flight hours
per month (just over 1,000 hours
per year, including positioning
flights). The Challenger 300s are
flying closer to 95 hours each
month.
XOJet also provides lift to customers through its network of
preferred charter providers, its
main partner being the Travel
Management Company. The network offers more than 900 jets,
and XOJet says it vets operators to standards that exceed the
Argus Platinum audit requirements for safety, security and
insurance. One requirement is
that operators’ crews are checked
out on a trip by XOJet before they
are allowed to fly its customers.
“We are far more rigorous than

HAWKER 4000’S NEW HORIZON
Beechcraft’s out-of-production Hawker 4000 is back in business, at least
in testing. Textron Aviation, which acquired the Beech product line a year
ago, has been flight-testing a winglet-equipped Hawker 4000 at Beech
Factory Airport in Wichita.
Textron Aviation confirms that “winglet testing is conducted utilizing
a variety of product platforms in the evaluation of aftermarket modification and new product scenarios.”
But the company declined to specify whether the testing on the 4000
is for aftermarket applications or
potential new products.
Some observers have suggested
that the company is testing the
super-midsize aircraft’s Fuji-built
metal wings for other potential airframes, including those designed by
Cessna. The testing has been under
way while Cessna ramps up progress with its Citation Longitude, now
under development as a super-midsize stretch of the Latitude.
Cessna has been quiet about
that program while focus remained
on the Latitude. But Scott Donnelly,
chairman and CEO of Cessna parent Textron, told analysts in January that
work has accelerated on the Longitude and “we think we know what the
configuration of the aircraft is, based on a lot of work with customers and
where we are.” Donnelly added that the debut of the Longitude might
come sometime “in the not-too-distant future.”

As for Beech Field, Textron Aviation is said to have invested in using
the airport for testing programs early in development. One executive likened it to the company’s “Skunk Works” site. The executive also noted that
Textron Aviation continues to look at the entire portfolio of Cessna and
Beechcraft products to see where the company can build on those assets.
In 2012, Beechcraft suspended production of the composite-fuselage Hawker 4000 and announced
it would end certain warranty support for the model as the financially
beleaguered company prepared
to emerge from Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Production was
suspended just five years after the
aircraft entered service and with
fewer than 100 in the fleet.
Beechcraft
introduced
the
aircraft in 1996 as the Hawker
Horizon, taking advantage of carbonfiber tow placement technology
the company had acquired for the
Beechcraft Premier. Plans originally
called for the aircraft to enter service in 2001, but first delivery did
not happen until 2008. Once it had
emerged from bankruptcy in 2013, Beechcraft tried to package the Hawker
4000 and the Premier for sale to a company that could support the fleets.
Instead, Textron acquired all of Beechcraft, and while maintaining that none
of the Hawker lines would return to production, vowed to support the aircraft fully.
–K.L.
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a broker would be and we have a
lot of leverage with these operators,” said Stewart. XOJet reserves
a pool of jets to help cover high
demand at peak times.
Stewart argued that those
in the industry who have questioned the viability of XOJet’s
pricing have not taken sufficient account of the fact that its
average flight length is around
three hours and that this provides a markedly better yield
than sectors of one to two hours.
Another difference from traditional fractional ownership
operations, according to XOJet,
is that it has a lower proportion of dead-head flights (in the
low-20-percent range, versus
the low-30-percent range).
XOJet characterizes its Preferred Access program as something of a combination between
a debit card and a loyalty card.
Customers deposit at least
$200,000 to cover flights and
earn a 4-percent reward on what
they spend to be allocated toward
future trips in the company’s
Challengers and Citation Xs. Its
Elite Access program requires a
deposit of at least $100,000.
XOJet also offers a service called Enterprise Solutions through which it works
with companies to provide tailor-made packages of corporate
lift. “Companies treat us like
their personal flight department
and with the return of the [U.S.]
economy we are seeing more of
them wanting and needing to fly
more,” said Stewart.
According to Stewart, what
he characterized as entry-level
charter providers such as Wheels
Up do not pose much threat to
XOJet, which he said had abandoned this market sector two
years ago. His team is more
focused on convincing customers to abandon the fractional
ownership model provided by
NetJets and Flexjet. 
o
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Brighter skies ahead for FBO industry
As business aviation continued its slow
rebound in 2014, there were indications
that the industry has left the bottom of
the trough in the rearview mirror and is
slowly recovering. According to industry data provider Argus, the good news
is that business aircraft flights in the U.S.
and Canada recorded a 14th consecutive
monthly increase in January. However,
that activity varies significantly by sector: turboprops and large-cabin jets saw
gains, while light and midsize jets experienced slight declines. “Most FBO operators I’ve been talking with are facing the
fact that we have a slow recovery,” said
Stephen Dennis, president of FBO industry consultancy Aviation Resource Group
International (ARGI). “They’re still seeing some improvement driven by the oil
cost reduction, and many of the FBOs
have picked up more margin.”
Brighter Outlook Spurs
Talk of Sales, Consolidation

That assessment corresponds with the
growing sense of optimism for this year
conveyed by an annual survey of more
than 200 FBO operators by the Aviation
Business Strategies Group (ABSG). More
than 60 percent of the survey respondents
anticipated gains of at least 2.5 percent
this year. “In our 2014 survey, the majority of respondents predicted at least a
breakeven marketplace, with only about
40 percent projecting more fuel sales volume,” noted ABSG partner Ron Jackson.
Of those surveyed, 18 percent responded

that they expect fuel sales to rise by 5 to 8
percent this year, a healthy improvement
on the 10 percent who looked for such
gains last year.
While the pace of FBO industry consolidation slowed during the recession, it is
heating up again as the economy stabilizes
and business grows. “It’s still not as good
as it was in 2006 and ’07, but business is
stable so I think people are realizing they
made it through a downturn,” said Dan
Bucaro, president and CEO of Landmark
Aviation, which added 23 locations to its
network over the past year (18 of those
through its purchase of the Ross Aviation chain). “They don’t want to struggle
through another downturn, so there are
more locations out there for sale.”
The primary reasons driving each FBO
operator to sell differ from location to
location and owner to owner, according
to Signature Flight Support president and
COO Maria Sastre. “Some of them are
ready to retire, and don’t have an obvious
successor,” she said, adding that the recent
improvements in the market might have
spurred others to consider whether now
is a good time to sell. One longtime FBO
owner who sold recently told AIN that
had he known the economic downturn
would last so long, he would have sold
years earlier. “Clients of ours have told
us they did miss the golden opportunity
of 2006-2007, and they regret not having
done something at that time,” said Dennis.
A further consideration is whether owners have received offers in the past, as the
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seeds for such deals tend to be planted
years in advance.
There are approximately 3,000 FBOs in
the U.S., a number Dennis believes is too
large. “I don’t think there is enough market activity to support all the FBOs we
have out there,” he told AIN. “We’re at the
point where in the next three to five years
we’ll see another 10- to 20-percent consolidation of the industry.” This math suggests several hundred FBOs will vanish,
either through acquisition by the major
chains or, for FBOs at smaller airports,
by their rival independent locations. While
the major chains will continue to grow,
Dennis believes that process will slow as
the available locations at the nation’s top
100 airports are exhausted. Landmark’s
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Bucaro echoes that sentiment. “We’re not
interested in the number of dots we have
on the map. We’re interested in making
sure that the locations we add to our network really add value to our customers,
and so that they are really relevant in what
we do,” he said.
In this year’s FBO survey, AIN asked
readers how they view the consolidation trend: nearly half the respondents
were undecided as to whether a move
from individually owned locations to
those owned by chains is good or bad,
while hundreds of comments supported
the arguments for each side. While some
characterized the consistency a chain provides as a plus, others viewed chains as
lacking the personality a one-off location
can offer. Regardless, Dennis believes the
day of the independently owned FBO is
far from over. “There’s still going to be a
huge number of FBOs out there that are
not part of the domain of the primary
networks.” The recent rise of upper-tier
“membership” networks of affiliated
FBOs that emphasize service levels is
one way such locations look to remain
competitive. Such groups require member facilities to uphold defined levels of
customer service as a condition of membership. Indeed, customer service remains
key: 90 percent of survey respondents
indicated it is among their top considerations in selecting a facility. While the
FBO chains offer loyalty and reward
programs to attract and retain their customers, less than 7 percent of our survey
respondents listed it as one of their most
important factors in choosing a service
provider. 
o

Top-rated FBOs in the Americas (by Overall Average)

The Top Performing FBOs
AirFlite

9.5

TOP 20%

Landing at the top in last year’s survey with an overall score of 9.6, AirFlite
shares the honors again this year, according to AIN’s readers, earning top scores in
three of the five survey categories. Clearly
a case of getting it right the first time,
the Toyota-owned FBO has occupied
the same 34,000-sq-ft building at the Los
Angeles-area airport for the past 23 years.
“We always reinvest in the infrastructure, one way or the other,” explained
general manager John Tary. “We’re continuously upgrading what we have and
investing in new technologies.”
Among the refurbishments over the
past year were a $100,000 redesign of the
customer service desk and audio-visual
equipment upgrades for the conference
rooms, which seat 12 and 25, respectively.
The facility’s 70,000 sq ft of hangar
space, which can accommodate the latest class of ultra-long-range business
jets, has reached 85-percent occupancy,
according to Tary, with 20 based turbine
aircraft ranging from Gulfstream G450s
to a Pilatus PC-12. While the number of
large jets at the FBO (including a tenant’s
MD-85, which remains outdoors) has

TOP 10%

Long Beach Airport (KLGB),
Long Beach, Calif.

remained fairly constant, the company
has noted a recent influx of midsize jets.
One of AirFlite’s trump cards lies in
Tary himself, who also serves as a G550
pilot in Toyota’s flight department. Not
averse to integrating other winning strategies, when he learns of a flight that will
be visiting another successful FBO, he
requests to be assigned that trip.
Such real-life industry involvement
allows him to share an invaluable perspective with his staff. “We try to make
this pilot-centric,” he told AIN. “All of
our customer service initiatives are really
based on my experience of going to hundreds of FBOs and trying to educate our
CSRs to be able to understand and empathize with the crewmember who is on the
road for 25 days a month.”
With that in mind, the front-desk
staff is aware of all the newest hot spots,
local events and latest activities and can
quickly recommend a pleasant diversion, from electric bicycle tours to movie
screenings at the beach.
AirFlite has participated in RitzCarlton’s customer service training program since long before it was a requirement for FBOs in World Fuel’s Air Elite
network, of which the FBO was a founding member. This year for the first time,
the location’s line service staff will participate alongside the CSR staff.
In one recent situation, a tenant pilot
realized while boarding an airliner across

FBO SURVEY RULES AND METHODOLOGY
This report of AIN’s 2015 FBO survey covers fixed-base
operations in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, South and Central America
and the Caribbean–in other words, the Western Hemisphere. Next
month’s report will cover FBOs in the Eastern Hemisphere.
AIN has been conducting surveys asking about the service
that FBOs provide their customers and publishing reports of the
results from these surveys since 1981. Initially, AIN sent out a
paper survey questionnaire by mail to qualified subscribers in
the U.S., these being pilots, flight attendants and dispatchers–the
people who use or make arrangements with FBOs. In later years,
qualified subscribers in the rest of North America and the rest of
the world were added.

Airport

Airport
Code

Overall
Average

AirFlite Aviation Services

Long Beach/Daugherty Field

KLGB

9.5

J.A. Air Center

Aurora Municipal

KARR

9.5

Fargo Jet Center

Hector International

KFAR

9.4

Jet Aviation

Palm Beach International

KPBI

9.4

Tampa International Jet Center

Tampa International

KTPA

9.4

XJet

Centennial

KAPA

9.4

Atlantic Aviation

Charles B. Wheeler Downtown

KMKC

9.3

Black Canyon Jet Center

Montrose Regional

KMTJ

9.3

Destin Jet

Destin-Fort Walton Beach

KDTS

9.3

Signature Flight Support

Minneapolis St. Paul International/
Wold-Chamberlain

KMSP

9.3

Signature Flight Support

St. Paul Downtown Holman Field

KSTP

9.3

Banyan Air Service

Fort Lauderdale Executive

KFXE

9.2

Pentastar Aviation

Oakland County International

KPTK

9.2

Texas Jet

Fort Worth Meacham International

KFTW

9.2

Wilson Air Center

Memphis International

KMEM

9.2

Atlantic Aviation

Pittsburgh International

KPIT

9.1

Base Operations at Page Field

Page Field

KFMY

9.1

Business Jet Center

Dallas Love Field

KDAL

9.1

Henriksen Jet Center

Austin Executive

KEDC

9.1

Jet Aviation

William P. Hobby

KHOU

9.1

Meridian

Teterboro

KTEB

9.1

National Jets

Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood
International

KFLL

9.1

Rectrix Aerodrome Centers

Sarasota/Bradenton International

KSRQ

9.1

Orlando Executive

KORL

9.1

Showalter Flying Services
(now Atlantic Aviation)

Monterey Jet Center

Monterey Peninsula

KMRY

9.0

Orion Jet Center

Opa-Locka Executive

KOPF

9.0

Premier Jet

McClellan-Palomar

KCRQ

9.0

Scottsdale Airport

KSDL

9.0

Signature Flight Support (NetJets)

Palm Beach International

KPBI

9.0

Skyservice

Lester P. Pearson International

CYYZ

9.0

Wilson Air Center

Charlotte/Douglas International

KCLT

9.0

Denver JetCenter

Centennial

KAPA

8.9

Signature Flight Support
(formerly Scottsdale AirCenter)

CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE

TOP 30%

AirFlite

FBO

Landmark Aviation

Charleston AFB/International

KCHS

8.9

Million Air

William P. Hobby

KHOU

8.9

Million Air

Indianapolis International

KIND

8.9

Sheltair

Orlando Executive

KORL

8.9

Signature Flight Support

Chicago Executive

KPWK

8.9

Vail Valley Jet Center

Eagle County Regional

KEGE

8.9

Atlantic Aviation

Chicago Executive

KPWK

8.8

Atlantic Aviation

Tucson International

KTUS

8.8

Fontainebleau Aviation

Opa-Locka Executive

KOPF

8.8

Global Select

Sugar Land Regional

KSGR

8.8

Landmark Aviation

Teterboro

KTEB

8.8

Million Air

San Antonio International

KSAT

8.8

Sheltair

Savannah/Hilton Head International

KSAV

8.8

Skyservice

Pierre Elliott Trudeau International

CYUL

8.8

Stuart Jet Center

Witham Field

KSUA

8.8

* FBOs with the same overall average are listed in alphabetical order

In 2006, AIN moved the FBO survey online. AIN has continued to
add more and more FBOs each year and now offers our respondents
a comprehensive list of more than 4,500 FBOs worldwide. Via e-mail
and announcements in AIN’s e-newsletters, AIN invited all qualified
subscribers to participate in the survey. Each invitee receives a
discrete code to enter the survey website, to prevent individuals
from filling out the questionnaire more than once.
The questionnaire asks readers to evaluate FBOs they visited
the previous year in five categories: line service; passenger
amenities; pilot amenities; facilities; and customer service
representatives (CSRs). For each of these categories, the
participant is asked to assign a number from 1 to 10, one being
the lowest and 10 being the highest.

To arrive at the averages for the categories, each FBO’s ratings in
each of the five categories are added separately and the resulting five
sums are then divided by the total number of responses received for
each respective category.
An FBO’s overall average is calculated by adding all the
individual category ratings received by that FBO and dividing the
resulting sum by the total number of all category ratings received
by the FBO. In other words, if a particular FBO was evaluated by 50
people (and assuming that all these 50 evaluators gave that FBO a
rating in each of the five categories), then the FBO would receive a
total of 250 category ratings. These 250 category ratings are added
together and then the sum is divided by 250 to arrive at the overall
average for this FBO. 
–D.L.
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ROCKY MOUNTAINS

WEST

Los Angeles Metro Area

Denver Metro Area

J.A. Air Center
CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE

the airport that he had left his cellphone
in his car at the FBO. Using his copilot’s
phone, he called the FBO. An AirFlite
CSR scooped up the phone, navigated the
outside perimeter of the airport, cleared
security and somehow convinced the gate
agent to re-open the cabin door and have
a flight attendant reunite the pilot with
his phone, much to the astonishment
of his fellow passengers. “I’m sure they
wanted to jump him, but that’s another
story,” said Tary.
Until recently the location was also
home to Toyota’s North American flight
operations, but with the migration of its
U.S. headquarters and flight department
to Texas from California, industry speculation is rife regarding the future of the
highly regarded facility.

J.A. Air Center

Aurora Municipal Airport (KARR),
Sugar Grove, Ill.

9.5

Once known as Joliet Avionics, J.A.
Air Center at Chicagoland’s Aurora
Municipal Airport has been a top performer in AIN’s survey for the past several years. The company is celebrating its
50th anniversary this year, having operated from DuPage Airport for most of
that time (it is only seven years into its
40-year lease at Aurora).
What do some FBOs do that
make you avoid them?
(Respondents were asked to choose three)

Poor customer service for passengers

71.0%

Unprofessional/improperly trained CSRs

46.2%

Rundown/unclean facility

45.3%

Poor care of aircraft

41.5%

Ramp fees

26.5%

Charging separately for services such as
coffee, ice, newspapers, etc.

25.5%

Lack of proper ground-handling equipment

17.8%

Adding a fee for handling of catering

8.6%

Billing errors

4.5%

Spilling fuel on my aircraft

3.1%

How do you view the increasing trend of FBO
consolidation, moving from individually owned
locations to those operated by service provider
chains?
Undecided

49.6%

Negatively

33.0%

Positively

17.3%

While business over the past year was
somewhat flat, according to FBO operations manager Randy Fank, this year
holds great promise. “We’re expecting
probably close to a 30-percent increase
in business, if not higher,” he told AIN.
Much of that anticipation stems from
a tenant-owned Boeing 737 that just
arrived at the Phillips 66-branded FBO
and joins the ranks of a dozen based jets,
which include a variety of Challengers,
Learjets and Citations. “[The 737’s fuel]
volumes alone are going to be a nice
increase,” Fank noted. In anticipation
of its arrival, the company acquired its
own set of airstairs, making it one of the
few GA airports in the area capable of
handling the 737. The FBO’s 125,000 sq
ft of hangar space can take aircraft up to
a Gulfstream G650, so for now the new
arrival will live outdoors.
One of two service providers at Aurora,
the CAA-preferred J.A. Air Center (which
shared top scores in passenger and pilot
amenities this year) claims the majority
of GA traffic there, according to Fank,
who describes the facility as “literally one
stoplight” from downtown Chicago via
highways. “It’s just such easy in-and-out
access not only from the roadside but also
from the airside because you’re not getting into the Class B airspace,” he said.
“You’re landing here before you enter it.”
The facility is open 24/7 and has 70
employees. It includes one of the country’s largest avionics shops, along with a
maintenance department, interiors shop,
detailing operation and aircraft management division. “Basically it’s your onestop shop,” said Fank. “We’ll sell you
the airplane, house the airplane, maintain the airplane, charter the airplane if
you want us to–anything you need can be
done under one roof.”
In terms of customer service Fank
believes there are no mysteries. “It’s
always the same. Take care of the customer in the back of the airplane and get
them on their way, then you take care of
the customer in the front of the airplane,”
he said. “You’ve just got to go in there
with a good attitude and take every day
the same.” That consistent attitude has
earned the facility an overall score of 9.5
in AIN’s survey for the past three years.
One recent service addition is valet
parking of customer vehicles from the
streetside arrivals canopy to an indoor
facility where they are detailed. “We then
bring them back from our heated facility and have them at the front door upon
CONTINUES ON PAGE 24
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XJET

KAPA

9.4

AIRFLITE AVIATION SERVICES

KLGB

9.5

DENVER JETCENTER

KAPA

8.9

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KLAX

8.6

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KAPA

8.1

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KSNA

8.4

TAC AIR

KAPA

8.0

LANDMARK AVIATION

KLAX

8.4

LANDMARK AVIATION

KBJC

7.7

MILLION AIR

KBUR

8.4

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KSNA

8.4

BLACK CANYON JET CENTER

KMTJ

9.3

San Diego Metro Area

VAIL VALLEY JET CENTER

KEGE

8.9

PREMIER JET

KCRQ

9.0

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KASE

8.0

LANDMARK AVIATION

KSAN

7.8

MONTEREY JET CENTER

KMRY

9.0

LANDMARK AVIATION

KOAK

8.2

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KSJC

7.8

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KSFO

7.3

KAISERAIR OAKLAND JET CENTER

KOAK

7.0

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KLAS

8.5

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KLAS

8.5

HENDERSON EXECUTIVE AIRPORT

KHND

6.9

KBFI

8.5

KBFI

7.8

KTRM

8.7

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KPSP

8.0

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KPSP

7.8

KPDX

8.6

Mountain Area

San Francisco Metro Area

Phoenix/Scottsdale Metro Area
SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KSDL

9.0

SWIFT AVIATION SERVICES

KPHX

8.7

CUTTER AVIATION

KPHX

8.5

LANDMARK AVIATION

KSDL

8.2

KTUS

8.8

KSLC

8.4

SUN

8.3

KGJT

8.1

(formerly Scottsdale AirCenter)

Tucson Metro Area
ATLANTIC AVIATION

Salt Lake City Metro Area
TAC AIR

Sun Valley

Las Vegas Metro Area

Seattle Metro Area

ATLANTIC AVIATION

Grand Junction Metro Area
WEST STAR AVIATION

CLAY LACY AVIATION
LANDMARK AVIATION
(formerly Galvin Flying Services)

Palm Springs Metro Area

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed
in alphabetical order

LANDMARK AVIATION
(formerly Tradition Aviation)

NORTHEAST

Portland Metro Area
ATLANTIC AVIATION

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed
in alphabetical order

GREAT LAKES
Boston Metro Area
JET AVIATION

KBED

7.9

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KBED

7.4

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KBOS

6.6

New York Metro Area
MERIDIAN

KTEB

9.1

LANDMARK AVIATION

KTEB

8.8

JET AVIATION

KTEB

8.7

MILLION AIR

KHPN

8.5

KHPN

8.5

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT WEST
(formerly Jet Systems)

Pittsburgh Metro Area
ATLANTIC AVIATION

KPIT

9.1

KPHL

8.3

Philadelphia Metro Area
ATLANTIC AVIATION

Washington D.C. Metro Area

Chicago Metro Area
J.A. AIR CENTER

9.5

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KPWK

8.9

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KPWK

8.8

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KMDW

8.4

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KMDW

7.3

KPTK

9.2

KIND

8.9

Detroit Metro Area
PENTASTAR AVIATION

LANDMARK AVIATION

KIAD

8.4

Indianapolis Metro Area

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KIAD

8.4

MILLION AIR

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KBWI

7.8

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed in
alphabetical order

KARR

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed
in alphabetical order

At Your

SERVICE
Jet Aviation’s Global FBO Services
Where you need us… when you need us. That is what drives the team at Jet Aviation to deliver exceptional
service at all times throughout the world. For nearly half a century, our FBO teams have been providing an
award-winning customer experience helping you feel more at home when you’re away from home.

Visit our global FBO locations:
Berlin, Boston/Bedford, Dallas, Dubai
Dusseldorf, Geneva, Houston, Jeddah
Medina, Palm Beach, Riyadh, Singapore
St. Louis, Teterboro, Vienna, Zurich
www.jetaviation.com/fbo
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SOUTHEAST

SOUTH

Dallas Metro Area

Atlanta Metro Area

TEXAS JET

KFTW

9.2

EPPS AVIATION

BUSINESS JET CENTER

KDAL

9.1

Charlotte Metro Area

MILLION AIR

KADS

8.6

WILSON AIR CENTER

JET AVIATION

KDAL

8.4

Orlando/Tampa Metro Area

LANDMARK AVIATION

KDAL

8.4

Houston Metro Area
XJet
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

the [customer’s] arrival,” said Fank. “It’s
been a well received selling point for our
customers travelling through, especially
in the winter months.” That corresponds
nicely with the facility’s 18,000-sq-ft airside arrivals canopy, which shelters aircraft from the weather.

XJet

Centennial Airport (KAPA),
Englewood, Colo.

9.4

It has been a busy year for XJet. The
company, which began operations in
2007 as a private jet club at Denver-area
Centennial Airport and welcomed transient aircraft two years later, exported
the “seven-star customer service” that
has earned it accolades. First, it opened
a location at London Stansted Airport
and has plans to begin operations at
another this summer in the private aviation terminal at Dubai World Central
Airport. It has begun construction on a
base at Paris Le Bourget, and late last
year announced a deal to develop a second Middle East FBO at Saudi Arabia’s
Dammam Airport.
According to company founder and
president Josh Stewart, that expansion
would not have been possible without the
success of the original location. “It’s the
XJet Denver model in the United States
that we’re replicating around the globe,
so it’s all based on that foundation,” he
told AIN.
True to its jet-owner club roots, the
company maintains a roster of members at Centennial who have 21 jets at
the facility ranging from a Cessna CJ3+
to a Bombardier Global 5000, which
occupy its 47,000 sq ft of hangar space.
To accommodate transient traffic, the
company leases additional hangar space
on the field during peak periods, and it
has seen that investment pay off with a
163-percent increase in hangar revenue
over the past year.
Its other commitments around the
world and the recent state of the global
economy have prompted the company
to defer a planned major expansion at
KAPA that would double the size of the
facility. However, it is enhancing its pilot

amenities there with new snooze rooms
and a dedicated “relaxation room” offering massage service slated to open in the
second quarter of the year.
One of four service providers at Centennial, XJet is not the biggest or busiest,
yet the company is happy with its 15-percent share of the airport’s traffic. Over
the past year, it reported margin growth
of 14 percent.
Unlike many service providers in the
Denver area, XJet does not see much seasonal variation, according to Stewart. “A
lot of our membership is in the oil-andgas market and the real estate business, so
we don’t have that seasonal fluctuation,”
he said. “There are definitely seasons, but
we have much more consistent summer
traffic than say the mountain towns.”
While the company’s catch phrase,
“It’s not an FBO; it’s XJet,” might seem
clichéd, that mantra extends deep into
the company’s structure. “We’re not an
aviation company, we’re a service company,” said Stewart. “That’s always been
our model, so that’s what we’re focused
on, and we want to wow every customer
every time.” AIN readers have noticed
the attention, and XJet shares the highest CSR score in this year’s survey. Serving the community is also important to
the company. The annual event it hosts to
benefit the Boys and Girls Club of Denver
raised more than $1 million in one night.
XJet offers a full slate of amenities,
and among the most popular is the auto
spa, where customers can leave their terrestrial rides for detailing and even maintenance. A recent deal with local luxury
auto dealers has a Ferrari and a Bentley
stationed at the FBO solely to provide
test drives.

Jet Aviation
Palm Beach International Airport,
West Palm Beach, Fla.

9.4
Jet Aviation’s 26.5-acre facility at
Palm Beach International has won more
awards than its six other bases in the U.S.,
and John Langevin, the company’s vice
president of North American FBO operations, attributes that success to the people.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 26
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KPDK

8.4

KCLT

9.0

TAMPA INT’L JET CENTER

KTPA

9.4

KORL

9.1

JET AVIATION

KHOU

9.1

SHOWALTER FLYING SERVICE
(NOW ATLANTIC AVIATION)

MILLION AIR

KHOU

8.9

SHELTAIR

KORL

8.9

GLOBAL SELECT

KSGR

8.8

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KMCO

8.2

WILSON AIR CENTER

KHOU

8.4

Palm Beach/Fort Lauderdale Metro Area

Austin/San Antonio Metro Area

JET AVIATION

KPBI

9.4

HENRIKSEN JET CENTER

KEDC

9.1

BANYAN AIR SERVICE

KFXE

9.2

MILLION AIR

KSAT

8.8

NATIONAL JETS

KFLL

9.1

KPBI

9.0

KSUA

8.8

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KAUS

8.5

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT (NETJETS)

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KAUS

8.4

STUART JET CENTER

LANDMARK AVIATION

KNEW

8.5

BASE OPERATIONS AT PAGE FIELD

KFMY

9.1

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KMSY

8.1

RECTRIX AERODROME CENTERS

SKSRQ

9.1

NAPLES AIRPORT AUTHORITY

KAPF

8.5

PRIVATESKY AVIATION SERVICES

KRSW

8.2

ORION JET CENTER

KOPF

9.0

FONTAINEBLEAU AVIATION

KOPF

8.8

LANDMARK AVIATION

KMIA

8.3

KOPF

8.0

KCHS

8.9

Fort Myers/Naples Metro Area

New Orleans Metro Area

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed in
alphabetical order

Miami Metro Area

MIDWEST

LANDMARK AVIATION
(formerly Miami Executive Aviation)

Charleston Metro Area
LANDMARK AVIATION

Memphis/Nashville Metro Area
Minneapolis/St. Paul Metro Area
SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KMSP

9.3

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KSTP

9.3

KFAR

9.4

Fargo Metro Area
FARGO JET CENTER

Kansas City Metro Area
ATLANTIC AVIATION

KMKC

9.3

MILLION AIR

KSUS

8.1

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

KSTL

6.9

St. Louis Metro Area

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed in
alphabetical order

Jet Aviation PBI

WILSON AIR CENTER

KMEM

9.2

ATLANTIC AVIATION

KBNA

8.6

KDTS

9.3

KSAV

8.8

Florida Panhandle
DESTIN JET

Savannah Metro Area
SHELTAIR

*Note: FBOs with the same overall average are listed in
alphabetical order

Overhauled. Airworthy. Ready for a Check Ride.
We heard you. And we took action. Now enjoy a personalized experience with our all-new Signature TailWins® pilot rewards program.
Points accrue immediately and can be converted at any time to credit, virtual gift cards with top retailers or charitable donations.
Or use your points to enter our monthly Signature Loyalty™ Sweepstakes. Simple. Rewarding. For details, see SignatureFlight.com.
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“The facility is in the Florida area,
[and] you go down there and it’s like the
happiest place on Earth,” he told AIN.
“Most of our staff, especially our CSRs
and our line techs, has been there for 20
to 25 years. They know their customers,
so well that if the customers are flying
over and can’t stop by, they’ll call in just
to say hi to the ladies.” Indeed, the location’s customer service staff shares that
category’s top score this year.
The FBO, one of three providers that
split the GA traffic pie evenly at the international airport, according to Langevin,
is open 24/7 and has a high-season staff
of 38, a number that dips to 24 full-time
employees in the off season.
Like all Jet Aviation locations, it is a
member of the Air Elite network and its
CSR staff regularly undergoes Ritz Carlton service benchmarking as well as conflict management training, while its line
staff is NATA Safety 1st certified. Ramp
attendants (“ambassadors”) meet every
arriving flight and escort passengers to
their valet-parked vehicles, which can be
brought right out to the aircraft.
Built in 1985, the 9,850-sq-ft terminal is set to undergo a $225,000 refurbishment of the lobby and front counter
area that will bring it in line with the
chain’s new design scheme, launched at
the flagship Zurich location. A companywide uniform branding was also recently
adopted. Among its amenities are onsite
car rentals and relaxation rooms with
zero-gravity recliners for crewmembers.
Passes for golf are available, and the FBO
has arrangements with several nearby
hotels for pilots to have use of fitness
What are the three most important factors
you look for when choosing an FBO?
(Respondents were asked to choose three)

Excellent customer service

88.5%

Fuel pricing

62.6%

Passenger amenities

39.9%

Cleanliness

30.7%

Pilot amenities

24.8%

Line service training program participation

18.3%

FBO infrastructure/decor

18.0%

Loyalty/rewards program

6.8%

Fuel brand

1.1%

rooms for a day rate. The World Fuel/
Phillips 66 location has a 12-seat conference room as well as a 60-seat training
room, both A/V equipped.
The facility is home to 60 turbine aircraft, from a G650 to a PC-12. During
the winter peak season, occupancy in
the FBO’s 170,000-sq-ft hangar–which
can accommodate aircraft up to a BBJ or
ACJ–technically exceeds capacity, reaching up to 115 percent oversold. Langevin
attributes that overflow of about 20 aircraft to snowbirds fleeing the wrath of
winter. Otherwise, he said the clientele is
a fairly even split of private and corporate customers.
In January the facility again played host
to Jet Aviation’s annual La Bella Macchina exhibition and charity fundraiser,
which attracted more than 1,200 guests
as well as numerous display aircraft and
exotic cars. The company also used the
event as an opportunity to conduct an
aviation career day for members of the
local Boys and Girls club, most of whom
had never seen a private aircraft.

Tampa Jet Center

Tampa International Airport (KTPA),
Tampa, Fla.

9.4
Last October the Tampa Jet Center celebrated its 10th anniversary, and for most
of that decade the facility has landed in the
high rungs of AIN’s annual FBO survey.
“I think it’s easy to say what you’re going
to do,” noted company president Phillip
Botana. “It’s a lot harder to execute on that
every day of the year, and I think that’s
what our people work hard at doing.”
One of two service providers at Tampa
International, the company saw the best
year in its history last year, up 11 percent in fuel sales from the previous year.
He noted the mix of corporate and private aircraft customers ensures that traffic does not fall off too markedly from its
winter high during the rest of the year.
The company also just received a threeyear renewal of its contract as a NetJetspreferred FBO.
While many of the location’s 27 fulltime staffers have been there for most–if

FBOs SHOWING THE LARGEST INCREASE
IN OVERALL AVERAGE FROM 2014 TO 2015
2015 Overall
Average

2014 Overall
Average

Change
2014 - 2015

KOPF

9.0

7.7

1.3

KORL

8.9

7.7

1.2

Landmark Aviation

KSAN

7.8

6.8

1.0

Jet Aviation

KHOU

9.1

8.2

0.9

Atlantic Aviation

KPHL

8.3

7.6

0.7

Atlantic Aviation

KPIT

9.1

8.5

0.6

Landmark Aviation

KTEB

8.8

8.2

0.6

Signature Flight Support

KPWK

8.9

8.3

0.6

Atlantic Aviation

KLAX

8.6

8.1

0.5

Atlantic Aviation

KBNA

8.6

8.1

0.5

FBO

Airport Code

Orion Jet Center
Sheltair

* FBOs with the same increase are listed in alphabetical order
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Tampa Jet Center

not all–of its existence, when it does come
time to hire new workers the company has
a rigorous selection process involving the
rest of the employees. “Just to get hired
on our line, you get interviewed by probably five or six people here, including me,”
said Botana. He believes that involving
the current employees gives them a sense
of ownership in the process and inspires
them to help their new colleagues learn
and succeed.
On the ramp, company philosophy dictates that all arriving aircraft receive the
same level of attention, as Botana firmly
believes you never know who might be
on that aircraft. That strategy seems to
be sound as Tampa Jet’s line service staff
earned the top score in any category in
this year’s survey with a 9.7.
With the recent addition of several
new aircraft tenants, the facility’s 108,000
sq ft of hangar space is near capacity,
with 35 turbine airplanes ranging from
a King Air to a Global 5000. It is negotiating with the airport, currently in the
midst of a $1 billion expansion project,
for permission to add a 32,000-sq-ft hangar to meet the demand.
With a decade under its belt, the company spent $50,000 to spruce up the customer areas in the 12,000-sq-ft terminal
and paint the building façade. “The
wallpaper on some of the corners going
around the halls was starting to get a little worn from 10 years of traffic, so we
decided it was time to stay on top of it,”
said Botana. On tap for this year is a renovation of the pilots’ lounge.
Along with a 12,500-sq-ft arrivals
canopy that can accommodate the latest

long-range business jets, another of the
location’s popular amenities is a pair
of adjoining A/V-equipped conference
rooms, which seat 14 and four, respectively. In cases of all-day customer meetings, the smaller room is often used to set
out a catered lunch, without disturbing
the meeting in the main room.
This year, the FBO expects a boost in
traffic from Tampa’s hosting of the NCAA
Women’s Basketball Final Four (April 5 to
7), and next year the city will host NBAA’s
Schedulers and Dispatchers Conference.

Fargo Jet Center

Hector International Airport (KFAR),
Fargo, N.D.

9.4
Last year was a good year for Fargo
Jet Center, which reported a year-overyear gain of 7 percent in fuel sales. In
fact, business was up in all areas, including maintenance and charter, according
to Darren Hall, vice president of marketing at the lone services provider at Hector
International Airport.
A noted tech stop for aircraft crossing the country from the Pacific Northwest, the airport has also seen gains as
an entry port for European traffic headed
to California and Las Vegas, spurred by
the opening of a 24/7 customs and immigration facility adjacent to the FBO. This
has helped the FBO, which tied this year
for highest score in passenger amenities,
CONTINUES ON PAGE 28
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boost its international business
by 12 percent over the past year.
The recent World Skiing Championships in Colorado (held
February 2 to 15) provided a welcome bump in traffic as well.
The company broke ground
last summer on a 30,000-sq-ft
heated hangar to supplement
the 145,000 sq ft where it houses

80 aircraft, 30 of them turbine
powered, ranging from a Challenger 604 to a TBM 850. The
new hangar will accommodate
the latest ultra-long-range corporate jets. The extra space will
help the company manage the
seasonal space crunch when the
mercury plummets in the north
central U.S. “We’ve been at
capacity for a couple of years, so

Fargo Jet Center

this will allow us an opportunity
to grow,” said Hall. “We had one
of the coldest winters on record
last year; December, January
and February all had at least 21
days each that were below zero.
That kind of weather puts huge
demand on hangar space, and we
were really challenged last year in
trying to take care of customers
looking to come in.” In conjunction with the new hangar, headed
for completion by press time, the
airport is adding 30,000 sq ft of
ramp, which will give the FBO
approximately 10 acres of space.
Fargo Jet Center is a member of
the Paragon Aviation Network.
“We’ve learned through the
years that it really comes down to
the smallest of little details when
you are taking care of people,”
said Hall, citing the valet parking
his company provides to every
guest and customer as an example. “In the summertime it’s really
not that big a deal, but when it’s
20 below outside and the car is
pulled up, and the heater’s on
and it’s nice and warm, customers leave with a great perception
of the service at the facility.
This summer the company
plans to celebrate its 20th anniversary with a big party. “There’s
still that excitement around from
when we started 20 years ago and
we’ve worked really hard to get
where we’re at, but there’s so
much more ahead of us,” said
Hall, who has been there from
the beginning.

Signature
Flight Support

WHERE EVERYONE’S A VIP.
At Landmark Aviation, we treat everyone who comes through our doors with the same white glove service. We offer pilots outstanding
amenities at each of our Fixed Based Operations throughout the U.S., Canada and Western Europe. Depending on the location, you
can enjoy perks like pilot lounges, cafés, workout rooms, media rooms, executive conference rooms and more. Convenient flight
planning rooms and secure computers with WSI make preparing for your next flight easy. And if you don’t see what you need – just ask.
With a growing network of over 50 FBOs, Landmark Aviation should be your destination of choice every time you fly.

FBO / MRO / Charter / Aircraft Management

Setting the Mark

landmarkaviation.com

Minneapolis-St. Paul International/Wold-Chamberlain
Airport (KMSP),
Minneapolis, Minn.

9.3

In this year’s survey, Signature MSP at Minneapolis
International Airport joins its
“twin sister” St. Paul Signature among the top 10 percent
of FBOs with overall scores of
9.3 or more from AIN’s readers.
The facility recently underwent
a multimillion-dollar renovation
CONTINUES ON PAGE 30
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GLOBAL NETWORK OF FBOs
WESTERN AIRCRAFT
BOISE, ID (KBOI)

Western Aircraft, a Greenwich Aerogroup company, is located at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains just 15 minutes from downtown Boise and offers visitors all the cultural
amenities of a thriving city as well as outstanding four-season recreation. Veteran
technicians ensure expert aircraft maintenance and upgrades in an FAA-certified Class
IV repair facility while first-class customer service representatives stand by to make your
visit proceed smoothly. Charter services, Avfuel Contract Fuel and AVTRIP available.
westair.com

Powering your flight with more than just fuel.
AVFUEL CONTRACT FUEL • AVTRIP REWARDS • AVPLAN TRIP SUPPORT • AVSURANCE
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that included a new front service counter; expansion of the
lobby and crew lounge; addition of two conference rooms
(bringing the total to five, able
to accommodate groups of four
to 40 people); upgraded complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi
throughout the facility; and
the introduction of an in-house

U.S. Customs and Border Protection facility, eliminating the
need for international private
flights to stop first at Terminal
2 for clearance.
Signature MSP station manager Kevin Enge credits his
hardworking “Midwest” staff
and their ability to listen to
customers for the boost in ratings. “Part of it is ‘Minnesota

Signature Flight Support MSP

Two Powerful Brands
One Global Network

Nice,’” he said, referring to a
term Wikipedia describes as the
“courteous, mild-mannered and
reserved” behavior characteristic
of the region. “Our people listen,
sometimes for the little things.”
Apparently, they have good hearing. Enge said a customer service
representative overheard that
one of the passengers arriving
on an incoming flight was having a birthday. “When the group
got back later that day for the
return flight, we had a birthday
cake waiting,” he said.
As the sole FBO at MSP,
Enge’s operation is different
from its “twin” sibling at St. Paul
but shares some of the same
traits. For example, 36.4-acre
Signature MSP is more likely to
handle traffic from larger corporations in the area, and its based
aircraft population reflects that.
And with four major-league
sports franchises and many college teams nearby, sports charter
is a big activity there.

Destin Jet

Destin Executive Airport
(KDTS), Destin, Fla.

9.3
Denver jetCenter
Englewood, CO (KAPA)

Nantucket Airport Operations
Nantucket, MA (KACK)

A member of the Air Elite Network and consistently
recognized as one of the nation’s best FBOs, Denver
jetCenter has been serving business & general aviation
clientele with stellar service and amenities since 1979.

Nantucket Airport Operations consistently delivers the
highest level of service, with safety always the top priority.
The friendly staff is always ready to offer up great tips on
restaurants, beaches, lodging, and other exciting activities
to make your stay unforgettable!

Phone: (800) 343-3143 • UNICOM 130.575 •
jetCenters.com

Phone: (508) 325-5307 • UNICOM 122.95 •
NantucketAirport.com

The World Fuel Services Network includes Ascent &
®
Phillips 66 Aviation fuel branded FBOs, with a select few
Air Elite Diamond Service Locations
Miami • London • Singapore • Sao Paulo
5

Proudly Partnered With

The name Destin Jet may be
familiar to AIN’s readers, who
have placed the facility in the top
10 percent of the annual FBO
Survey for the past three years,
but the name of its home airport
might not be, as the former Destin/Fort Walton Beach Airport
was renamed Destin Executive
at the beginning of the year.
Last year the FBO, which is
the preferred service provider
at the airport for the Corporate
Aircraft Association, NetJets,
Flexjet and Flight Options,
recorded the best year in its six
years of operation. According
to general manager Bill Blackford, fuel sales were up 12 percent, and the location pumped
more than 1 million gallons of
fuel for the first time.
The FBO’s five acres of ramp
space can handle aircraft up to a
BBJ or ACJ, while its 40,000 sq
ft of hangar space spread over
10 structures can accommodate
CONTINUES ON PAGE 32
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up to a Falcon 20. The location
is home to a handful of turbinepowered airplanes, among them
a trio of Hawkers, a Citation III
and a Metroliner.
Mindful of the power of
Gulf Coast storms, the company built its Florida panhandle facility to withstand some
of Mother Nature’s worst. Its

tilt-wall concrete hangars are
rated to survive Category 4
winds on the Beaufort scale,
while the 6,000-sq-ft terminal
was designed to stand against a
Category 5 hurricane landfall.
It provides a spacious pilots’
lounge, with private showers and computers, a business
center and a 14-seat, A/Vequipped conference room.

Destin Jet

In terms of new staff at the
facility, Blackford knows exactly
what he’s looking for. “I can
teach them how to tow an airplane, but I can’t make them
happy people, conversationalists, not shy, and those are
the folks we seek out,” he told
AIN. “Easy for our customers
to speak with and get to know.”

EXPERIENCE

BEYOND
There’s Skill, Intellect & Passion.

Black Canyon
Jet Center

Montrose Regional Airport
(KMTJ), Montrose, Colo.

9.3

You Need Them All For

Exceptional MAINTENANCE.
At West Star we value the importance of Experience and understand its duality.
Specifically, how our experience directly impacts yours as the customer.
But there’s more to it than just claims of hands-on, day-to-day experience.
Beyond experience, there’s skill, intellect and passion.
These are some of the characteristics that make
experience truly valuable to our customers. These are
the characteristics that allow our experience to exceed
your every expectation and provide truly exceptional
aircraft maintenance services.
Contact West Star today for your next aircraft
inspection, repair, modification or upgrade to see
just how valuable real experience can be.
West Star Aviation. Going beyond experience to exceed your expectations.

®

Where Experience Shines

®

Falcon l Citation l Gulfstream l Learjet l Hawker l Challenger l Global Express l Embraer l King Air l Conquest l Piaggio
www.weststaraviation.com

Black Canyon Jet Center
has served as the lone aviation
services provider at Montrose
Regional Airport, “the Gateway to Western Colorado,” since
it took over that duty from the
county in 2006. A purpose-built
2,200-sq-ft terminal followed
two years later and since then
the FBO has made a name for
itself serving the state’s famed
ski resorts such as Telluride.
Ski season accounts for 70
percent of the company’s business, according to general manager Ken Watson, who noted
the airport’s geographic location in a wide valley sometimes
draws bonus business. “Everyone
is coming because of the snow,
except that snow and airports
don’t go together really well, so
occasionally we’ll see Telluride,
Gunnison, Aspen and sometimes Vail and Rifle go below
minimums when we’re still open
and we catch all the traffic.” That
traffic could mean as many as
100 operations a day for the staff
of 17 peak-season employees.
The facility has 50,000 sq ft
of heated hangar space that can
shelter aircraft up to a G650, and
is home to a handful of based
jets and turboprops. The company expects to break ground this
spring on another hangar of up
to 30,000 sq ft at its 40-acre leasehold. The Phillips 66-branded
FBO controls the airport’s fuel
farm and provides all fueling service there, pumping on average
1.5 million gallons a year. Its fleet
CONTINUES ON PAGE 34
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FBO SURVEY
FBO CHAINS: TOP FACILITIES
(By Overall Average)

Airport
Code

Overall
Avg

Atlantic Aviation
Pittsburgh International

KPIT

9.1

Chicago Executive

KPWK

8.8

Tucson International

KTUS

8.8

Portland International

KPDX

8.6

Los Angeles International

KLAX

8.6

Nashville International

KBNA

8.6

KPBI

9.4

Jet Aviation
Palm Beach International

Black Canyon Jet Center

of three 5,000-gallon jet-A tankers doubles in the high season.
Given the area’s dry mountain air, the
FBO always has five flavors of Chapstick
on hand for passengers and crew. For
crews, there’s a pilot lounge with snooze
room and showers, as well as health club
privileges. When the region is not blanketed with snow, the FBO offers an onsite
putting green as well as golf passes.

St. Paul Downtown Airport/Holman
Field, St. Paul, Minn.

9.3
Repeating its top-10 percent place
from last year, Signature Flight Support at St. Paul Downtown Airport
(KSTP) remains close to the top of
the rankings for 2015. And this year,
Signature STP is joined among the top
10 percent by Signature MSP, its “twin
sister” FBO across the Mississippi at
Minneapolis International Airport.
As with most twins, the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul have a special bond,
while also carving out distinct personalities. In this case, Signature STP offers
amenities a bit more off the beaten path
than its sibling “downtown.” For example,
since walleye is to Minnesota what lobster
is to Maine, the counter personnel at Signature can steer you to one of the local
mom ’n’ pop restaurants that you won’t
find on national websites. And since STP
is located right on the Mississippi River,
Signature STP offers mountain bikes for
loan to explore the riverside trails.
STP is a more GA-centric facility, and
station manager Kyle Schmaltz said his
clientele reflects that difference. “Based
aircraft range from single-engine pistons up to large-cabin Gulfstreams and
Globals. All told, there are some 25 turbine aircraft based at Signature STP,”
he said.

KHOU

9.1

KTEB

8.7

Dallas Love Field

KDAL

8.4

Hanscom Field

KBED

7.9

Landmark Aviation

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

Signature Flight
Support

Houston Hobby
Teterboro

Charleston International

KCHS

8.9

Teterboro

KTEB

8.8

KTRM

8.7

KNEW

8.5

KHOU

8.9

Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport
(Formerly Tradition Aviation)

New Orleans Lakefront

Million Air
Houston Hobby
Indianapolis International

KIND

8.9

San Antonio International

KSAT

8.8

Addison

KADS

8.6

Westchester County

KHPN

8.5

Signature Flight Support

Signature Flight Support STP

KMSP

9.3

KSTP

9.3

KSDL

9.0

Scottsdale
(Formerly Scottsdale AirCenter)

ABOVE & BEYOND
For the third year, AIN’s FBO Survey asked respondents to
identify specific FBO employees or teams who routinely go
above and beyond when it comes to customer service. We
received almost 700 responses to this question. Below we
have highlighted 20 people who were repeatedly recognized
but we encourage you to view the full list at www.ainonline.
com/above-and-beyond-fbo-2015.
Person

Minneapolis/St. Paul
St. Paul Downtown Holman Field

FBO

Airport
Code

Betsy Wines

Meridian

KTEB

Bob Schaeppi

Signature Flight Support

KSTP

Brian DeCourdres

Clay Lacy Aviation

KVNY

Deana Smith

Sheltair

KSAV

Harvey Tucker

Million Air

KHOU

Holly Hopkins

Texas Jet

KFTW

Jean Ballou

Atlantic Aviation

KSUA

Jennifer Riegel

Jet Aviation

KTEB

Julie Silberman

Tampa Int’l Jet Center

KTPA

Katy Brink

Black Canyon Jet Center

KMTJ

Megan Lancendorfer

XJet

KAPA

Michael Heilpern

Monterey Jet Center

KMRY

Pablo Garcia

Banyan Air Service

KFXE

Patricia Junge

Sheltair

KISP

Peggy Zaun

AirFlite Aviation Services

KLGB

Sandy Tachovsky

Signature Flight Support

KSTP

Seth Mager

Atlantic Aviation

KPBI

Shalene England

J.A. Air Center

KARR

Victor Seda

Meridian

KTEB

Vince Papke

Wilson Air Center

KCLT

* Names listed in alphabetical order by first name
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AIN’s 2015 FBO Survey
by the Numbers

Palm Beach International (NetJets)

KPBI

9.0

Chicago Executive

KPWK

8.9

Orlando Executive

KORL

8.9

Savannah/Hilton Head International

KSAV

8.8

Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood
International

KFLL

8.4

KMEM

9.2

Sheltair
Number of FBO evaluations
provided by all respondents
Number of respondents who
evaluated at least one FBO
Average number of FBOs
evaluated per respondent
Number of FBOs evaluated by
at least one respondent
Highest number of evaluations
received by one FBO
Average number of evaluations
per FBO
Number of FBOs that received
the requisite number of
evaluations (20) to be included
in the AIN FBOs of the
Americas ratings tables
Number of FBOs that received
the requisite number of
evaluations (20) to be included
in the AIN FBOs of the Rest of
the World ratings tables
Number of countries having
FBOs that were evaluated

11,523

2,134

5

1,528

184

8

134

19

90

Wilson Air Center
Memphis International
Charlotte/Douglas International

KCLT

9.0

Houston Hobby

KHOU

8.4

Gift Card Winners
As an incentive to participate in the 2015 FBO Survey,
we offered to a select 10 respondents randomly and award
each a $200 Amazon gift card. Below are the winners:
Name

Title

Sam Selzer

line captain

Don Douglas

president

Russell Appleton

chief pilot

Kim Hunter

dispatcher

Pierre Farve

captain

Mike Helow

chief pilot

Bradley Pierce

president

Scott Armitage

pilot

Brian Ready

chief pilot

JC Krueger

pilot

With a range of maintenance
available from Signature subsidiary Technicair, 32-acre Signature STP is a true full-service
operation. The personal touch
is what makes it stand out,
according to Schmaltz. He said,
“Our success boils down to the
front-line staff–the line technicians and CSRs–their expertise and helpful attitudes.” The
lobby, with its fireplace and
“country club” atmosphere,
makes passengers and crews
feel at home.
While the Signature “twins”
support each other (STP loaned
staff and equipment to MSP
during last year’s Major League
Baseball All-star game), there’s
also a healthy competitive streak.
“We’re actually 10 minutes’
closer to downtown Minneapolis than MSP,” said Schmaltz.

Atlantic
Aviation

Charles B. Wheeler Airport
(KMKC), Kansas City., Mo.

9.3
It has been more than a year
since the former Hangar 10
FBO, one of two service providers at Kansas City Charles
B. Wheeler Airport, was purchased by Atlantic Aviation, and
the facility hasn’t missed a beat
in the transition, earning a 9.3 in
all categories from AIN’s readers,
up from last year’s 9.1. Marking
its fifth anniversary this year, the
modern FBO offers amenities
such as three hotel-sponsored
crew rest rooms, three conference rooms (the largest two
A/V equipped), a locker/shower
room and a spacious, well furnished exercise room located in
a prominent position in the terminal, rather than tucked away
in an unused office.
“There’s no question we have a
nice facility, but we just try to do
the small things right,” noted general manager Kyle Eiserer. “Customer service is not a difficult
concept, but I do think it’s difficult to keep consistent throughout the shifts and maintain that
service level of excellence.”
The facility is open 24/7 and
according to Eiserer, MKC saw
a 14-percent upswing in business
over the past year, including a
bump when the hometown Royals’ improbable run at a World
Series championship lasted deep
into October.
Last summer the facility
added to its existing 28,800-sqft hangar a 7,000-sq-ft hangar
that can provide shelter for jets

up to a Cessna Citation XLS.
Currently the FBO is home to
13 turbine-powered airplanes
ranging in size from King Airs
to a Challenger 300, which see
most of their use on weekdays.
“Kansas City is not a resort
location,” noted Eiserer in
describing his clientele. “We’re
probably 90 percent businessoriented travel.”
o

Atlantic Aviation MKC

20
20 is the number of Aviall product repair facilities worldwide. Whether you need
battery repair, wheel and brake service or hose fabrication, our expert technicians and
cutting-edge technologies ensure you receive the highest quality repairs and service.
No other aviation product repair service provider works harder to give you exactly
what you need, precisely when you need it. Aviall Delivers.

Proudly Keeping the World in Flight.

aviall.com
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News

Charter Marketing

Stratajet’s real-time site
set to launch this summer
by Charles Alcock
Charter booking site Stratajet.com is
preparing for a full commercial launch this
summer after securing $5 million in fresh
investment from an undisclosed backer.
The UK-based company is embarking on
a marketing roadshow this month called
Operation Longreach that will use a Piper
Seneca to visit 145 airports across Europe
in a bid to more than double the size of
the group of 12 operators it currently has
beta-testing the system by launch-time.
Stratajet has been in development for
the past four years while founder Jonathan
Nicol and his team refined the algorithm
that he says delivers the charter industry’s
only 100-percent-accurate, real-time charter booking system for consumers. Essentially, the system is intended to calculate
the true cost of a so-called “partial empty
leg” by working out the net difference in
cost of the requested new trip and any

empty leg involved.
“This means that the consumer pays
less and the operator makes a greater profit
margin,” Nicol told AIN. “For instance, if
an aircraft finishes a flight in Madrid at
noon on Monday and it is needed back in
London on Thursday, the system can calculate the true cost of a flight out of Barcelona between these days. If the second
flight isn’t on the same day [as the arrival
in Madrid] it will calculate costs such as
overnight expenses for the crew and aircraft parking charges.”
A Move to the Mainstream

Stratajet employs a research team to
ensure that the system includes up-to-date
information on all relevant costs, such as
airport landing and parking fees. The system interfaces with flight operations software used by operators so that it takes

RETURNJET CHARTER HUB IMPROVES FLIGHT QUOTE ACCURACY
UK-based
charter
hub
Returnjet.com is introducing
live feeds from aircraft operators’ scheduling systems as
part of an effort to make flight
price estimates accurate to
within 5 percent. The move,
which takes effect starting next
month, will connect the website with scheduling software
such as Leon, FOS and Bart to
ensure that information provided to prospective flight
bookers accurately reflects realtime aircraft availability. The
site can now take account of
crew duty restrictions for any
given trip and factor in aircraft
performance and runway limits.
Its BrokerReurn portal allows
brokers to review and archive
details of all flight bookings
and inquiries, and it provides
them with full details about an
operator at the flight inquiry
stage. Brokers can store the
best available flight options in
a Marketplace channel, from
which they can request rebids.
Returnjet’s web developers
are working on giving brokers
a mechanism to generate their The Returnjet site will soon show real-time aircraft availability.
own trip proposal documents.
Since its launch in February last year, processed at the site and around 300 flights
Returnjet has registered approximately 700 booked. According to Returnjet, the U.S.
operators from some 60 countries, with a market is generating much of the growth
combined registered fleet of some 3,000 in operator/aircraft registration and broker
aircraft. There are now also 700 brokers regis- request activity.
Through March next year, the site will be
tered. The system can also search for aircraft
that are not fully registered to expand choice. free for brokers to use. After that an annual
–C.A.
More than 7,500 quote requests have been fee of $100 per broker will apply. 
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Stratajet is beta-testing
a system that provides
real-time charter
aircraft availability.
The key, says the
company, is to use
accurate, up-to-date
information about
actual costs to provide
the lowest price for
the customer and the
greatest profit margin
for the operators.

account of true real-time availability of
the aircraft. The integration of the flight
operations software is achieved through
the Stratafleet inventory-management
software, which the company provides to
operators at no charge. It also offers the
StrataFBO software to allow FBOs to
interface with the main website.
“With real-time pricing we can move
business aviation away from being a niche
sector and into mainline transportation,”
said Nicol. “99.5 percent pricing accuracy
just doesn’t cut it anymore.”

Stratajet’s goal is to have its charter
availability posted alongside scheduled
airline flights in leading travel booking
systems, such as Expedia and Kayak.
Stratajet accepts operators only after
checking the details of their air operator
certificates and safety standards.
Customers pay a 5-percent commision on flights booked through Stratajet,
which pays the operator and all other
charges associated with the trip. The company takes responsibility for arranging a
replacement aircraft if necessary. 
o

Jaunt launch aims to remove
charter brokers from bookings
by Matt Thurber
Steffany Kisling, founder and CEO
of flight attendant training and staffing
agency SkyAngels, is taking the next step
into serving business aviation clients with
a new enterprise called Jaunt. The idea
behind Jaunt is to create a direct-booking
system that charter users can access without the typical intervention of brokers.
What makes Jaunt different, she said, is
that clients can not only search for charter flights as easily as using a Web-based
consolidator such as Kayak for airline
flights, but they can also provide feedback for other clients to consider before
making their charter purchase decision.
“We’ve been working on it for over a
year,” Kisling told AIN. “It’s a byproduct of what we’re doing with SkyAngels.
[In the charter market] buyers are paying
so much but the service is falling short of
expectations.” The system is due to launch
this month.
A charter client will use Jaunt’s mobile
app or website to put in a trip request that
lists any special requirements such as aircraft type, ground transport and catering.
Jaunt will vet clients to make sure they
are qualified. Once the client submits the
request, Jaunt will pass it to charter operators, which in turn can respond directly to
the client. If multiple operators respond

to a client, that client will receive multiple
quotes to choose from. Clients can also
search Jaunt’s flight inventory and view
ratings of operators. There is no membership fee.
“We’re a marketplace or platform,”
Kisling explained. “We don’t facilitate
or coordinate the flight.” In addition to
connecting the charter client and operator and providing a feedback mechanism,
Jaunt also handles payment processing
and reporting.
Kisling believes that other charter
booking apps focus too much on selling cheap travel, for example, empty
legs. Jaunt charter operators won’t have
to discount their flights to cover charter
broker commissions. “Now prices have
to be considerably higher to account for
broker commissions,” she said. “Or the
price is discounted so much that the operator doesn’t want to accept the flight. It’s
going to benefit operators that have a nice
product. It’s allowing more transparency
in the market.” 
o
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Members of Women in Aviation International network
for professional development and career growth.
by Amy Laboda

AMY LABODA

In conjunction with Women’s
History Month in the U.S., the
26th Annual Women in Aviation
International (WAI) Conference
fulfilled its promise to “Connect, Engage, Inspire.” The Dallas, Texas venue was the site of a
diverse aviation job fair, professional development workshops
and 50 educational sessions, all
focused on women who work
in aviation and aerospace, from
flight dispatcher to pilot, flight

Peggy Chabrian, WAI president

Executive Positions

Among the educational sessions was a panel discussion on
learning to lead by female chief
pilots and flight-department executives from UPS, FedEx, American, United and ExpressJet, and
one retired rear admiral. Each
explained her path to the executive positions she holds, and why
she chose to rise out of the rankand-file workers. They also talked
about being in the minority.
“You stick out whether you
want to or not. That can be good
or bad. I tell people you have
people’s attention. So do your
best job. Concentrate and show
a good work ethic without complaining and you will change
minds,” said American Airlines
Dallas-based chief pilot Kathi
Durst. The DFW pilot base is

JOHN RIDEL

Newly elected to the Women in Aviation board of directors are Abingdon Welch, left, Marci Veronie, center, and Deborah Hecker.
At right, WAI members tour Dallas Fort Worth International Airport’s ATC tower as part of conference activities.
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The Women in Aviation International Conference is all about networking, relationships
and reconnecting with old friends. This year’s event featured 150 exhibitors and more
than 4,500 attendees. JetSuite was one of the companies accepting on-site résumés.

now the largest single pilot base
in the world. Durst graduated
in one of the initial Air Force
Academy co-ed classes in the
1980s. “American’s workforce is
both inclusive and diversified,
but no one gets a job they are
not qualified for,” she continued.
Retired Navy Rear Admiral Wendi Carpenter, now a
career enhancement consultant, explained that “we need
to encourage the development
of women leaders in aviation,
maybe even draw them in from
careers outside aviation, if we
see they have a passion.”
Houston-based 767/757 United Airlines assistant chief pilot
Evey Cormican reflected on the
choices women make, particularly when it comes to family (many
of the women on the leadership
panel had two or more children
during their airline careers) and
how it affects their career trajectory. “Family is what it is all about.
My husband is a huge supporter
of my career. He’s a pilot, too,”
Cormican reflected. “We have
about 1,000 female pilots at United, now. The WAI conference is
where we find each other. And

Pat Blum, co-founder of Corporate Angel
Network, was inducted into Women in
Aviation’s Pioneer Hall of Fame. The
Corporate Angel Network uses empty
seats on corporate jets to fly patients to
and from cancer treatments.

we’re overdue for having women in leadership positions,” she
concluded. “My only fear is that
someone not qualified for the position finds herself there. That affects all of us in a negative way.”
WAI’s 27th annual conference
will be held at the Gaylord Opryland Resort in Nashville, Tenn.,
from March 10 to 12. More information is at www.wai.org.
o

Scholarship Awards

JOHN RIEDEL

attendant, mechanic and engineer. Over the years the event
has grown to become the largest single gathering of women
involved in the aviation industry,
drawing more than 4,500 people,
men and women, ranging from
students and teachers to executives and retirees.
This year’s conference included an Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association (AOPA) Rusty Pilots seminar, an FAA-sanctioned
IA renewal hosted by the Association of Women in Aviation

Maintenance (AWAM) and a
day-long outreach event for girls
aged seven to 17.
Honoring history, the group
inducted four female aviation pioneers into its WAI Pioneer Hall
of Fame: Pat Blum, co-founder
of Corporate Angel Network;
Phoebe Omlie, airshow performer
and first U.S. female commercial
pilot certificate holder; and Deanie
and Nancy Parrish, historians
for the Women Air Force Service
Pilots (Wasps) of World War II.
“So many of our pioneers
would remain footnotes in history,” said Dr. Peggy Chabrian,
WAI president. “Inducting these
women into our Pioneer Hall of
Fame gives them international
attention. Their accomplishments will not be forgotten.”
This year’s exhibit hall
hummed with the energy of
150 exhibitors, dozens of sponsor companies and thousands
of job-seekers–women and men
networking with Airbus, Bombardier, Gulfstream, Textron,
Piper, NetJets, JetSuite, XOJet
and many airlines, all accepting résumés. Eight airlines, Textron and NetJets held formal
one-on-one interviews onsite.
WAI members (both women and
men) were given priority for the
job interviews through a sophisticated “Fast-pass” pre-registration system.
The focus of this year’s conference was on more than its
growing job fair and scholarship
disbursement. “We definitely had
more educational sessions and

workshops on leadership,” Chabrian told AIN. “Some of our
speakers remember coming to
this conference when they were
early in their career, and even were
helped here,” she continued. “And
many of the companies here are
telling me they have come not
just to hire, but because this conference is a good place for their
employees to find career development advice specific to aviation,”
she said. “We’ve noticed a considerable increase in both corporate
jet charter companies and also
airframe manufacturers exhibiting this year,” said Chabrian. “We
hope that trend continues.”
General session speakers
included Colleen Barrett, president emeritus of Southwest Airlines; Donna Hrinak, president
of Boeing Brazil and Latin America; Heather Penney, director of
USAF Air Superiority Systems
at Lockheed Martin Aeronautics;
Pat Blum, co-founder of Corporate Angel Network; Amelia Rose
Earhart, aviation record holder;
and Ravi Chaudhary, executive
director of FAA Regions and
Center Operations.

BONNIE KRATZ

Conference highlights
past and future roles

JOHN RIEDEL

Women in Aviation

In line with the networking theme, 11,000-member WAI distributed more
than $600,000 in scholarships funded by the organization, its members and
its more than 100 corporate member companies. “There is no place like this
conference,” explained Elizabeth Clark, an executive board member of Women in Corporate Aviation (WCA) and a senior pilot on the Global Express for
FedEx Corporate. “The relationships that we create here take us across disciplines, gender, nationality...there are no boundaries. There is a cooperative
spirit here–people are truly interested in seeing each other succeed in aviation,” she told AIN.
WCA co-located its annual membership meeting at the conference and
awarded more than $17,000 in business aviation scholarships to its membership (the organization has awarded $100,000 in training in the last 12
months). AWAM ran both an IA renewal maintenance clinic and contributed
to the Girls in Aviation outreach during the conference, all while awarding
more than $120,000 on its own in maintenance training and starter toolbox
funds. AOPA also awarded a $3,000 flight training scholarship.
–A.L.
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Sleep apnea rules
uContinued from page 1

and is being treated with OSA; (3) AME
determines there is no sleep apnea; (4) a
pilot at low risk for sleep apnea, but AME
must discuss the risk and provide information; (5) AME determines the pilot is
at high risk for OSA and requires a sleep
apnea evaluation from the pilot’s treating
physician; and (6) pilot with severe symptoms and an immediate risk to aviation
safety. In the first five groups, the AME
can issue the medical certificate, although
the pilot might have to comply with further
requirements and supply more information, and in some cases there are time limits
of 90 days, with possible 30-day extensions
depending on the circumstances.
The FAA emphasized, “It is important to note that we are not changing
our medical standards regarding OSA
but enhancing our screening approach to
address industry, congressional, National
Transportation Safety Board and our
safety concerns about pilots flying with
OSA.” The agency has released numerous supporting documents for the medical community, including video guidance,
flow charts and other reference materials.
AIN interviewed Dr. Cliff Molin, a
board-certified sleep physician based in
Las Vegas, to clarify how the new guidelines affect pilots. Molin is concerned that
pilots will go for a medical exam hoping
to meet the more lenient guidelines but
then find themselves ensnared in a special issuance process. While Molin isn’t
an AME, he welcomes questions from
pilots and also offers the free Zee Apnea
Android and iOS apps to help pilots perform a sleep apnea self-assessment.
“The new guidelines are fairly confusing,” Molin said, “and I think it’s important
for pilots to understand what [these guidelines] mean and how they may affect them.”
The main point that Molin believes
pilots should know is that before the
release of the guidelines (and before the
FAA brought the issue of OSA to the
attention of pilots in late 2013), AMEs
weren’t specifically tasked with doing
something about pilots who have or
might have OSA. “It wasn’t their role to
pick them out and there wasn’t a method
to channel them correctly,” he explained.
“Now there is. Before there were a lot of
pilots under the radar. Pilots need to know
that with these new guidelines [those with
OSA] are going to be identified.”
If the AME identifies a pilot as a high
risk for OSA, he added, “the airman is
then obligated to be evaluated for sleep
apnea. The pilot needs to understand that
the evaluation will include a sleep study.”
Under the new guidelines, there are
two ways that this could play out for
pilots, according to Molin. The first is
that a pilot is identified by the AME as a
high risk for OSA (group 5). In this case,
the AME will require the pilot to be evaluated for OSA, which includes a sleep
study. They have 90 days to get the sleep
study done but cannot fly after a sleep
study that is positive for OSA.
In this instance, the pilot at high risk
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for moderate or severe OSA must be evaluated by a sleep specialist. If the study is
positive for moderate or severe OSA, “the
pilot must cease exercising his airman
certificate until he is adequately treated
and documentation is submitted to the
FAA,” he said. For pilots who fall into
group six, the FAA noted: “If the AME
observes or the applicant reports symptoms which are severe enough to represent an immediate risk to aviation safety
of the national airspace…” the airman
will then be grounded right away until
the sleep study can be done and the OSA
issue resolved.
The problem with both of these situations is that they could result in lengthy
delays before the pilot can return to flying. It takes time to schedule a sleep study
after the initial assessment by the AME,
then more time to generate the results of
the study. And if the diagnosis is for moderate to severe OSA, the pilot cannot fly
until documentation of compliance with
a treatment program is submitted to the
FAA. “Once the data is submitted to the
FAA,” Molin said, “per my understanding, the pilot is OK to fly pending the special issuance [of the medical certificate].”
A Preferred Outcome

There is a better way to handle a
potential severe sleep apnea diagnosis,
and Molin believes that the FAA guidelines are helpful in this regard, providing an incentive for pilots to take care of
OSA before it causes serious problems.
“There are a lot of airmen out there who
have not been treated, and they are at
high risk,” he said. “We see that every day
in our clinic; once diagnosed they feel so
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much better. Once treated, you can give
people’s lives back.”
With this preferred method, the pilot
completes the OSA evaluation with a
sleep physician before seeing the AME
for a formal airman medical examination. Under the new FAA guidelines,
Molin said, “if you’re already diagnosed,
then you have 90 days from the time of
the examination to submit compliance
data to the FAA and [continue flying]
without any disruption.”
In other words, if a pilot who believes
he might be at high risk for severe OSA
takes the initiative, he explained, and gets
evaluated before the AME exam, that
pilot will have more options instead of
being grounded while waiting for a test,
delivery of test results and treatment
for OSA. Pilots are better off, he added,
using a sleep physician familiar with dealing with pilots and the FAA. “The key is
you want to be evaluated and treated in
quick succession so there is limited time
between diagnosis and treatment. If
you’re an airman, you need to get a sleep
study, be treated and get all the compliance data in the shortest period of time
so you’re not going to be off work.
“The reality is these guidelines do allow
the pilot to continue flying with a disqualifying condition as long as he follows the
specific guidelines being provided. I don’t
think the FAA has the intention of trying
to ground airmen. They’re trying to help;
they’re not trying to catch people. They
just want to identify individuals at high
risk and who could be a flight risk. There
is a lot of paranoia that the FAA is trying
to screw over airmen [but] they’re trying
to do this correctly.”

To help pilots who might be at risk of
OSA and need to avoid lengthy downtime, Molin’s Zeeba Sleep Center offers an
overnight program where pilots can fly in,
spend the night in the sleep lab and have
the study done, then if results are positive, get immediate treatment. This usually
involves a prescription for a continuous
positive airway pressure (CPAP) machine
and follow-up monitoring, which can be
done remotely via the Internet. “Once the
data is submitted,” Molin said, “the pilot
is OK to fly. No medical certification lapse
occurs. The guidelines are giving pilots the
incentive to get treated. The more proactive you are the better.”
Not a High Incidence

Dr. Ian Blair Fries, an AME and the
owner-pilot of a TBM 900, agrees that
OSA is a serious disease that needs to
be treated. But he doesn’t believe it is as
common as experts claim. “The FAA has
suggested there’s a huge incidence of this
disorder,” he said. “I do see it, but it’s not
a huge frequency.”
Basically, Fries sees the new guidelines as allowing him more latitude as
an AME, unless the pilot applying for a
medical certificate is clearly at high risk
of severe OSA. “If somebody comes in
and he’s falling asleep here in the office–
the chances of that happening are close
to nil–the AME cannot issue the medical
certificate,” he said. “The way this new
procedure works, in almost all cases the
AME issues the certificate, but depending on how serious he feels the category
[of sleep apnea is], that affects whether
he [refers the patient to a sleep specialist].
Continues on page 47 u
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AgustaWestland lands
orders at LIMA show
At last month’s Langkawi International Marine and
Aerospace Exhibition (Lima)
in Malaysia, AgustaWestland
announced the delivery of two

AW139s to Malaysian corporate
operators for private transport. In
addition, the Indonesian searchand-rescue agency (Basarnas)
signed an order for an AW139

in SAR configuration. The contract includes training for aircrew
and technicians as well as an initial support package. Ground services will come from Indopelita
Aircraft Service.
The helicopter manufacturer
also announced contracts for
three helicopters–one AS119Kx,
one AW109 GrandNew and one
AW169–from Malaysia-based

Weststar General Aviation.
Weststar will use the three helicopters for executive/corporate
transport.
The company announced further inroads in Malaysia with a
memorandum of understanding with training providers
PWN Excellence and CAE to
evaluate plans for introducing
AW169 and AW189 full-flight

simulators in the country.
The simulators would join the
AW139 training programs in
the region. The rotorcraft manufacturer also announced at
Lima that its training academy in Malaysia will receive an
AW139 maintenance trainer sim,
enabling technicians to train on
a fully representative airframe
and avionics suite. 
–C.P.

Movements limit
for NY airports
uContinued from page 6
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alternative” where slot holders
could exchange unused slots.
The FAA requested comments
on such an alternative.
Carr said NBAA would evaluate the data closely, given it is
from more than six years ago.
He, questioned the FAA’s regulatory evaluation, however, since
it did not factor in the ramifications on the small businesses at
the airport, including the fixedbase operations. The FBOs have
invested substantially in their
operations at the airports, he said,
and limited operations could hurt
their businesses.
“It’s a pretty substantial proposal. It absolutely threatens
access,” Carr said.
NATA had asked for the public meeting to hash out these issues.
“Our members are eager to work
with the FAA to ensure that general aviation and on-demand carrier operations are provided access
to these important facilities on an
equitable basis while not contributing to overall arrival and departure delays,” the association had
told the FAA.
NATA expressed concerns of
the FBOs about the direct economic consequences, as well as
worries of the charter and fractional ownership operators that
use the airport. “Their operations are not a significant contributor to congestion or delays,
but the NPRM would reduce
their airport access nonetheless,” NATA said.
The association further
believes the reservation system
used to manage slot usage at the
airports needs improvements.
The FAA and the Department of Transportation both
“carefully considered” NATA’s
request for a public meeting, the
agency said. However, the FAA
believed the meeting was not
necessary since the agency provided the extension in the comment period. Also, the agency
pointed out, it added more airport usage data into the docket
at the request of airlines and airport groups. 
o
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A dedicated business aviation airport within relatively easy reach of Beijing, China’s financial district, has been a
dream of many a high-end businessperson
in the region for some time. “It is no secret
that Beijing Capital International Airport
wants business aviation to go away, and no
business aviation travelers want to go there
anyhow because of the service they receive
at the state-owned FBO there,” Superior
Aviation Group CEO Timothy Archer
told AIN. His company is building that
business aviation airport, and a whole lot
more, to solve the problem.
“The idea morphed from a strategy session about how to [expand] Superior in
China,” he explained. “We kept coming up
against the lack of infrastructure. As we
talked we wondered Do we build an airport? Do we build a manufacturing facility
next to an airport? We agreed we needed to
build a whole town centered on aviation.”
“We selected Shunyi district within Beijing
province for location,” he said. The Shunyi district is 12 miles (20 km) from Capital Airport. That puts the estimated $3.2
billion project just 50 minutes’ drive time
from the Beijing financial district.
Beyond that, “Shunyi is 3.5 hours
from any major city in China [in a jet],”
said Archer.
The timeline for building is aggressive, with groundbreaking imminent
and runway completion slated for 2017.
Archer expects to have a completed city
infrastructure, including manufacturing
plants, exhibition space, greenways and
occupied housing in its planned varieties
by 2020. All progress, however, hinges on
approvals from numerous Chinese government agencies. That process is well in
progress, according to Archer.
Development Under Way

Superior Aviation Group has acquired
three square miles (five sq km) of land in
Shunyi district that includes only an existing government building and a school.
Just under two square miles (three sq km)
is slated for a 7,800-foot (2,400 meters)
hard-surface runway, taxiways, helicopter pads and aircraft parking areas.
Immediately adjacent to the runway,
architects have placed a luxury manufacturers’ showroom, expansive exhibition
hall, footprints for three Western-style
FBOs, and even a test track (for taking
that Lamborghini for a pre-purchase
spin). The display buildings are scaled to
Chinese tastes, representing more than
four million square feet of real estate.
There is also a duty-free zone at the
airport, critical, according to Archer,
for attracting both the manufacturers and the customers. “We are not trying to lure any company away from its
home manufacturing base,” Archer
explained. “These manufacturing centers are designed to create Western goods

in China for Chinese customers.” In Aviation Town the Western manufacturers
can create and assemble on site, and have
a ready customer base to purchase these
high-end luxury items for personal use
without Chinese luxury goods taxation.
There are even plans for a general aviation flight school and high-end aeroclub.
“Superior Aviation Group’s role is
to provide our knowledge and leadership to make it easy and attractive for
companies from around the world to be
part of the growth of business aviation
in China,” Archer said. The company is
in talks with several international manufacturers looking to locate a facility in
China. “Superior will have an airworthiness office dedicated to facilitating
work with CAAC for any manufacturer
that needs it for validation of its TCs.
We can translate manuals to Mandarin,
for instance, and of course we know the
CAAC system and personnel and can
help smooth certification in China for
our resident manufacturers.”
The modern town beside the airport is
laid out with greenways, including a park
that weaves the Superior “S” through
blocks of hotels, restaurants, apartments,
manufacturing and assembly facilities,
and, ringing the outskirts, garden villas.
Archer is also counting on critical legislative changes that will make private flying feasible. “When you look at true legal
flying in China today there are only five
provinces with open airspace, and it is
difficult to fly from Beijing to Shanghai,”
said Archer. “That said, local governments will be able to inspect and approve
airports by the end of this year. Yet China
has a fear factor, and it will be a while
before the local guys will be willing to put
their mark on things,” he continued.
That said, Archer is optimistic. “Our
success should stimulate other districts
to invest in building similar airports to
expand the country’s general aviation
infrastructure so that people in China
who buy airplanes will be able to use
them fully,” he said. 
o
FLY-IN COMMUNITY
SETS ROOTS
IN NORTHERN BEIJING
Dr. James Lee, who splits his time
and business activity between Beijing
and New York, opened his vision of a flyin community in northern Beijing, near
the Badaling section of the Great Wall.
Named Chateau Lafite (the main common building is modeled after the Paris
landmark chateau of that name), the
development covers 220 acres and has
capacity for up to 6,000 homes. To date,
close to 1,000 families have bought sites
and begun construction of their homes,
and 100 of them have moved in.  –M.P.

Early adopter FBO holds
prime position at Dubai DWC
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Even as business aviation continued to Support and XJet have agreed to share
feel the tightening pinch of traffic restric- the building. Meanwhile, having committions at close-in Dubai International Airport ted to DWC earlier, DCAF has built and
(DXB), service providers hesitated to com- occupies its stand-alone facility located
mit to making the move to farther-out Al near the main airline passenger terminal
Maktoum International Airport on the site at Al Maktoum International Airport.
of the Dubai World Central (DWC) com- DCAF believes it is best placed to offer
the services that business-jet
plex. Perhaps the one that has
operators need, having comtaken the longest view is DC
pleted its hangar and FBO
Aviation Al-Futtaim (DCAF),
facilities in 2013.
a joint venture between StuttDCAF long knew that the
gart, Germany-based DC
requirement for business jet
Aviation and Dubai-based Altraffic to move to DWC to
Futtaim, a privately held UAE
take the pressure off Dubai
business conglomerate.
International (DXB) would
With expanding airline
work in its favor. “With
traffic at DXB squeezing
operational capacity for pribusiness aviation out, the
vate and business jet operamove to DWC appears inevtions in DXB diminishing,
itable. Now, DCAF’s comHolger Ostheimer, g-m, DC
the obvious choice and attracpetitors have had to comply
Aviation Al-Futtaim
tive destination is Dubai’s
with a DWC management
mandate to locate their operations within second airport, Al Maktoum Internaa common general aviation terminal. tional, within the DWC area,” said Holger
Despite a clear preference among them Ostheimer, general manager of DCAF.
He said, “DCAF anticipated the
for stand-alone facilities, DWC has nevertheless broken ground on the common opportunities arising at an early stage and
terminal, and Jet Aviation, Jetex Flight has committed to invest in substantial

As Nigerian economy grows,
so too does its bizav sector
Though plunging oil prices could
change the outlook, ExecuJet Group has
seen dramatic growth in West Africa as
the oil-rich nations of Nigeria and Angola
prospered from their substantial hydrocarbon resources.
“Over the years we’ve seen [certain]
economies, especially Nigeria’s, growing, and to the same or a lesser extent
Angola’s. General aviation [has] really
started to kick off, driven by their natural resources, especially oil and gas,” said
Ettore Poggi, ExecuJet Group v-p for
Africa and director of maintenance, in a
late 2014 interview.
The percentage growth in business
jet travel year-on-year has mirrored the

countries’ economies, with Nigeria making a far bigger leap. “Angola’s growth
is coming off a smaller base,” Poggi
continued, “but in Nigeria we have seen
compound growth over the past five
years of 250 percent. The OEMs certainly concur that there is a good deal
of activity in places like Nigeria.”
ExecuJet entered Nigeria in 2012 with
FBO and MRO services at Lagos Murtala
Muhammed Airport. A Gulfstream official told AIN last year that Nigeria had
overtaken South Africa in the size and
scope of its general aviation market, especially for new aircraft sales.
“We provide services for many of the
OEMs in Nigeria, including Bombardier,

The company has experienced significant
growth at its Nigerian locations.
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DC Aviation is the only FBO at Dubai World Central to have a stand-alone facility, including a hangar
for maintenance services for operators and its management/charter clients.

infrastructure, serving as the home base
of its integrated business-jet operation.
DCAF is the only organization at DWC of
that kind, having control over lounge and
office facilities, ramp and hangar parking
as well as providing aircraft maintenance
services. [Our] commercial air operator certificate [will allow] the company to provide
aircraft management services for commercially registered business jets.”
He went on to explain the current
restrictions at DXB, increasingly inconvenient ground access to aircraft and limited parking and taxi space. “[There are
also] restrictions on available arrival and
departure slots,” he said.
But have business aviation operators
accepted the move to DWC? “Although
no official statistics are available at this
time, the numbers [of business and general aviation movements at DWC] are
definitely rising. The tightening regulation of traffic at DXB has further

driven traffic to DWC,” Ostheimer said.
DCAF today has MRO approvals for
a number of aircraft types. “We currently
have accreditation for the A320 series,
Global Express/XRS/5000 and Challenger
604/605,” he said. With a prime position
adjacent to the airport’s runway, DCAF
has access to 61,350 sq ft (5,700 sq m) of
hangar space and 83,000 sq ft (7,700 sq m)
of dedicated ramp parking.
With plans to provide aircraft management services and the resulting charter
availability, DCAF is among those that
stand to gain from efforts to eradicate illegal charter operations–the so-called “gray
market” traffic–from the skies of the Middle East. “Gray market activity is a commercial threat to aircraft operators and
aircraft owners complying with the regulatory framework. It is equally a threat to
passengers as they are not sufficiently regulated and [do not have] proper liability
coverage in case of an accident.”
o

Cessna and Embraer. We are seeing back to historical precedent. You’ll find
deliveries at a fairly rapid pace–one in French-speaking Africa that Dassault
every other month. Our FBO can pro- has always done well. In English-speakvide accommodation for pilots and crew. ing territories, Bombardier in recent times
Today, we have an FBO lounge and has been doing well. Before that, Hawker
immigration, but are building a bigger was prospering, but today Bombardier
has the biggest share of the market.
terminal for those additional services.
“It would be difficult for me to rank
“From an MRO point of view, we
have more than 18 engineers in Lagos OEM companies, but the impression is
and look after warranties for Hawker that, besides the large market share of
Bombardier, Hawker and
Beechcraft [Textron], BomDassault, Gulfstream and
bardier, Dassault and [as of
Embraer are making signifiNovember 24] the Embraer
cant inroads.
Phenom. It is a growing
“There is less general avimarketplace to be in. We are
ation in other countries
also proud to be contributsuch as Mozambique, Taning to the skill level of the
zania and the Democratic
local industry by qualifying
Republic of Congo. We do
local engineers in both avithe arrangements in most of
onics and large business airthose places, and we do have
craft. This is a commitment
oversight on ground hanwe made when first entering
Ettore Poggi, ExecuJet Group
dling and approved agents in
this market.”
many parts of the continent.
ExecuJet is considering v-p for Africa and director of
Kenya is an important mara move into Angola. “We maintenance
are certainly having a look at Angola at ket, but neighboring instability does have
the moment. We need to be able to make a somewhat negative influence.”
Since ExecuJet was founded in South
sure we have a decent business plan, and
deploy capital and resources in the most Africa, the home country remains crucial to the company’s operations, based
efficient manner.
“In North Africa, as opposed to sub- at Lanseria Airport in Johannesburg.
Saharan Africa, general aviation does It also has FBO and MRO services in
concern the group. My territory for the Cape Town.–P.S.S.
ExecuJet Group is sub-Saharan Africa.
Our Middle East office in Dubai looks
after North Africa because of cultural
similarities.”
Poggi said a number of OEMs are
doing well in Africa. “I think it goes

SIKORSKY MULLS FATE OF
SINGLE-ENGINE PRODUCT LINE
Sikorsky has stopped taking orders for its
single-engine product line (née Schweizer)
and is considering selling it, among other
options. In a written answer to AIN’s questions, the company said it is still producing
the S-300 and S-333 at its Coatesville, Pa.
factory but has terminated the S-434 program because of technical problems.
“Sikorsky is fulfilling all orders that are
under contract, but we are not taking any
new orders at this time,” a spokeswoman
said. Production of the S-300 and S-333 will
continue until all current orders are fulfilled.
“We remain focused on providing strong
aftermarket support,” she added. However,
AIN has repeatedly heard from strongly dissatisfied customers, in North America and
Europe, complaining about a lack of spare
parts.
Nine S-434s, an improved version of the
S-333, were delivered to the Saudi Ministry of Defense. It was then determined that
“the lives of the drivetrain components were
going to have to be reduced to values that

UTC and Sikorsky
uContinued from page 1

potential in the world rotorcraft industry is substantial. Sikorsky is the leading Western manufacturer of military
rotorcraft and is expected to remain so
for at least the next 15 years and likely
beyond,” the analysts say. They cite recent
contracts with the U.S. military, opportunities for military sales in other regions
and prospects for sustained aftermarket
business.
Forecast International predicts Sikorsky
will build 1,658 military helicopters
between 2015 and 2029, for a market share
of 19.3 percent–second only to Russian
Helicopters.
Options under Discussion

UTC’s board of directors has authorized a review of strategic alternatives. “As
part of the portfolio review announced
last December, we are exploring strategic options for Sikorsky to determine the
best way to enhance its long-term success

Sleep apnea rules
uContinued from page 40

It’s better if the pilot had treatment
[before the airman medical examination]
and came ready to be set up for special
issuance.”
Overall, Fries doesn’t believe that sleep
apnea affects a large number of pilots.
“The world that I see–I don’t want to
downplay this, if somebody has this it
can be a significant problem and absolutely should be treated–but the number
of pilots who have serious sleep apnea
that requires treatment is going to be
small. The FAA has been talking about
sleep apnea for quite some time and educating us AMEs on it, but there has been

made the configuration uneconomical to
operate.” Following a review of the situation
with the customer, Sikorsky discontinued the
product line.
The S-434 sported a four-blade rotor, a
new tail-rotor blade design and an improved
Kaflex driveshaft. The main rotor and its
transmission came from the unmanned Fire
Scout. It used the same 320-shp (derated
max takeoff power) Rolls-Royce 250-C20W
turboshaft as the S-333. The mtow was
increased by 300 pounds, to 2,850 pounds.
Sikorsky pursued FAA certification for the
S-434 but did not attain it.
Asked whether Sikorsky could sell the
business, which it acquired in 2004, the
spokeswoman said the firm is “trying to get
the economics and supply chain squared
away. We had a lot of cleanup to do to make
that product line what we wanted it to be,
either to retain it or to have a viable product line for someone who might want to be
in that business.” Sikorsky will continue to
“evaluate all options.”
–T.D.

and create improved long-term value
for UTC’s customers and shareholders,”
said Hayes. UTC expects to conclude its
review before year-end.
Selling Sikorsky could be difficult,
Hayes warned, because the heavy tax liability for UTC would drive up the acquisition price. Therefore, Hayes sees a tax-free
spinoff is the option with the greatest
potential. He believes Sikorsky would be
a successful standalone company, citing its
strong backlog of close to $16 billion.
Sikorsky’s commercial sales are forecast to climb by 3 to 5 percent this
year, with damage from declining oil
prices expected to be limited because
Sikorsky helicopters are deployed much
more widely for oil production (82 percent) than for exploration (18 percent).
Sikorsky CEO Mick Maurer said he
expects the oil-and-gas market will be soft
this year and next before it makes a comeback in 2017.
Asked whether he favors the spinoff,
Maurer said he is “advocating for a
robust strategic review process.” Sikorsky
employs 15,200 people. 
o
no increase in findings. The bottom line
is, it’s not causing accidents.”
He pointed out that the AME guidelines for high-risk OSA patients essentially preclude anyone from getting a
medical certificate, as they include not
only a body-mass index above 35 but also
issues such as congestive heart failure,
atrial fibrillation, Type 2 diabetes, stroke
and others that would disqualify a pilot.
More important for any pilot is that
any medical condition needs to be tended
to and not ignored, Fries emphasized.
“That’s true with any disorder. If you
have a disorder, the FAA is far more
likely to allow you to fly if it’s treated than
untreated. And if you have something, it’s
better to be treated. We’re talking about
just common sense.” 
o
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Leadership conference aims
to develop future pacesetters
by Matt Thuber
NBAA’s Leadership Conference is proving to be a popular venue for flight department personnel and the vendors that
support the event, and this year a record
445 people traveled to Tucson in late February to network, learn new leadership
skills and bask in the welcoming desert
warmth in the middle of a harsh northernstates winter. Thirty-eight sponsors, also
a record, joined aviation managers, chief
pilots, maintenance managers, safety officers, schedulers, dispatchers, flight attendants and others at the conference.
Organized by the NBAA Corporate Aviation Management Committee (CAMC), the conference presented
seven leadership experts and authors
who “advised attendees how to influence,
inspire and innovate in their daily jobs,”
according to NBAA. Game-changer videos delivered inspirational messages from
nine luminaries, English adventurer Sir
Ranulph Fiennes, Joan Sullivan Garrett
of MedAire and Duncan Aviation’s Robert Duncan among them.
The Leadership Conference was first
held in Atlanta in the early 1990s, following in the footsteps of the then-new
NBAA Schedulers & Dispatchers Conference. Pete Agur, chairman of the Van
Allen Group consulting firm, helped
launch the leadership event. “The theme,
of course, was leadership,” Agur recalled.
“Taking people who are spectacular as
aviation professionals and helping them
develop to that next level. And that’s been
the heart of this conference since then.”

“It’s about leadership training,” said
CAMC chairman Ed White, who is also
director of aviation for the two-airplane
mbAviation flight department. “There is a
leadership vacuum. It’s important to speak
the language of the C-suite. We know how
to fly well but strategically we don’t know
how to report to [the head office].”
For future leaders, NBAA’s Certified
Aviation Manager and Professional Development Program “are all great tools,”
White said, as are graduate degrees. But
he worries that flight departments are too
insular and hopes that managers, pilots,
flight attendants, schedulers and others
who want to build their skills take advantage of events such as the Leadership Conference to network with their peers and
gain valuable insights into how to run their
operations and work with company leaders.
Interactive Resources

White has been on the CAMC for 10
years and was elected chairman in 2013.
A major task now under way is to update
the NBAA Management Guide, a project
that is under the Management Tools Subcommittee headed by Tim Peace, director
of aviation for PB Air. The plan is to harmonize the currently static NBAA Management Guide with the International
Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO), creating a dynamic interactive document. Its authors hope to post
the harmonized new guide online by the
end of October when White’s term as
CAMC chair expires. Another element

of updating the Management Guide is
keying NBAA documents to the guide,
so that, for example, when NBAA’s operational control white paper is updated,
it is referenced in the guide and available to guide users researching that issue.
“NBAA has dozens of white papers not
tied to the guide,” Peace said.
Peace’s committee is also working on
a major update of the NBAA Salary Survey, to make more of the data collected
available. Specific information such as the
salary for a pilot in a particular city used
to be available until a software change
revised the information output. Peace
wants to see the survey data become
more interactive, so members can drill
down deeper into the trove.
Another effort White would like to see
is more online content, to enable conference participants to access material after
the event, and thereby promote continued learning and information sharing.
Some of the speakers at the conference,
Dan Lier for example, did just that, providing follow-up material for those who
opted in. Author Daniel Pink provided
two of his books to attendees, thanks to a
sponsorship by Duncan Aviation.
“I want to leave a legacy of change,”
White said. “The diamond in the crown
[of CAMC] is the Leadership Conference. Our challenge over the years is to
stay relevant, and I think it is.”
Path to Leadership

Jeff Detig, a senior pilot based in
Charlotte, N.C., attended the Leadership Conference in Atlanta last year, and
this prompted him to join the CAMC.
The main issue he wants to work on, he
said, “is that we don’t have training to
take people to leadership positions. This
is one of the few opportunities to try and
position myself for [opportunities like]

that. This is a smart group of people and
I learn from them.”
“It’s always good to stick your head
out the front door and see what’s going
on,” said corporate pilot Mike Talbot,
who along with fellow pilot Frank Bronson wants to encourage younger people
to learn about opportunities in corporate
aviation. Bronson is also on the Professional Development Subcommittee.
“We see this as a future problem,”
Bronson said. “It’s still a problem finding
good people who fit the culture. There
are significant barriers to coming into
this industry.”
To that end the Professional Development Subcommittee is working on creating a more formal internship package to
help flight departments that want to help
launch young candidates into business
aviation careers.
Peace is encouraged by the level of participation in this year’s Leadership Conference, as well as by the broad cross
section of attendees, from aviation managers to other flight department members.
“Instead of silos, there’s cross-talk communication taking place,” he said.
“This is the only event where I get both
advertising [opportunities] and networking and build my own skills,” said Robin
Eissler, president and CEO of Citation
brokerage Jet Quest. “This is a great place
and an inclusive group,” she said.
“The conference provided invaluable
lessons on how to become a more effective leader in business aviation,” said Jay
Evans, NBAA’s director of professional
development. “The speakers and game
changers combined to make the powerful point that every one of us can be an
agent of positive change in our industry.”
The Leadership Conference next year
will be held February 22-24 in San Antonio, Texas. 
o

Millville Executive Airport (MIV)
...a great place to build
your business.
With amazing incentives, a business-friendly
environment, ready infrastructure plus creative
economic development support, MIV is an ideal
location that takes full advantage of market
opportunities throughout the northeast.
For details, please call the
Delaware River and Bay Authority
at 302-571-6474.
airports@drba.net
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Lux Air awaits lawsuit resolution
More than five years after
Lux Air was forcibly removed
from its position as the sole
FBO services provider at Arizona’s Yuma County International
Airport, and following several attempts at settlement and
mediation, the company’s lawsuit against the airport authority, scheduled to be considered
early last month, will be on hold
at least until September. The
new delay accommodates Yuma
County Superior Court scheduling conflicts. The FBO operator is seeking more than $100
million in damages, claiming the
authority violated the terms of
its 30-year lease.
Lux Air was evicted by
armed guards on Oct. 23, 2009,
for falling behind in its rent payments. The FBO asserts it had

an agreement with the authority
outlining when it would make
full payment and that the eviction was executed before that
date with no warning or default
notice. As part of its initial lease
agreement, the service provider
had agreed to build a new $2.5

million FBO terminal but, in
documents filed with the court,
claims it was stymied in its
efforts by the airport’s delays in
completing paperwork tying its
leased plots together as well as
filing for a sewer abandonment.
At the time of its eviction, the

there have been at least six continuances of the trial date. An
earlier summary judgment by
the court prevented the FBO
operator from collecting any
damages stemming from two
10-year extension options Lux
Air held on the leasehold. An
attorney for the airport authority declined to comment on the
pending litigation. –C.E.

The Difference Is The Difference

Diamond Difference #246

MALAYSIA FIRM INKS
DEAL FOR
TWO AIRBUS H135s
Aerial Power Lines (APL), a
helicopter operator in Malaysia,
chose the Langkawi International Maritime and Aerospace
(Lima) exhibition to announce
an order for two Airbus H135s
(formerly EC135s) for EMS
duty. APL also has options for
six more of the rotorcraft, and
options on two H175s for other
business needs. APL provides
power-line monitoring (its parent company is Sarawak Cable)
and utility work. At the signing,
Airbus Helicopters v-p of sales
for the Southeast Asia/Pacific
region Fabrice Rochereau
said, “APL’s decision to provide [EMS] service for the
people of Malaysia is highly
commendable, and we are
committed to support them
in its successful deployment.”
APL currently operates an
H135 and H125 (formerly
AS350B3e), and is expected
to receive a heavier-lift H225
in the middle of this year.
The two existing rotorcraft
were used for relief missions
during the Malaysian floods
in December, delivering 16
tons of food and water to the
remote areas of Kelantan. In a
separate deal signed at Lima,
APL will provide 3-D digital
mapping services in Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia
and Cambodia. 
–M.P.

FBO was operating out of an
old hangar at the airport. The
airport authority refurbished
the confiscated facility and then
turned it over to another FBO
operator under a different rent
structure. The airport authority
has a countersuit in place to collect what it describes as nearly
$1 million in damages from the
alleged breach of lease. So far

'Simply THE BEST’

I own and operate Executive Airlink Charter and have been a base customer
of Jet Aviation KPBI for over 17 years. It is the nicest FBO on the airport…
all of the employees, many of whom have been there even longer than
my 17 years, ALWAYS carry out their duties in a professional, yet
friendly manner. What more can I say? The best facilities, the best people

Jet Aviation
West Palm Beach, FL
KPBI

and the best experience. In aviation, there are lots of things that can keep
you awake at night, but working with Jet Aviation is not one of them!
I sleep like a baby, knowing my airplanes are in good hands.
Shawn Griffith, President
Executive Airlink, Inc.
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In the

Works
by Matt Thurber

There has never been a
shortage of innovators in
aviation, champing at the bit
to come up with new aircraft.
The urge to fly higher, faster
and farther lives on. Here
are some of the new designs
in development–from those
still on computer screens to
those deep into their flighttest programs.

BUSINESS & UTILITY TURBOPROPS
Aviation Alliance – Excalibur 421
(7/14 p. 6)

Diamond - DA50-JP7
(3/15 p. 10)

Epic Aircraft – E1000
(3/14 p. 38)

Evektor – EV-55
(8/14 p. 44)

Kestrel Aircraft – Kestrel K-350
(11/13 p. 37)

Mahindra – Airvan 10
(11/13 p. 37)

Mahindra – Airvan 18
(11/13 p. 38)

Mallard Aircraft – Turbine Mallard
(6/14 p. 52)

Nextant – G90XT

Flaris LAR 01
The Flaris LAR 01 jet single is nearing first flight and in
February completed its first
taxi test at Bydgoszcz Airport
in Poland. During two hours of
testing, the LAR 01 was taxied
at up to 55 knots and testing was
accomplished on engine starting,
braking, landing-gear stability
and airplane systems. This LAR
01 (MSN02) is not yet fitted with
anti-icing, pressurization, airconditioning, oxygen, emergency
parachute and radar systems, but

(2/14 p. 4)

Privateer Industries – Privateer
(6/14 p. 52)

Re-engining Cessna 421 with P&WC PT6A-135As
plus aerodynamic and other improvements. Price $2.6
million. Cert. timeline pending.
Two versions: Tundra for unpaved runways, takeoff
distance 650 feet; and training/private owner model,
high-speed cruise 230 knots. Seven seats. Powered by
465-shp Motor Sich AI450S. First flight 1/19/15. Cert.
est. second half 2016.
Single-engine all-composite turboprop, based on
the Epic LT kit-built airplane. P&WC PT6-67 engine,
Garmin G1000 avionics, $2.75 million. Cert. est. fourth
quarter 2015.

Aerion – AS2
(10/14 pg. 1)

Beechcraft – 400XPR
(3/14 p. 12)

Bombardier – Challenger 650
(11/14 p. 1)

Supersonic three-engine business jet; Mach 1.6 max speed;
5,300 nm max range. 9/22/14 alliance with Airbus projects
service entry 2Q/22.
Hawker 400A/400XP re-engined with Williams FJ44-4A-32,
choice of Garmin G5000 or Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21
avionics and new winglets. First delivery pending.
Improved version of the Challenger 600 series, powered by
9,220-pound-thrust GE CF34-3B MTO, with 4,000-nm range
and Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion flight deck. EIS 2H/15.

Nine- to 14-passenger twin turboprop. CMC
SmartDeck avionics. First flight 6/24/11. Program has
received new Malaysian funding. Cert. est. 2017.

Bombardier – Global 7000
(8/14 p. 44)

7,300-nm range, 59.6-ft-long cabin, GE Passport engines,
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion-based Global Vision avionics.
Service entry 2016.

Six- to eight-seat composite single, powered by Honey
well TPE331-14GR. Garmin G3000 avionics. Earliest
delivery est. 2016. Program led by Alan Klapmeier.

Bombardier – Global 8000

7,900-nm range, 50.6-ft-long cabin, GE Passport engines,
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion-based Global Vision avionics.
Service entry 2017.

10-seat single-engine turboprop, powered by RR250.
First flight 5/1/12. Cert. late 2015, first in Australia,
followed by FAA.
Resurrection of the Australian twin-turboprop Nomad
program. Entry into service in 2015.
Twin-turboprop amphibian, conventional all-metal
construction, Rockwell Collins avionics,
P&WC PT6 engines. Entry into service targeted for
second quarter 2015.
Remanufactured King Air C90A with new 750-shp GE
H75 engines, Garmin G1000 flight deck with singlelever power controls, and remanufactured airframe.
First flight 1/13/15. Certification 2Q/15.
Single-engine composite amphibian with dual
sponsons, GE M601 pusher powerplant. Now under
construction in partnership with Comp Air. First flight
estimated 2015.

(8/14 p. 44)

Bombardier – Learjet 85
(2/15 p. 1)

Cessna – Citation Latitude
(3/15 p. 16)

Cessna – Citation Longitude
(10/13 p. 36)

Cirrus – Vision SF50
(2/15 p. 42)

Dassault – Falcon 5X
(6/14 p. 52)

Numbers in parentheses in left column indicate issue and page of previous reference in AIN.

Dassault – Falcon 8X

with one pilot and one passenger. Maximum altitude will
be more than 43,000 feet and
maximum speed 380 knots.
According to the company, the
first LAR 01s will be experimental versions limited to
28,000 feet.

30 to 50 meters underwater, it
fades into ambient noise.”
Another factor that mitigates
sonic boom effects is that they
won’t reach a peak until a supersonic business jet is about 200 miles
offshore, because of regulatory
prohibitions against supersonic
flight over land. “Most endangered marine species live in coral
reefs near shores,” according to
Mascari. “As a result, reef-dwelling
species will be protected from the
sonic boom’s residual noise and
pressure.”
Spike Aerospace is still aiming
at entry into service in 2020 for its
Mach 1.6 S-512.

(3/15 p. 4)

Spike Aerospace S-512

Gulfstream G500/G600

(8/14 p. 44)

Marine biologist and Spike
Aerospace intern Tibor Mascari is researching the effects of
sonic booms on marine animals,
especially those that depend on
using sound for activities such as
communication,
navigation,
finding food and mates, maintaining group cohesion and
fending off predators. “Depending on where these creatures
live in the water column and
what the magnitude of their
vocalizations are, sonic boom
activity will affect them in
different ways,” Mascari said.
He explained that sonic boom
magnitude decays “as soon as it
hits the water’s surface and after

The FAA has proposed
special conditions for Gulfstream’s G500 and G600 (official
certification model GVII). The
special conditions would address
the lack of current certification
regulations for the fly-by-wire jets’
sidestick controllers. Such special
conditions also applied to other
fly-by-wire business jets as Part 25
regulations have not been updated
to reflect certification requirements for single-hand control of
sidestick flight controls. According to the FAA, “This design
feature is associated with sidestick controllers that require
limited pilot force because they are
operated by one hand only.”  o

Flaris LAR 01

these will be added gradually,
according to the Flaris team.
The small jet’s electrical system
has been modified with a lithiumion main ship battery, which weighs
50 percent less than the previous
lead-acid battery but offers much
quicker charging capability. While
Garmin avionics were initially
planned for the LAR 01, other
products are under consideration.
Radio equipment tests will be done
on the second LAR 01 (MSN01)
at the Instytut Techniczny Wojsk
Lotniczych (Air Force Institute of
Technology) in Warsaw.
Performance targets for the
LAR 01 include up to 2.5-hour
flights carrying four occupants
and four- to five-hour flights

BUSINESS & PERSONAL JETS
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Diamond – D-Jet
(4/13 p. 50)

Embraer – Legacy 450
(4/14 p. 62)

Flaris – LAR 01
(8/14 p. 44)

Gulfstream - G500
(11/14 p. 1)

Gulfstream - G600
(11/14 p. 1)

Honda – HondaJet

HyperMach Aerospace –
SonicStar (7/11 p. 18)

Pilatus – PC-24
(9/14 p. 6)

Spike Aerospace – S-512
(5/14 p. 71)

Stratos Aircraft – 714
(2/11 p. 6)

Supersonic Aerospace –
QSST (11/13 p. 36)

SyberJet – SJ30i
(6/14 p. 13)

Mach 0.82 midsize jet, 3,000-nm range, eight-passenger
stand-up cabin. All-composite construction. First flight 4/9/14,
since then 100-plus hours in more than 60 flights logged.
Program “paused” 1/15/15.
Midsize, Garmin G5000 avionics, autothrottles, powered by
P&WC PW306D. Range: 2,500 nm. $14.995 million. First flight
2/18/14. FAA cert. and service entry 2Q/15.
Longer than the Latitude, Snecma Silvercrest engines,
Garmin G5000 avionics. First flight est. 2016.
All-composite, $1.96 million single-engine jet powered by
Williams FJ33-4 turbofan. Cirrus Perspective (Garmin)
avionics. First flight 7/3/08. First flight of conforming SF50
3/25/14. Cert. and delivery est. 4Q 2015.
Twin-engine fly-by-wire large-cabin jet, powered by Snecma
Silvercrest engines, with Honeywell EASy flight deck. First flight
est. mid-2015. Cert. est. and service entry first half 2017.
Trijet, derivative of 7X with longer fuselage and 6,450-nm
range. First flight 2/6/15, cert. mid-2016.
Five-seat, all-composite single-engine jet; first flight 4/18/06;
powered by 1,900-pound-thrust Williams FJ33. Program on
hold for lack of funding.
Seven-seat, all-metal fly-by-wire twinjet, Honeywell HTF7500E
engines. High-speed cruise Mach 0.82. First flight 12/28/13.
Cert. and service entry 2015.
Composite single-engine jet, engine choice not yet made,
five seats, $1.5 million, 1,400 nm range. Taxi tests begun 02/15.
FAA/EASA cert. est. mid-2016.
Pratt & Whitney Canada PW800 engines, Honeywell-based,
touchscreen-control Symmetry flight deck, sidestick fly-by-wire,
5,000 nm at long-range cruise (Mach 0.85). Fuselage sized
between G550 and G650. First flight 2015, service entry 2018.
Same technology and engines (but higher thrust) as G500, 6,200
nm range at Mach 0.85. First flight 2017, service entry 2019.
Twin GE Honda HF120 engines mounted in overwing configuration, composite fuselage, metal wings. Conforming prototype
first flight 12/20/10. FAA cert. early 2015.
Mach 3.6, powered by SonicBlue electric-turbine hybrid
engines. First flight est. 2021.
All-metal jet powered by a pair of Williams FJ44-4As designed
for short and unimproved runways. Features Honeywell Primus
Apex avionics. Rollout 8/1/14. EASA and FAA cert. est. 2017.
Twin-engine, 12- to 18-passenger, 4,000+-nm range, Mach 1.6
supersonic business jet. Service entry five to seven years from
program launch, current est. 2020.
Composite fuselage, powered by one Williams FJ44-3AP.
Four occupants, 1,500-nm range, 410-knot cruise. Wind-tunnel
testing completed. Certification timeline not available.
Proposed low-boom supersonic (Mach 1.8) business jet;
unveiled at NBAA 2004; development plans pending.
Production to resume in 2015 with new SyberVision cockpit,
based on Honeywell Epic 2.0 avionics suite.

Numbers in parentheses in left column indicate issue and page of previous reference in AIN.

Blakey to lead R-R North America
Aero-engine manufacturer
Rolls-Royce announced on February 24 that it has appointed
Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) chief Marion Blakey
as president and CEO of its
North American subsidiary,
based in Reston, Va. She will
replace James Guyette, who is
retiring next month.
In a separate statement, GE
Aviation president and CEO
David Joyce, who serves as AIA
chairman, said the association

of achievement these last seven
years,” Blakey stated. “We’ve
strengthened AIA and better
positioned the organization and
our member companies to inform
and influence the debate on key
issues facing our country and our
industry in the coming years.”

Before leading the FAA,
Blakey served as chairman of
the NTSB and as administrator
of the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, among
other appointments.
“We are extremely pleased
to have Ms. Blakey leading the

North American region because
she brings deep industry perspective and is a well respected
voice in Washington,” said
Rolls-Royce chief executive
John Rishton. “These markets
are critical to our aerospace and
land and sea divisions and I am
delighted to have a person of
her caliber join us in this role.”
Rolls-Royce employs 8,000
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people in the region. It operates an advanced manufacturing
and research facility near Petersburg, Va.; a jet engine test cell at
the NASA Stennis Space Center in Mississippi; and engine
test and manufacturing facilities
in Indianapolis. According to
the company, more Rolls-Royce
engines are produced in the U.S.
than anywhere else.
–B.C.

BILL CAREY

FROM LIGHT TO LARGE
AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

The Aerospace Industries Association
said it is ‘quickly moving’ to name a
successor to Marion Blakey.

is “quickly moving forward” to
appoint a successor.
Blakey was named AIA chief
executive in November 2007
after serving as FAA Administrator. In that capacity she
spearheaded the NextGen ATC
modernization program, which
was initiated in 2003 legislation,
The Vision-100 Century of Aviation Reauthorization Act. While
at the AIA, Blakey remained a
proponent of NextGen and in
the defense realm was outspoken in criticizing defense budget reductions the U.S. Congress
imposed through sequestration.
“I’m proud of AIA’s record

News Note
Cincinnati, Ohio-based
Argus reached a milestone
of 500 Platinum- or Goldrated charter operators.
These 500 operators are
spread through 15 countries
and collectively account for
more than 4,000 business aircraft. Once a Part 135 company receives its Argus rating
after an audit, passengers or
other commercial operators
can vet those company aircraft and flight crewmembers
against a stringent set of
requirements, delivered in
Argus’ TripCheq repor ts.
Those reports are managed
through a proprietary webbased application that accepts the more than 600,000
annual updates that support
the rating program. 
n

We’re reaching out – and up. More offices. More industry experts. Expanding to include all types
and sizes of business jets. We’ve been building our credentials at Elliott Aviation through eight
decades of aircraft sales. Now our new venture – Elliott Jets – focuses exclusively on helping you buy,
sell or trade a jet. Doing the work for you, using our experience, integrity and market knowledge to your
advantage. Elliott Jets – the evolution of expertise.

844.937.5387 | elliottjets.com
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Customer loyalty drives
business at Mach One
by Matt Thurber

MATT THURBER

After retiring from a 26-year flying career purchased Sentient and about a dozen
at Delta Air Lines, Dan Hill decided to get charter operators. Sentient ended up being
back into the charter business, and now he sold to Macquarie Global Opportunities
is heading his own company, Mach One Air Partners in September 2008, and the comCharters. The company is based at Chino pany has since grown rapidly. But at the
Airport in Southern California’s Inland height of the JetDirect troubles Mach One
Empire east of Los Angeles, and what is was fully paid all the money it was owed,
interesting about Mach One is that it flies few and Hill was grateful for that.
retail charter trips; 95 percent of
When it comes to scheduling
Mach One’s flights are for charter
charters, Mach One tries to help
broker Sentient Jet.
Sentient, even when other broWhen he began flying for
kers call first. As a major proDelta in 1976, Hill owned Trans
vider of lift for Sentient, Mach
Catalina Airlines, which flew
One logs into Sentient’s operaGrumman Mallard amphibitor network to view available
ans from the California mainupcoming trips and keep inforland to nearby Catalina Island.
mation about Mach One’s airHe sold that business in 1981.
planes up-to-date. Mach One is
After retiring from Delta, Hill
the second-largest provider of lift
joined North American Jet Dan Hill, owner of
to Sentient, according to Hill,
Mach One Air Charters
Charter in Paso Robles, Calif.,
after Travel Management Comas chief pilot before leaving to start his pany. Three of the Mach One jets–the
own business.
Hawker 400XP, one Citation Excel and
Mach One emerged from a small char- the S/II–are strictly available for Sentient
ter company–Riley Air Charters–with trips and do not fly any owner flights.
just one Piper Navajo that Hill bought
Mach One employs 35 pilots who work
to jump-start his new business, a quicker either a 20-day-on /10-off or 10-on/fiveway to get going than obtaining a new off schedule. The main crew base is Chino.
charter certificate from the FAA. “It took All pilots are equipped with an Apple iPad
us six months to get to our first flight running the ForeFlight Mobile app. Mainin March 2006,” he said. Hill started the tenance is done primarily at Mach One’s

The strength of a chain.
The flexibility of an independent.
Safety | Service | Sophistication

Mach One operates 10 jets, including this Citation XLS.

• Close proximity to PBI
• Avfuel Contract Fuel and AVTRIP

+1-772-288-6700
Stuart, FL (SUA) | stuartjet.com | cs@stuartjet.com
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new company in Long Beach and quickly
added his first jet, a Citation S/II, the
faster Cessna with the TKS weeping wing
anti-icing system.
By December 2009, when Hill moved
Mach One to Chino, he had five jets flying mostly to fulfill Sentient Jet trips. Now
the company operates 10 jets, and in addition to the S/II the fleet includes one Citation II, a Bravo, two VIs, two Excels, one
XLS, a 2009 Sovereign that expands the
company’s reach to Hawaii and a Hawker
400XP. “It’s a good mix for Sentient,” he
said, although Mach One also flies charters
for other brokers such as Apollo Jets and
Blue Star Jets. All of the jets are owned by
others and managed by Mach One.
Hill has a particular loyalty to Sentient, in part because of how Mach One
was treated during the challenging bankruptcy of JetDirect Aviation, which had

Chino hangar, and Mach One’s mechanics
are supplemented when needed by mobile
maintenance provider AOG Jet Support
of Santa Ana, Calif.
The Mach One hangar at Chino
was empty when Hill moved in, and he
built it into an office-condo. “We had
the good fortune of drawing it up the
way we wanted,” he said. “We wanted a
homey family-oriented business.” Amenities include a fitness room, sleep room,
showers, breakfast bar and a comfortable
living-room area with a fireplace and
large-screen TV that employees are welcome to use on off days.
Hill, who won the 2013 Service-Based
Entrepreneur award in the Inland Empire
Spirit of the Entrepreneur Awards program, stays current on the jets and still
flies charter trips. “It’s a business,” he
said, “but it’s the love of my life.” 
o

DAHER OPENS NEW NORTH AMERICAN TBM HEADQUARTERS IN POMPANO BEACH
Daher opened a new 32,000-sq-ft North American headquarters for its TBM airplane business on March 20 at Pompano
Beach (Fla.) Airpark. The ribbon-cutting ceremony, presided over
by Daher chairman and CEO Patrick Daher, attracted more than
300 attendees and 30 customer-owned TBMs to the airport, coinciding with the TBM Owners and Pilots Association (TBMOPA)
safety seminar. The facility supplants the company’s former U.S.
base at Fort-Lauderdale-Hollywood North Perry Airport.
“Our new Pompano Beach facility gives us the additional
space we need, positions us to better serve customers for

China approvals
slow progress
uContinued from page 10

an investigation into foreign validations, said it received reports
from companies that “China
often makes requests for data
and detailed product design
information that in their view is
not necessary for an approval,
and sometimes holds up approvals until those requests are fulfilled.” Such probing gives rise
to intellectual property concerns
among the manufacturers.
Dorenda Baker, director of
the FAA’s aircraft certification service, told Congress earlier this year that the FAA will
step in if the agency feels the
requests go beyond the bounds
of what is necessary for certification. The FAA intervened
in the case of a Robinson helicopter certification, she cited
as an example.
The bilateral discussions
between the FAA and China
include “implementation procedures for airworthiness,” or
IPA, that outline airworthiness
technical cooperation. The IPA
“will provide clarity on the procedures for U.S. companies seeking foreign approvals,” the GAO
said, adding, “This IPA is also
expected to reduce the level of
involvement of the CAAC in
conducting approvals and prevent its certification staff from
doing extensive research for each
approval project.”
A bilateral agreement has
long been in place between the
U.S. and China that covers Chinese validation of all U.S. aircraft categories. But for U.S.
validation of Chinese aircraft,
it covers only those weighing less
than 12,500 pounds.
China hopes eventually to
expand on that agreement for
the U.S. validation of larger
Chinese aircraft, providing a
strong incentive for the CAAC
to partner with the FAA and
manufacturers on the certification process. The CAAC is
motivated to demonstrate its
experience and competency in
handling the certification tasks,
Desrosier said. 
o

years to come and reinforces our enthusiasm for what this
business can accomplish in America,” said Nicolas Chabbert,
president of Socata North America and senior vice president
of Daher’s airplane business. “Following the TBM program’s
great success, the fleet is growing, with more than 500 TBMs
in the U.S. today.”
The hurricane-proof building has two temperaturecontrolled hangars for the TBM Service Center that can
accommodate eight aircraft simultaneously, in addition to
storage for parts inventory. According to Daher, the new facility

enables the company to offer more services for TBM operators
and customers, including avionics retrofits, repair activities and
aircraft overhaul.
Meanwhile, Patrick Daher confirmed that Daher’s aerospace unit is still seeking to acquire a U.S.-based aerostructures
company, “preferably on the East or West Coast,” to fulfill
its quest to be a Tier 1 supplier for Gulfstream and Boeing.
In Europe, Daher is a Tier I supplier for Airbus and Dassault,
manufacturing the fuselages for the latter company’s Falcon
5X, 7X and 8X. 
–C.T.

D E D I C AT E D T O H E L P I N G B U S I N E S S A C H I E V E I T S H I G H E S T G O A L S .

NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION
TAXES SEMINAR
MAY 8, 2015 | DALLAS, TX
NBAA’s Business Aviation Taxes Seminar is the premier educational and networking opportunity for
accountants, attorneys, advisors and flight department personnel engaged in aviation tax planning
during the initial aircraft acquisition and throughout the ownership cycle. This focused, one-day
seminar will cover the latest federal and state tax developments impacting business aviation, including:
 Explore the pros and cons of leasing structures commonly used in business aviation
 Explore how the final IRS “Repair Regulations” affect the tax reporting of business aircraft
acquisitions, repairs and component overhauls
 Conceptualize the differences between the primary purpose tests used to compute allowable
deductions, disallowed deductions and fringe benefit income
 And more!

REGISTER ONLINE TODAY: www.nbaa.org/tax-seminar/ain

Register by April 17 for the early bird discounted price of $695
Non Member price after April 17 is $1,245
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Avionics
N E W S UPDATE
z SKYe SH-09 To Get Sagem Suite
Safran business Sagem has been selected
to provide the avionics suite for Marenco
Swisshelicopter’s SKYe SH-09. Sagem will provide its
ICDS 8A primary flight display and engine monitoring
system, which includes the first-ever interface to the
helicopter’s Honeywell HTS900-2 1D engine Fadec
system, according to Sagem. “The ICDS 8A will read
21 channels of Fadec data as well as 38 channels
of other airframe and engine parameters.” Other
features include a user-defined checklist; split-screen
mode for pop-up engine data alongside the map
on the multifunction display; external camera and
sensor display; custom user databases for moving
maps; traffic awareness system display interfaces;
improved fuel-management function; and recording
of displayed data for later reuse.

z Astronautics Demos Helicopter SVS
Astronautics showcased its next-generation
avionics architecture for helicopters at Heli-Expo
2015. Dubbed Fast–for flexible, adaptable, scalable
cockpit technology–the platform will include a fully
integrated and certified helicopter terrain awareness
and warning system (HTaws) and synthetic vision
system (SVS), in addition to displaying primary flight
information on the primary flight display and video
from sensors on a multifunction display. The new
architecture will feature large-format LCDs in an
integrated cockpit that can interface with several
existing avionics products, including radios, cameras,
mission systems and other sensors. Fast is still in
development and is expected to be certified in two
to three years, according to Astronautics president
Chad Cundiff. Dan Barks, product line manager for
Astronautics displays, says that “Fast will include a
next-generation, helicopter-focused synthetic vision
system with technology that will give flight crew a
clear view of obstacles that might be behind their
aircraft, cockpit audio warnings and special cues to
prevent pilots from backing into obstacles.”

z Satcom Direct Offers Fans Testing
Inflight connectivity provider Satcom Direct
announced that its FlightDeck Freedom datalink
service can now enable Future Air Navigation System
(Fans) testing. This testing can troubleshoot or validate
Fans capability in the aircraft from any location,
using the company’s partnerships with Inmarsat,
Iridium and ViaSat Yonder. Access to the Fans testing
facility is a no-cost option of the FlightDeck Freedom
subscription. The simulated test facility is available to
Satcom Direct subscribers 24/7/365.

z Gulf Coast Transforms
Citation 501 Cockpit
Gulf Coast Avionics received FAA field approval
for a significant cockpit upgrade of a Citation
501, which includes new metal instrument panels
designed by Gulf Coast engineers and interfaces to
the legacy autopilot, radar and Tcas. The upgrade
includes dual Garmin GTN 750 touchscreen GPS
navcoms, dual GTX 33 transponders, GMA 35
remote audio processor, GDL 69 XM receiver and
interfaces to the legacy avionics. “I really have to
compliment our chief inspector, Sarah Smith, and
the entire engineering and installation group,” said
Rick Garcia, Gulf Coast president and CEO. “This
was not an easy task, but the result is a beautiful
and capable Citation.”
–Matt Thurber

With the Satcom Direct router (above)
installed in the aircraft, passengers can make
calls using their own cellphones.

Satcom Direct goes live
with airborne cell service
by Ian Sheppard
Satellite Beach, Fla.-based Satcom Direct launched a new service
that allows travellers in business aircraft to use their cellphones seamlessly in flight, through the use of
what is effectively an onboard mobile
phone cell. All that is required to
access the “Global VT” service is a
Satcom Direct router (SDR) in the
aircraft, with the latest software
update. As of mid-February, some
75 aircraft had SDRs installed and
the company expects to have several
hundred installed by year-end.
A small group of customers had
been testing Global VT on their aircraft since late last year, and the service
was officially launched last month at
the company’s Connecting with Customers event in San Diego, Calif.
The advantage of Global VT is
that “anyone can get hold of you
on your mobile,” said Chris Moore,
chief commercial officer-international. They don’t have to know a
separate aircraft number or Iridium number (+87). The service can
be always on because the coverage
is global and does not require the

operator to swap to other networks
in different parts of the world. In the
cabin it works through an app (currently Apple only but Android is
coming soon) using the cabin Wi-Fi
provided by the SDR. “The phone
sees a normal 3G/4G cell tower,”
said Moore, who added that the
system eliminates the problem of
the desired recipient on the ground
rejecting a passenger’s call because
the number is unfamiliar. “It could
be the CEO,” said Moore.
“We’ve invested in technology
on the ground so you don’t have to
work about roaming agreements,
so we’re effectively a mobile operator,” said Ken Bantoft, v-p of satcom technologies and development,
who was instrumental in designing
the SDR and building in the capabilities for Global VT. He expects
that the infrastructure investments
will give the $35,000 system a shelf
life of seven to 10 years.
The company has obtained STCs
for a range of aircraft types, and the
system is already available for factory
fit on Gulfstreams. Moore claimed

Satcom Direct Introduces IT Certification for Aviation
Aircraft owners’ appetite for in-flight connectivity demands that aircraft technicians
know more than just airframes and powerplants; they have to be information technology
(IT) experts as well. To address the need, Satcom Direct developed AeroIT, which it bills as
the world’s first IT training and certification course for aviation. Designed specifically for
aircraft systems, the training covers network configurations and troubleshooting, satcom
systems and avionics. “There is a strong need for IT knowledge in the flight department, and no one was teaching it, not even colleges and universities,” said Jim Jensen,
Satcom Direct founder and CEO. “Clients told us they needed a greater understanding of
networking, so we developed AeroIT to meet that need.”
Satcom Direct created the AeroIT certification in conjunction with CompTIA’s
Examplify subsidiary to ensure the examination meets the standards of the American National Standards Institute and the International Organization for Standardization. The certification is similar to other IT industry credentials and is a validation of
technical knowledge. An AeroIT textbook that can be used for self-study is in development. The certification exam is offered at any Pearson VUE test center in the U.S.
that currently has CompTIA testing, and will be available worldwide later this year. The
AeroIT credential is valid for three years, after which it must be renewed.
“We’re so committed to AeroIT certification that a new Pearson VUE test center is
being installed in our worldwide headquarters, currently under construction in Viera,
Florida,” added Jensen. The facility will open late this year. –D.A.L.
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Chris Moore, Satcom Direct chief commercial
officer, touts airborne cell service benefits.

that putting a normal GSM cell on
a Falcon would cost $250,000 and it
would be “more like $1 million for
a BBJ,” while getting an SDR and
installing it should cost only “$70,000
to $75,000” plus a license fee.
Satcom Direct plans to have an
aircraft with an SDR and Global
VT installed and running at the
EBACE show in Geneva next
month. Moore said visitors will be
able to try the service on their own
phones, which will be like roaming but on an aircraft (and the new
European standard roaming rates
will be applicable).
Improvements for
a Connected World

Satcom Direct has been setting up
offices around the world at a rapid
rate, and in Seattle, São Paulo and
Montreal it has offices “embedded
with the OEMs (Boeing, Embraer
and Bombardier, respectively). It also
does a lot of work for the military, for
U.S. and NATO members in particular, said Moore. “We realized that
we need to be local. We’re just opening up an office in Melbourne, Australia, and Indonesia will be coming on
line by the end of [last month].” It also
has offices in Hong Kong and Cape
Town, among others.
Regardless of the operator’s location, bandwidth is key. Moore said
that in the U.S., “the largest market,” demand stems from the corporate segment. In other parts of the
world, “people are more privacyconscious,” but in both cases “we
see more and more people retrofitting to put Internet on board. And
international markets are catching
up with the U.S. rapidly,” he added.
Bantoft said even in the U.S. companies need aircraft with global
Continues on facing page u

Aviation Technology debuts AltAlert
by Matt Thurber
be suction-cupped to a window
near the pilot’s field of view.
Both aural and LED visual
alarms warn the pilot that the
cabin altitude is climbing above
specific thresholds. AltAlert is
available from many pilot shops
and retails for $399.95.
The AltAlert is based on a
NASA patent, but what Sawaya
and her engineering team did
was develop algorithms that
make the device work reliably
and consistently with a long battery life of 18 months.
“I started researching the
number of accidents logged with
the NTSB related to pressurization,” Sawaya explained. “The
Payne Stewart accident was the
most highly publicized, but the
total number is enormous. It was

Airborne cell service
uContinued from preceding page

capabilities, so they are choosing Inmarsat SwiftBroadband services, and they are
choosing the same service for their smaller
aircraft to ensure the continuity of the user
experience “They want to have consistency
on all their aircraft,” said Bantoft, who
gave the example of a Fortune 500 company with a G650 and a CitationJet. Many
also want Iridium as it leads for voice services, while Inmarsat is best for data. However, he denied that Iridium necessarily had
less latency and delay in calls. Despite its
satellites’ being LEO rather than GEO,
Iridium calls all get routed through one
point on the planet.
Commenting on what Ka band will
offer, Bantoft said: “When Ka comes out
the early adopters will take it, for example
G650 and BBJ operators. It will take time
to filter down to smaller aircraft, mainly
because of the cost (including STCs).”
Moore said that despite all this, tracking is top of the agenda at the moment.
“It’s a hotbed after MH370,” said Bantoft. “We’ve been tracking [aircraft] for
the past 10 years and already have it
down to a 10-minute interval,” he added.
“Everyone is now waiting for the FAA
[and other national authorities] to decide
on the requirements.” He noted that the
recent NTSB White Paper on the issue
had recommended 6 nm or 5 minutes.
Another area where “businesses have
been pushing for improvements,” according to Bantoft, is videoconferencing. He
said that by the second quarter of this
year the company will have the “ability
to take up to four streaming SWB connections and put them into one.” This
“bonding and aggregation” will combine
the 200- to 300-Kb/sec feeds into one
“smooth” feed that provides “guaranteed
throughput.” He explained that it is not a
shared line. “It always maintains a minimum level of service and we will go to
800 Kb/sec and beyond,” he said. 
o

really just a coincidence that the
TBM 900 went down last September; we were finishing up by
then. It was yet another example
of the need for this device and
its lifesaving capabilities.”
AltAlert is built around a
pressure sensor. The algorithm
drives six alarm modes, from
nothing until 10,000 feet to combinations of a flashing LED and
audible chirps at various higher
altitudes. Above 10,000 feet, the
red light flashes every 15 seconds along with a single “courtesy” chirp.
Above 11,500 feet, the light
flashes every five seconds and
two chirps warn the pilot that
cabin altitude has reached that
level. Above 12,500 feet, the
light flashes every second and

Aviation Technology’s AltAlert provides
audible and visual alerts when cabin
altitude climbs to dangerous levels.

headset on. It’s difficult to say
whether the AltAlert would capture a pilot’s attention during a
cabin pressurization problem,
but it would certainly be useful
to have as a backup device and
it should increase the chances
that pilots or even a passenger
flying in the other seat might
notice that there is a cabin-altitude problem. Where it seems
AltAlert could really help is during a slow decompression, especially in an airplane without an
automatic emergency-descent
autopilot mode.
o

NEXTGEN WORKSHOP OUTLINES FUTURE ATC FUNCTIONS
On March 6, AIN and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University hosted brought to the attention of ATC and other agencies.
the Business Aviation NextGen Workshop in Daytona Beach, Fla. The
After the FTB demo, the workshop drilled into the specifics
free workshop was designed to help business aviation users under- of how NextGen will affect business aircraft operators, including
stand more about the FAA’s NextGen architecture, costs and deadlines upcoming mandates for ADS-B out and future air navigation system
and view a live demonstration of the university’s Florida NextGen (Fans) equipage. Jens Hennig, v-p of operations at the General AviaTestbed (FTB). Seminar sponsors included Chicago Jet Group, Rock- tion Manufacturers Association, summarized the ADS-B situation.
well Collins, International Communications Group (ICG), Garmin and This was followed by a presentation on the mission and objectives
of the NextGen Institute by that organization’s executive director,
Aspen Avionics.
The FTB, a public-private partnership with the FAA, is located at Marke Gibson. Rich Jehlen, former FAA Air Traffic Organization
Daytona Beach International Airport and consists of a test and demon- director of operational concepts and requirements and now v-p of LS
Technologies, outlined how NextGen concepts interface with busistration facility and the Embry-Riddle NextGen Program Office.
“What the testbed was founded on was a relationship among ness aviation.
A panel discussion in the early afternoon featured Duncan Aviaindustry, academia and government,” said Wade Lester, senior executive program manager at Embry-Riddle. Its primary functions are tion avionics sales expert Steve Elofson, GAMA’s Hennig and Jad
research and development, prototyping, demonstrations, exploring Donaldson, chief pilot for Avfuel’s flight department. The discussion
new technologies and concepts and, he said, “to help the FAA make dug deeper into equipage issues, and audience members asked many
better decisions.” The idea is to test concepts in a live lab to see if they questions about specific products available for ADS-B upgrades for
their companies’ business aircraft.
actually work and provide benefits.
The afternoon was set aside for breakout sessions, including a
The FTB emulates nine of the 20 FAA air route traffic control centers
(ARTCC), and the remaining 11 are being
added. It also emulates New York and
Oakland oceanic centers and ground
surveillance and traffic metering systems
and a typical flight operations center.
The “Mini Global” live demo illustrated how ATC systems data is shared
within the U.S. National Airspace System
and with international partner air navigation service providers (ANSPs).
In the first demo, a Sigmet for volcanic
ash resulted in a flight plan change for a
flight from Japan to Los Angeles. That
Attendees were eager to learn about the 2020 ADS-B mandate, and Jens Henning, GAMA v-p of operations,
change had to be coordinated between summarized the situation and provided insights into the costs and benefits of the system.
JCAB and FAA oceanic control and then
live demonstration of actual Fans/controller pilot datalink commupassed on to FAA domestic ARTCC and local Los Angeles controllers.
The next demo showed how flight objects can be updated during nications (CPDLC) equipment by Chicago Jet Group director of
flight. In this example a dangerous-goods message is attached to a operations Mike Mitera and avionics manager Kevin Hufford. They
business jet flight after it has departed, and the ATC system connects to brought a real ICG Iridium satcom wired to a Universal Avionics FMS
other organizations to illustrate how the FAA can share critical informa- and connected to an Iridium antenna stationed on the roof then
tion. The outside organizations could be other ANSPs or, for example, demonstrated live messaging between that rig and a simulated ATC
the Federal Emergency Management Agency or law-enforcement ground station in a separate room, giving attendees a real-world taste
agencies. The jet’s symbol on the Surface Decision Support System of how this new technology works. Chicago Jet achieved the first Fans
screen changes to red to identify its new status. The status change STC for a business jet–in a Falcon 50–and the demo rig is also used
could be the result of an unruly passenger, mechanical failure or any to test installations to ensure they meet the 240-second round-trip
–M.T.
situation that raises risk and which the operator believes should be messaging requirement.

IAN WHELAN

While aircraft that fly in the
flight levels have pressurization-failure warning systems,
accidents involving apparently
hypoxic pilots still happen.
Stacy Pappas Sawaya, president
and CEO of Carlsbad, Calif.based Aviation Technology,
researched these types of accident and invented a new portable warning device–the AltAlert
“personal cabin pressure monitor”–that pilots can use to help
detect a pressurization failure
well before it causes hypoxia.
AltAlert can also help remind
pilots flying unpressurized highaltitude aircraft that it’s time to
don oxygen masks.
The AltAlert device is easy to
carry into any aircraft and can
either clip onto a shirt pocket or

there is a triple chirp. At this
point the AltAlert also starts a
30-minute timer and if the aircraft’s altitude is between 12,500
and 14,999 feet after that interval, it switches to the above15,000-foot alarm (the highest
alarm). The above-14,000-foot
alarm is flashes a red LED every
second, but adds a constant
double chirp.
Above 15,000 feet, the LED
and the chirp both remain on
constantly. The first four modes
can be muted, but once above
14,000 feet, the device cannot be
muted.
I tested the AltAlert in a
Cessna 172 with another pilot.
We both used a pulse oximeter
to measure our oxygen saturation as we climbed to 12,500 feet
west of Van Nuys, Calif.
The AltAlert worked as
advertised, and the LED was
clearly visible and the chirps
audible even with my passive
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Air Transport
N E W S UPDATE
z ICAO Names First Female Chief
The permanent council of the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) elected Fang Liu as its
new secretary general on March 11, making her the
first woman and the first Chinese national to lead
the United Nations aviation body.
Liu has served as director of the Bureau of
Administration and Services, one of five divisions
of ICAO’s secretariat. She will succeed Raymond
Benjamin of France as secretary general–the
organization’s CEO–for a three-year term effective
August 1. Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu of Nigeria is the
council president.
In a tweet, Violeta Bulc, a Slovenian national
who became the European Union’s transport
commissioner in November, called Liu an “inspiring
precedent for women aviation professionals
everywhere.”
Before joining ICAO in 2007, Liu served as
director of the international affairs division of
the Civil Aviation Administration of China. In that
capacity, she formulated China’s international
air transport policy and conducted bilateral
consultations with other countries over air
agreements. She holds a law degree from Wuhan
University of China and a degree in air and space
law from Leiden University of the Netherlands.
The council is composed of 36 member states
elected by the organization’s General Assembly,
which represents 191 states. ICAO said candidates
from Australia, India and UAE also sought the
secretary-general position.

z Mesa Orders Seven More CRJ900s
Mesa Air Group last month placed a firm
purchase order for seven Bombardier CRJ900s
worth $326 million at list prices after securing a
new 10-year contract with American Airlines to fly
the 76-seat jets under the American Eagle brand.
Bombardier and Mesa inked the contract during
the March 8 to 11 International Society of Transport
Aircraft Trading (ISTAT) Americas 2015 conference
held in Mesa’s hometown of Phoenix.
Once filled, the order will take Mesa’s CRJ900
fleet to 64 airplanes. The contract calls for the airline
to take the jets between July and September.
Since March 2013 Mesa has doubled in size,
adding 19 CRJ900s to the fleet it operates for
American and 19 new Embraer E175s for United
Airlines. The addition of the latest tranche of
CRJ900s along with 11 new E175s scheduled for
delivery promises to raise Mesa’s fleet total to 115
aircraft by year-end.

z Crash Shuts New York La Guardia
New York La Guardia Airport closed on March
5 after a Delta Air Lines McDonnell Douglas
MD-88 skidded off Runway 13 while landing in a
snowstorm and crashed through a fence on the top
of a berm, just feet from the waters of Flushing Bay.
The accident forced the 125 passengers and five
crewmembers to evacuate onto a broken wing, from
which more than 1,000 gallons of fuel spilled onto
the ground. Authorities reported only minor injuries.
Delta Flight 1086, inbound from Atlanta Hartsfield
International Airport, landed at La Guardia at 11:05
a.m., just a few hours after falling rain and ice had
turned to snow and temperatures dropped well
below freezing, creating a layer of ice on the runway.
The airport reopened at 7 p.m. –Gregory Polek

The first Bombardier CS300 takes off from Mirabel Airport
on February 27.

CS300 completes five-hour maiden flight
by Bill Carey
Bombardier’s first CS300 test aircraft completed its maiden flight on
February 27 from Mirabel International Airport near Montreal. The
new type flew for nearly five hours,
reaching an altitude of 41,000 feet and
speed of 255 knots. Some 2,000 people witnessed the flight, which took
place in sunny but frigid conditions.
Andris Litavniks, who served as
copilot for the maiden flight of the
smaller CS100 in September 2013,
was pilot-in-command of the CS300
first flight. Christophe Marchand
was copilot, with Anthony Dunne
and Mark Metivet serving as flighttest engineers. They lifted off just
after 11 a.m. Eastern time and
returned to the airport at 3:58 p.m.

“It’s a pilot’s aircraft and handled
exactly as predicted by simulation,”
Litavniks said.
Bombardier announced on February 20 that Transport Canada had
issued a flight permit that allowed the
first CS300 to begin flight-testing.
The manufacturer conducted highspeed taxi runs earlier in the week.
It had originally scheduled the first
flight to take place on February 26,
but postponed it for weather reasons.
The CS300’s first flight was a
positive development for a manufacturer that in recent weeks has
scaled back its financial outlook,
suspended dividend payments and
halted development of the Learjet
85 to focus on the lagging CSeries

program. On February 12, it named
former United Technologies executive Alain Bellemare as president
and CEO in a surprise management shakeup. Bombardier also
announced on February 27 as the
CS300 took wing that it has raised
$858 million (U.S.) through a public offering of subscription receipts.
The manufacturer’s smaller
CSeries CS100 FTV1 flight-test aircraft made its first flight from Mirabel on Sept. 16, 2013, some eight
and a half months after the date
specified by the original program
schedule. Bombardier has said the
135-to-160-seat CS300 accounts for
two-thirds of the 243 CSeries airliners on firm order. 
o

VLM DELAYS SUPERJET DELIVERIES
Belgian regional airline VLM has delayed delivery of its first pro-Russian separatists in Eastern Ukraine have discouraged
Sukhoi Superjet 100 by more than a year to allow the European new Western investment in Russian enterprises. With the help
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) time to certify additional aircraft of Russian-backed financing, VLM appeared to have bucked a
features, Sukhoi said in a statement released early last month. trend. Contacted for comment on March 2, VLM’s public relaFollowing consultations among VLM, lessor Ilyushin Finance tions agency insisted that the decision to delay delivery bore no
(IFC) and Sukhoi Civil Aircraft (SCAC), the parties settled on first connection to the political or economic environment in Russia.
delivery in the third quarter
Word of the delivery delay
next year to allow Sukhoi to
came just as the only Superjet
“expand [the SSJ100’s] capacustomer in the Americas–
bilities.” Sukhoi said it planned
Mexico’s Interjet–confirmed
to gain EASA certification
it had exercised options on
of the long-range variant of
another 10 SSJ100s. Interjet
the SSJ100 ordered by VLM
originally ordered 15 of the
by the end of this year. “In
93-seat jets and took options
addition, the designer of the
on another five in 2011. It
SSJ100 will continue to work
converted those original
on the implementation and
options at the 2012 Farnborcertification of the technical
ough airshow. In November
solutions for the aircraft, meet- Sukhoi expects to gain certification of a long-range version of the
2012, at the ALTA Leaders
ing the customer needs,” said Superjet by the end of this year.
Forum in Panama, the airline
Sukhoi. “It is expected that a
announced it placed options
set of measures to enhance the SSJ100 aircraft can be imple- on another 10. With their conversion last month, Interjet now
mented in 2016.”
has placed firm orders for 30 airplanes.
A letter of intent placed by VLM last October called for it
The 12 SSJ100s now flying with Interjet have registered
to take a pair of SSJ100LRs in April under a 12-year operat- a dispatch reliability rate of better than 99 percent, according lease, just ahead of the launch of planned new regional ing to Superjet International, the joint venture between Italy’s
services from Antwerp. The deal included options on another Alenia and Sukhoi Holding responsible for the aircraft’s Westtwo SSJ100s and so-called purchase rights on another 10.
ern sales and worldwide aftermarket support. The company,
The vote of confidence in the Russian-built jet by a West- which recently delivered Interjet’s 13th SSJ100 to Mexico
ern European operator came at a particularly opportune time City, reported that the fleet had logged more than 21,000
for Sukhoi. U.S. and European sanctions targeting the Kremlin flight hours and 20,000 cycles since the first airplane entered
in response to its activities in Crimea and alleged support for service on Sept. 18, 2013. 
–G.P.
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United studying replacements
for its transatlantic 757s
by Gregory Polek
United Airlines has begun consultations with Airbus and Boeing over a
potential replacement for the airline’s 757
narrowbodies, United fleet vice president
Ron Baur told a gathering of financiers
in Phoenix at the International Society of
Transport Aircraft Traders (ISTAT) conference last month.
While participating in a panel discussion on fleet management, Baur said
the choice could depend on what Boeing
eventually offers as a successor to the 757,
the last of which the company built at its
plant in Renton, Wash., in 2004.

Still the only single-aisle airplane used
to fly regularly scheduled transatlantic
service, the 757 filled a gap between the
737 narrowbody and the twin-aisle 767.
That gap remains today between the 737900ER and 787-8 Dreamliner, prompting
Airbus to introduce plans for a longrange version of the A321neo that could
fly as far as 4,000 nm.
“When we look at the A321LR we
think it’s a decent airplane,” said Baur.
“But since we have the luxury of time in
terms of waiting, we can see what Boeing’s going to do.”

United Airlines’ Boeing 757s
fly both domestically and on
transatlantic routes.

Boeing unveils its efficiency
‘bridge’ to next-gen 777X

9 if you put a couple of [fuel] tanks in on
paper look to have the same range as a
757, but in practice, if you put them to
airline rules, both of them come up about
500 miles short,” he said.
The launch of any new midsize airplane would likely have to wait as long
as a decade, after Boeing starts delivering
the 777X, he added.
“We’re looking at the market, not an
airplane we used to deliver,” said Tinseth. “We all know there’s a space [in the
marketplace], but is there a market there
between the 737 and 787 and what does
that market look like, what would an airplane in that market look like?…We’re at
that stage now where it’s about collecting information.”
o

GE STARTS GROUND TESTING OF CMC PARTS ON GE9X
Ground testing has started on a GEnx
engine that contains ceramic matrix composite (CMC) components in the high-pressure
turbine (HPT) and combustor as part of the
technology maturation program for the
GE9X engine destined to power the Boeing
777X, GE announced early last month.
“For the GE9X, GE is applying its extensive knowledge of CMCs to the engine’s hot
section,” said Bill Millhaem, general manager of the GE90/GE9X engine programs.
“The GEnx engine testing campaign, which
began in late January, will allow us to demonstrate the functionality and durability of
the full suite of CMC hot-section components and help the team lock down the final
design for the new GE9X engine by the middle of this year.”
The GEnx engine on test at GE’s Peebles, Ohio facility contains inner and outer
combustor liners, high-pressure turbine
(HPT) stage 1 shrouds and stage 2 nozzles.

proprietary coatings. More durable than
metal, CMC components contain one-third
the density of typical metallic parts, making
them lighter and longer-lasting. Also more
heat-resistant than metals, the material
requires 20 percent less cooling air, which
improves overall engine efficiency.
GE Aviation’s facility in Newark, Del.,
has mastered the manufacturing process
for CMCs in its laboratory, and plans call for
GE’s newly opened Asheville, N.C. factory
to become the first involved in the mass production of CMC components.
GE and its partners expect to spend more
than $500 million on technology maturation
and product development for the new GE9X
engine this year. Along with the CMC demo
testing, schedules call for this year’s technology maturation testing to include additional
high-pressure compressor testing and the
first demonstration core test.
The GE9X engine will occupy the

The GEnx technology demonstrator in
Peebles, Ohio, tests functionality and
durability of the engine’s advanced hotsection components.

GREGORY POLEK

Boeing has revealed five new distinct reducing excrescence drag. Finally, Boeaerodynamic improvements in the 777 ing’s enhanced tailskid protection inteas it continues to prepare for the transi- grated into the fly-by-wire control laws
tion to the 777X starting in 2018. Last eliminates the need for a physical tailskid
month at the International Society of on the 777-300ER.
“The other thing about these airplanes
Transport Aircraft Traders conference in
Phoenix, Boeing Commercial Airplanes is that we’re adding new features that will
marketing vice president Randy Tinseth allow our customers to add up to fourteen
said the aerodynamic changes, coupled seats,” said Tinseth. “So this combination of
more fuel efficiency and more
with engine efficiency improveseats will yield about 5-percent
ments and 1,200 pounds worth
improvement in efficiency per
of weight reductions, will result
seat.”
in a 2-percent reduction in fuel
The changes embody Boeburn by next year’s third quarter
ing’s latest effort to execute a
Changes include a so-called
smooth transition between the
divergent trailing edge, in which
777 and the new 777X. The
designers add a trailing-edge
company continues to plan for
device to the underside of the
a roughly 100-aircraft annual
wing, outboard of the aileoutput until the new variant
ron. The profile of the device
Boeing Commercial
enters production in 2018,
increases camber of the outAirplanes vice
while Airbus concedes a need
board wing, resulting in outpresident of marketing
to cut production of the A330
board wing efficiency.
Randy Tinseth
from nine airplanes a month
Next, improved elevator
seals reduce drag while revised pitch-trim to just six starting in the first quarter of
software logic allows the elevator to aug- next year. Boeing estimates it will need to
ment the stabilizer trim during cruise sell between 40 and 60 current-generation
flight, reducing profile and induced drag. 777s a year to maintain its 8.7 monthly
Another design change involves making rate. Last year it sold 63 of the big twins.
“As we’re looking at our backlog, as
the slat trailing edge 60 percent thinner,
resulting in lower drag. Still another revi- we’re looking at our production, our first
sion involves a change to the inboard flap focus was to fill the production line in
track fairing to “optimize” span loading 2016. And we’re to the point where we’re
and reduce profile drag. Meanwhile, a new essentially sold out,” said Tinseth. “I
passenger window and seal design results think we’re well positioned for 2017 and
in a more flush fit with the fuselage skin, when we get to ’18 we’ll handle it.” –G.P.

Baur stressed that the 757s United flies
across the Atlantic age well; airplanes flying
shorter hops, of course, age much faster.
“We have a fairly young 757 fleet, flying
mainly to Europe; these are the Rolls-powered international airplanes and they’re
aging pretty well, so we have time to retire
that airplane,” he said. United has already
begun the process of replacing 757s flying
domestic services with new 737s.
Also appearing at ISTAT, Boeing
vice president of marketing Randy Tinseth told AIN that airlines have asked for
an airplane bigger than the 757 and one
that flies 20- to 25 percent farther, reliably
from Europe to the East Coast of the U.S.
without a fuel stop.
“The Airbus A321LR and a 737 Max

GE plans to test CMC HPT stage 1 nozzles
with the demo engine’s second build.
Other, non-CMC parts for the GE9X
under evaluation include the next-generation HPT stage 1 blades with new cooling
technology and low-pressure turbine titanium aluminide (TiAl) blades produced at
Avio Aero, a GE Aviation business, using a
new 3-D additive manufacturing process.
The GEnx engine has undergone more
than 350 endurance cycles so far as part of
the demo testing.
CMCs consist of silicon carbide ceramic
fibers and ceramic resin, enhanced with

100,000-pound-thrust class. Key features
include a 134-inch-diameter composite fan
case and 16 composite fan blades; a nextgeneration 27:1 pressure-ratio 11-stage
high-pressure compressor; a third-generation Taps III combustor for high efficiency
and low emissions; and CMC material in the
combustor and turbine.
GE has collected orders for almost 700
GE9X engines since the engine’s launch on
the Boeing 777X last year. It expects to conduct the first full engine test next year and
start flight testing in 2017, in time for scheduled certification in 2018. 
–G.P.
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by Bill Carey
The trade group that represents major
U.S. airlines projects that passenger traffic this spring will rise to its highest level
in seven years. At the same time, Airlines
for America (A4A) ramped up its opposition to a proposed passenger tax increase
that airports say they need for critical
infrastructure improvements.
Announcing the industry’s 2014
financial results and spring forecast on
March 11, A4A said airlines recorded
their fifth consecutive year of what it
terms “modest” profitability, with the
10 publicly traded airlines it tracks
reporting a net profit of $7.3 billion,
or 4.6 percent of revenues. Their $158.6
billion in operating revenue rose 5 percent year over year, outpacing 3.3 percent higher costs.
The number of international travelers flying to and from the United States
reached a record high of 197.3 million
last year, with U.S. carriers transporting
52 percent of that number. Last month

is unnecessary and would only add to
the tax burden passengers already pay.
“Airports are putting on a great show
for Congress, trying to invent a funding crisis, but it’s all flash and no substance,” the group contends, arguing
that airports are flush with unrestricted
cash and investments and have a year’s
worth of liquidity.
A4A president and CEO Nicholas
Calio argued the case in an op-ed The
Hill newspaper published on March 5.
On March 4 the group released a letter addressed to House and Senate leaders from its board of directors–which
includes the CEOs of Alaska, American, Delta, Hawaiian, JetBlue, Southwest and United–opposing an increase.
On March 3 it released the findings of
a nationwide survey of 1,026 voters
The Tarrance Group conducted on its
behalf, which found that 82 percent of
respondents also oppose the increase.
The airport industry contends that

An Airlines for
America graphic
shows components
of airline ticket
taxes, saying
Americans
should support an
increase “when
pigs fly.”

A4A predicted U.S. airlines will carry 135
million domestic and international passengers in March and April, the highest
level in seven years. They will increase
their number of seats by 3 percent, or
64,000 seats per day, during this period.
Concurrent with the financial briefing,
A4A raised the prospect of the Passenger Facility Charge (PFC) airports collect
to help finance their capital improvements nearly doubling. In 2000, the U.S.
Congress capped the PFC at $4.50 per
enplaned passenger. For the fiscal year
that begins in October, the FAA has proposed raising the PFC to $8, less than the
$8.50 the airport industry seeks. According to A4A, federal taxes represent 21
percent of the cost of a domestic round
trip fare of $300 with one stop each way;
raising the PFC would inflate that portion to 26 percent. “Airlines firmly support airport infrastructure development,”
said Sharon Pinkerton, A4A senior vice
president for legislative and regulatory
policy. But she added that airports have a
variety of resources to raise money without raising the PFC.
Pinkerton’s comments were the latest salvo in A4A’s mounting campaign to defeat the proposed PFC
increase, which the trade group says

it needs more than $15 billion annually to improve aging runways and
terminals, more than twice the $6.2 billion airports received last year in PFC
charges and federal Airport Improvement Program grants. Airports Council
International-North America and the
American Association of Airport Executives launched their own “Airports
United” initiative last fall to influence
Congress in setting the FAA’s budget.
“Let’s talk about polls for a minute,”
states a message running on the Airports United website. “In a recent poll,
the airlines say Americans aren’t willing to invest in airport infrastructure.
That’s hot air. The real question is: how
many Americans are willing to continue
investing in airline profits by paying
outrageous bag fees? Americans still
hate bag fees and most lack a preferred
airline.” The airport organizations
cite a telephone survey of consumer
preferences The Street commissioned
and released last August. That survey
found that 73 percent of respondents
were “annoyed” by airline ticket costs,
70 percent by luggage charges, 68 percent by cancelled or delayed flights, 64
percent by uncomfortable seats and 63
percent by rude staff. 
o
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Wizz Air, which claims to be the largest low-cost carrier in Central and Eastern
Europe, launched its initial public offering
(IPO) at an offer price of £11.50 ($17.76),
giving the company a fully diluted equity
value of €1.46 billion ($2.25 billion) on its
February 25 admission to the London Stock
Exchange. The IPO raised £257 million
($397 million), which is more than the £150
million ($232 million) target set by the Hungary-based airline in early February.
The move was Wizz Air’s second attempt
at an IPO, after it initially abandoned a
planned share flotation in June last year, when
it said that airline stock volatility had deterred
investors. By the end of the first day’s limited
trading Wizz Air’s stock price closed at £12.50
($19.31).
The operator plans to use the fresh capital raised to strengthen its cash position,
and so gain access to lower-cost finance. Its
ambitious business plan calls for a 15-percent

growth rate each year, with the company
expecting to expand its fleet of Airbus A320s
to 85 from 54 by the year-end. This year it
will start taking delivery of 26 A321s it has on
order.
At the end of the first half of its current financial year (Sept. 30, 2014), Wizz Air
claimed a 37.7-percent share of the lowcost market in Central and Eastern Europe,
carrying 8.8 million passengers, compared
with 13.9 million passengers for the whole
of the previous financial year. Over the same
period, it saw revenue grow by 23.5 percent,
to €727.3 million ($823.9 million); net profits climbed by 44.5 percent to €158.1 million
($179.1 million).
The carrier has declared its intention
to challenge more established budget airlines, such as Ryanair. Its network spans 37
countries, with 18 bases in 10 countries,
and flights to 106 destinations on more
than 350 routes. 
–C.A.

Airbus in no rush to introduce
a new engine option for A380
by Gregory Polek
Airbus will not offer a new engine airplanes would account for a producoption for the A380neo until a more tion run of between five and six years
compelling business case presents at the current production rate of some
itself, despite a proposition from Emir- 30 per year.
Airbus sent ripples through the investates Airline CEO Tim Clark to buy as
many as 200 more re-engined super- ment community last December, when
jumbos. Speaking at the International CFO Harald Wilhelm told attendees at
Society of Transport Aircraft Trad- the company’s Global Investor Forum in
ers (ISTAT) conference in Phoenix last London that the company couldn’t guarmonth, Airbus COO for customers antee a break-even year for the program
John Leahy noted that the company in 2018 and that there was a real possibilremains in the process of deciding ity the A380 could go out of production
not much later.
the business case for such
In November Airbus said
a project. “There is an airit expected the loss-makline in the Middle East that
ing A380 program to reach
has been suggesting that we
break-even status by the end
[launch an A380neo]. We
of 2015, helping to offset conaren’t obviously going to
tinued cost increases associbuild an airplane for just
ated with A350 production
one airline, even if it does
support. In London, Wilbuy a lot,” he said. “We
helm reiterated the 2015 prohave to back and forth with
jection, and insisted the A380
the tradeoff…if you’re getwould break even in 2016 and
ting double-digit lower fuel Airbus COO for
2017 as well. His apparent
consumption, if you’ve got customers John Leahy
perhaps even longer range, you can reticence about 2018 caught investors’
study that. And we’re in the process of attention, however, and shares in Airtrying to decide, do you invest money bus Group plunged more than 10 perto make a Neo version of this airplane cent in response.
A day later, the CEO of Airbus’s
and charging more for it…or do you
say no, it’s got a nice price now. And commercial aircraft division, Fabrice
I forgot to mention, this year we are Bregier, sought to allay the concerns
caused by Wilhelm’s remarks, insisting
breaking even on the airplane.”
Leahy did concede, however, that the improvements to the A380 would
the market for the A380 has developed ensure no premature end to producmore slowly than Airbus had expected tion. “Longer term…this aircraft will
when it launched the airplane. “Yes, it’s have extra potential,” said Bregier. “Yes,
a small market, maybe smaller than we we will one day launch an A380neo.
thought at the beginning, but it’s grow- And I will tell you a secret: we will one
day launch a stretch of the A380. This
ing,” he said.
Airbus has collected firm orders for is so obvious that there is extra potenjust over 300 A380s and has delivered tial…This aircraft will find its place day
153 of the big quads. Its backlog of 163 after day. So don’t be too impatient.” o
GREGORY POLEK
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With introduction of drones,
helo firms see opportunity
by Bill Carey

ROTOR F/X

The Rotor F/X stable includes
the custom-made MR14
multi-rotor unmanned aircraft.

As of February, the FAA had granted 26
exemptions to operators to fly unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones, commercially. That activity wasn’t allowed
before Congress passed the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012. Section 333 of the act, titled “Special Rules
for Certain Unmanned Aircraft Systems,”
gave the agency the discretion to exempt
small drones that it determines can be
flown safely for specific operations–that
is, until it drafts a uniform regulation.
There were more than 300 applications
awaiting the agency’s approval.
The first “Section 333” approvals
illustrated some of the many missions
commercial drones can perform, such
as filming movie sets from above, monitoring construction sites, assessing crop
health, producing real-estate video or
inspecting flare stacks on offshore oil
platforms. Many of those drones, though,
were rotary-wing aircraft, and that presents both a challenge and an opportunity
for the helicopter industry. Will small,
inexpensive-to-operate drones replace
helicopters in some roles, such as for moviemaking, aerial surveying and newsgathering? Or will drones fatten the portfolio
of services that current helicopter operators already provide?
“We have acknowledged the technology, that it’s already here and that it’s
going to proliferate,” Matt Zuccaro, Helicopter Association International (HAI)
president, said of unmanned aircraft. “We
believe it has to be done properly, with the
right training and infrastructure. We do
believe that there is an opportunity for
helicopter operators (to operate UAVs)
as an adjunct to their current operations.”
Unmanned aircraft may be emergent
as a commercial force, but they are not
new. Nor are helicopter operators unfamiliar with them. Jay Carlson of Rotor
F/X, an operator, flight training school
and MRO in Van Nuys, Calif., became
involved with UAVs in the mid-1990s.

Then it was to assist defense contractors
with research, development and testing of
military-oriented UAVs and sensor payloads. In the early 2000s, as their wartime
use in Afghanistan and elsewhere brought
UAVs to prominence, Rotor F/X participated on a committee standards organization ASTM formed to advise the FAA on
drafting a commercial drone regulation.
“We realized in about 2004 that the
2005 target date [the FAA] set was never
going to happen,” Carlson recalled.
“Here we are 10 years later, just getting
the ball rolling. We kind of stepped back
a little bit. At that time we were designing
airframes and actually manufacturing
units for the supposed coming market.
We went back into R&D and assisting
other companies in testing sensors and
flying their payloads.”

Some helicopter operators are already familiar with
UAVs and provide training for their operation.

The FAA famously issued a policy
notice in February 2007 that prohibited
operators from using unmanned aircraft
for “business purposes,” chilling the market. The 2012 legislation reopened the
door to commercial use, if only incrementally. Last September and October,
the agency granted the first exemptions
under Section 333 to seven small aerial
photo and video production companies
associated with Hollywood. “Now the
door is wide open,” Carlson said. Customers “have got all of these concepts
and ideas they’ve been sitting on for two
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years.” Since the first FAA approvals, he
said, Rotor F/X has provided pilots and
UAVs for two exemption holders and participated in eight productions.
Rotor F/X designs and custom builds
proprietary UAVs capable of carrying
large-format cameras for the film and
television industry, as well as for aerial
mapping applications. The MR14 multirotor helicopter the company features on
its website was assigned the tail number
N33AX in October, making it one of the
first FAA-registered multi-rotor UAVs.
It is still a niche business. “The
(unmanned) industry as such right now,
on a serious level, on the upper end, consists of all of that,” Carlson said. He is
not concerned that unmanned aircraft
will supplant helicopters in some roles
when the market expands. “The UAVs
are just another tool in the toolbox,” he
said. “A lot of things couldn’t possibly be
done with a helicopter. That’s what these
are good at.”
Asked if he sees a boom market coming for unmanned aircraft services, Carlson said: “I’ve always believed that, going
back to the beginning. It’s just getting
through the regulatory hurdles.”
Similar to Rotor F/X, Precision Helicopters, of Newberg, Ore., is a flight training school, charter operator and MRO
facility. With a fleet consisting of two
Sikorsky S-61s, the Airbus AS350B2,
Hughes 500, Bell 206 JetRanger and Sikorsky-Schweizer 300, it performs externalload, firefighting, law enforcement, aerial
photography, agricultural and sightseeing missions. Last year it took delivery
of the first Guimbal Cabri G2 light piston-engine helicopter in North America.
Precision also has an unmanned aircraft division that it plans to expand.
Tracing its origins to a venture that Evergreen Helicopters once operated, Precision’s Integrated division has several years
of experience flying small drones under
certificates of authorization the FAA
grants to public entities. “We’ve been flying UAVs in the national airspace system
since 2007, flying for universities and public agencies,” said Matt Parker, Precision’s
unmanned aircraft systems director. “Our
personnel have flown every UAV in the
Department of Defense arsenal. We also
have flown UAVs that didn’t make the
DOD’s procurement timeline.”
The company’s unmanned arsenal
includes the Sensintel (now Raytheon)
Silver Fox and Elbit Skylark fixed-wing
aircraft and the Vanguard ShadowHawk
unmanned helicopter, vehicles that can
be operated from a mobile ground station Parker describes as a “Jeep Rubicon on steroids.” In January, Precision
announced that it had placed the launch
order for the Aerovel Flexrotor, a vertical
takeoff and landing UAV that also operates as a conventional fixed-wing aircraft.
Aerovel is headed by Insitu co-founder
Tad McGeer, known for achieving the
first Atlantic crossing by a UAV with his
Aerosonde in August 1998.
As the commercial market opens, Precision plans to model its UAV group on
the requirements of a Part 135 air operator certificate, replete with a chief pilot

and a director of operations. A Section
333 exemption to fly drones “is a good
start, but it won’t cover everything,”
Parker said. Nor would a restricted-category type certification for a certain aircraft and mission, such as those the FAA
granted for the Insitu ScanEagle and the
AeroVironment Puma in Alaska, suffice
for unrestricted operations, he said.
Parker believes the helicopter industry
should seize the moment and drive the
requirements of the eventual FAA small
unmanned aircraft regulation. “There’s
a big disparity between reality and hype,
between pretenders and contenders” for
the commercial drone market, he said. “If
we as the professional aviation industry
take charge of how we can implement this,
we will do better than having non-aviators
create a rule for us.”
HAI is taking steps to engage helicopter operators as well as drone start-ups
on a new unmanned aircraft committee
it is assembling. “Who better to operate
UAVs, in essence, than helicopter operators? It’s a business opportunity,” said
Zuccaro. “This is something we can do to
extend what we do because of our expertise in vertical operations.” 
o

Low-flying UAVs
concern helo operators
uContinued from page 12

expanded to create a safety zone around
helipads, as well.
Loutfy asserts current guidance and
requirements are not enough, given the
rapidly evolving technology, the fact that
the machines are growing larger and the
growth of recreational use. “I don’t know
how the government gets its hands around
it,” he said. “The threats of UAVs to aviation safety are real and continue to pose a
concern to safe operations.” The low altitudes are where some helicopter pilots fly
most of their operations, Eastlee added,
and these are the altitudes where most
UAVs are found.
But even regulated drones can be problematic, said Pete Bunce, president and
CEO of the General Aviation Manufacturers Association. “Are we concerned?
Yes we are,” Bunce said during GAMA’s
recent State of the Industry press conference. “We see them get lost. We see them
go astray.” With recreational users, he
added, there are no regulations ensuring the operator is competent to fly the
aircraft. Bunce noted that although aircraft undergo testing for bird strikes, no
such tests involve UAVs or model aircraft,
which are made of metal and hard plastics.
In addition to establishing a reporting
system for pilots, Eastlee said AMOA and
other associations, including HAI, are
working to develop guidance for pilots.
He noted that most of the information
available is geared toward actions for the
UAV operator. Little guidance has been
disseminated for the airplane or helicopter
pilot who might encounter a UAV.
Both Eastlee and Zuccaro said that
safe integration is key because rotorcraft
operators may become some of the biggest users of UAVs. 
o

Rotorcraft
NEWS UPDATE
z AW189 Gets FAA Nod
AgustaWestland received FAA certification
validation for its new AW189 on February 27. The
AW189 received EASA approval in February last
year and the European agency certified a searchand-rescue variant of the helicopter in January.

z Russian, Microturbo Sign APU Deal

BARRY AMBROSE

Airbus Helicopters’ unveiling
of its new medium twin drew a
crowd at last month’s Heli-Expo
as the company showed off the
long-awaited Dauphin successor.

Airbus Helicopters H160
set for 2018 service entry
by Thierry Dubois
At last month’s Heli-Expo Airbus Helicopters unveiled the H160
medium twin, a long-awaited successor for the Dauphin series designed
to compete with the AgustaWestland AW139 in the 12-passenger
market. Previously codenamed X4,
the clean-sheet design features Blue
Edge main rotor blades for quieter
operation, a canted Fenestron tail
rotor to boost payload and the Airbus-developed Helionix avionics
suite found on the EC145T2 (now
renamed H145) and the EC175 (now
H175). Other innovations include a
composite airframe, a biplane stabilizer–for improved main-rotor efficiency–and electrically actuated
landing gear. A full-size mockup
was on display at the show. Airbus
plans to fly a prototype this year, followed by entry into service in 2018.
For an offshore oil-and-gas mission, the H160 will offer class 1 takeoff performance for 12 passengers and
a 120-nm radius of action. In searchand-rescue, hover out of ground effect
can be maintained at up to 5,000
feet and range reaches 450 nm with

a 20-minute reserve. The “smooth
cruise speed” will be 160 knots, without any counter-vibration system.
These performance figures are
equivalent to those of the AW139
“for one metric ton less,” said Aurélie Gensolen, Dauphin series and X4
marketing product manager. Speaking during a pre-show briefing at the
company headquarters in Marignane,
France, she declined to give a precise mtow but said the H160 belongs
in the 5.5- to 6-ton category (12,000
to 13,000 pounds). The AW139’s
optional mtow has been raised to 7
tons (15,400 pounds). “Operating
costs are directly linked to weight,”
she emphasized, and Airbus estimates
the H160 will burn 15 to 20 percent
less fuel than the AW139.
Aerodynamic Features

The five Blue Edge blades, already
seen on an EC155 demonstrator, will
bring a 3-dB improvement over the
noise level of a production EC155.
The shape also helps generate lift–
up to 220 pounds more of it than
conventional blades would provide,

Operation Restore Share
“Our goal is to restore the 40-percent market share we used to have in this segment,” said Bernard Fujarski, Airbus senior v-p for the X4 program. He defines the
medium segment as 4.5 to 7 metric tons (9,900 pounds to 15,400 pounds). This
classification makes the Sikorsky S-76D another competitor. “We see the AW139
as our main rival but the S-76 fleet is a target for replacement,” said Aurélie Gensolen, Dauphin series and X4 marketing product manager.
Applications will range from offshore to EMS, public service and private transportation. Today, the annual market is in the 120-150 bracket for medium helicopters. “Over the next 20 years, growth and replacement make this the most promising
market in helicopters,” Fujarski added. Production of the AS365N3+/EC155 Dauphin
will continue “as long as there is demand and it is profitable,” Gensolen said.
The company believes it can manufacture a military variant of the H160 but has
no firm plan to do so yet. –T.D.

Airbus estimates. The 12-degree
canted tail rotor (the first such design
with a shrouded Fenestron) combines anti-torque force and a vertical
lift component, which boosts payload
by some 90 pounds, according to Bernard Fujarski, Airbus senior v-p for
the program.
The third major aerodynamic feature is the biplane stabilizer. It retains
its traditional function in forward
flight but augments stability on the
approach, according to its designers.
It also reduces the masking effect such
a surface has on main rotor thrust,
raising payload by 110 pounds.
The helicopter is equipped with
electrically actuated landing gear
that Airbus says is lighter and safer
than its hydraulic equivalent. The
safety benefit comes from eliminating lines carrying high-pressure
hydraulic fluid below the cabin floor.
A source at Bell Helicopter told AIN
the Bell 429WLG already has electric landing gear.
The H160’s Helionix suite is similar to that of the EC175, using four
six- by eight-inch displays, but the
new model puts the engine controls
in an overhead panel; the EC175
does not. Cursor-control devices
and, for the mission display, a touchscreen will be optional.
The philosophy behind the H160
Continues on page 65 u

Program’s Appetite for Power
Leaves Turbomeca In, Pratt Out
H160 customers will not have to choose
between the Turbomeca Arrano 1A and the
Pratt & Whitney Canada PW210E. As the helicopter program evolved, its power requirement
grew, and Pratt & Whitney Canada, which was
first selected on the X4 program, decided not to
pursue a growth version of the 1,100-shp-class
PW210E, leaving the 1,100- to 1,300-shp Arrano the only option. Nevertheless, Pratt & Whitney Canada engines will be used for early tests
on the dynamic helicopter zero testbed and the
first H160 prototype. –T.D.

Microturbo, Russian Helicopters and
Technodinamika (the latter two being Rostec
companies) have signed a trilateral memorandum
to jointly develop the Saphir 15 auxiliary power unit.
The APU will be able to equip almost all Mi- and
Ka- models. Applications will be made for EASA and
IAC AR certification. Production is planned to start
in 2017.

z Bristow Building UK SAR Base
Bristow Helicopters has broken ground to build a
new search-and-rescue helicopter base at Glasgow
Prestwick Airport. The new facility, slated to open
next January, will house two rotorcraft. Bristow is
to take over SAR services on behalf of the Maritime
and Coastguard Agency from April this year, using
10 bases throughout the UK.

z Air Methods a Billion Dollar Baby
Air Methods had a banner 2014, breaking through
the $1 billion annual revenue mark for the first time
in its history while tallying solid profit increases.
For the year, the nation’s largest helicopter EMS
provider posted revenue of $1.0048 billion, up 14
percent from the $879.2 million it took in last year.
Income from operations rose 57 percent to $98.8
million from $62.9 million last year.

z Autopilot Available on R66
Robinson Helicopter recently announced that
its R66 turbine single is now available with optional
Garmin G500H avionics and the Genesys Aerosystems
HeliSAS autopilot. The price of the G500H is $31,900,
excluding the required GTN 600 or 700 navigator; the
price for the autopilot is $46,000. The G500H must be
installed to enable addition of the autopilot.

z UK Police Shedding Bases, Aircraft
The National Police Air Service (NPAS) is moving
to a 15-base model in England and Wales, down from
23. The service is reducing the number of helicopters
to 19, from 28. The existing program has already cut
costs by 23 percent, according to the NPAS, over the
pre-2013 organization. It has been required to save
another 14 percent over the next three years.

z Aspen Glass for MD500s
Phoenix Heliparts is offering a glass instrument
panel retrofit for the MD500 series. Phoenix has
received FAA STC approval for installation of the
Aspen Avionics Evolution single or dual flight display
systems including Pilot, Pro 1000, Pro 1500 and Pro
2000 in the 369, 530F, 530FF and 520N. The installed
package comes with an integral air data computer
and an attitude heading reference system.

z Bell LongRangers Get Straked
The FAA has certified a performance increase
for Bell 206Ls equipped with BLR Aerospace dual
tailboom strakes. The new flight manual supplement
certifies up to 150 pounds of additional out-ofground-effect hover performance for LongRangers
fitted with the strakes. –T.D., M.H.
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Bell re-energizes product support
by Mark Huber
Textron’s Bell Helicopter unit
has enjoyed the top rank in the
annual AIN product support survey for years, but its reputation
in the field was tarnished somewhat in 2013 and even into 2014
when the company’s implementation of new enterprise resource
planning (ERP) software temporarily slowed parts delivery and
its customer support response. It
took months for Bell to dig its
way out, and the company took
the highly unusual step of issuing what amounted to a public
apology.
The head of Bell’s product
support and service at the time,
Eric Cardinali, told customers in
2014, “Last year, Bell Helicopter
transitioned to a new enterprise
resource planning system that
caused some temporary setbacks
that we have worked diligently
to overcome. We are now starting to reap the longer-term benefits of this difficult transition,
as the data we obtain from the
new system is increasing transparency along our entire supply
chain, allowing leaders to make
more informed decisions regarding resource allocation and aftermarket support. I can assure you
your future service levels have the
strict attention of all organizations within Bell Helicopter.”
Cardinali left Bell in December to lead global operations
for Textron’s Kautex business

Training is key
to Bell’s plan to
improve product
support.

unit. He was replaced in January by helicopter industry veteran Barry Kohler, who most
recently was president of Bell
Helicopter Textron Canada. At
present, Bell builds all its civil
helicopters in Canada.
More Work Ahead

In a far-reaching interview
with AIN, Kohler said he is “not
satisfied” with Bell’s current level
of product support.
“I’m proud of our progress,
but no I am not satisfied,” he said.
“One of the things that’s difficult
about Bell helicopters is that they
are all over the planet. It is difficult from a logistics point to figure out where to put how much
stuff. Components that need
to be replaced with regular use
need to be regionally based, and
we need to maintain a degree of

rotables here [Bell Fort Worth].
Our focus has been on delivering parts on time to the customer. There’s always room for
improvement there. Looking to
the future we need to think strategically about our inventory and
how we ensure that operators are
satisfied with their aircraft availability. That’s having the parts
available at the right place at the
right time so the customers can
get flying as quickly as possible.”
Kohler said he has three short
and longer-term goals for Bell
product support.
“First, we need to continue
to improve our spare parts delivery to the field. Introducing SAP
[Bell’s new ERP software] caused
some disruptions, so our focus is
to make sure our customers are
doing as well as possible. Second,
we need to look at how we are

going to improve our global service delivery model for all of our
customers. The growth in globalization is going to be important.
We have a wide global footprint,
and I want to make sure it is crystal clear to our customer base
how to access that. Third, how
are we going to do business in
2020? Most people in the helicopter business have been doing
business for the same way for a
long time, but what will our customers’ needs look like based on
our product portfolio in 2020?”
Providing the best maintenance training is an integral part
of world-class customer support,
Kohler said. “We are focused on
maintenance and pilot training
as part of our overall commitment to safety. We want to put
our operators in the best position to operate safely. We’ve
identified training as an opportunity to expand globally and
have a stronger influence within
the operator community with the
scope and quality of our training, not only at the Bell Academy here in Fort Worth, but
also with the full-flight simulator in Spain.” (Bell plans to open
a regional training facility in
Valencia, Spain early next year.)
Kohler added that Bell is developing 3-D high-fidelity graphics
to use for maintenance training
on its new helicopters, including
the 525, and that training programs for the 505, Bell’s new light
single, will be unveiled shortly.
The 505 is powered by the
Turbomeca Arrius 2R. It’s
the first time Bell has used

NJ lawmakers seek
end to NYC helitours
New York helitour operators
assert that a coalition of elected
New Jersey Democrats from
local governments and the state
legislature wants to put them out
of business.
The coalition is pushing passage of a state bill that seeks to
eliminate New York-area helicopter tour flights over the Hudson River by cutting off access to
their home bases at New Jersey
airports and heliports. The coalition says the move is necessary to
curb what it claims are 700 daily
helicopter air-tour flights in the
area and is particularly critical of
flights over the New Jersey side of
the Hudson near Hoboken, N.J.
The legislation would prohibit
air-tour helicopters from using
aviation facilities licensed by the
State of New Jersey. Under state
law, airports and heliports must

be licensed by the state. Five
companies operate air tours in
the New York area with a combined fleet of approximately 25
helicopters deployed for both
tours and charter. These companies maintain and store their
helicopters at three principal
locations in New Jersey: the
Kearny Heliport and the airports
at Linden and Lincoln Park.
The bill is co-sponsored by
N.J. Assembly Speaker Vincent
Prieto and State Senator Nicholas Sacco, chair of the N.J. Senate Transportation Committee.
It is also supported by U.S. Sen
.Robert Menendez (D-NJ), who
has a residence in Hoboken.
The proposed legislation was
immediately denounced by the
local helicopter industry trade
association, the Eastern Region
Helicopter Council (ERHC). In

Operators say New Jersey legislators want to eliminate air tours over NYC.

a prepared statement, ERHC
vice president Jeff Smith said,
“The helicopter industry is a
critical contributor to the New
Jersey and New York economies–and to our region’s emergency response infrastructure.
Our industry has worked to
dramatically improve safety and
reduce noise in this airspace.”
Smith takes issue with the
coalition’s claim of 700 daily
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tour flights, telling AIN, “The
700 number is ridiculous. On the
busiest day there are maybe 300
and those days are seldom. The
average is probably closer to 180
to 220 per day.” He went on to
note that the New York air-tour
business is highly seasonal. He
estimates that at most there are
15 to 17 helicopters operating in
the New York City area that are
devoted exclusively to air tourism.

a Turbomeca engine, but Kohler
said Bell is confident the engine
maker will support it properly. “I
think it would be fair to say [Turbomeca] might not have enjoyed
the [negative] reputation [for customer support] it had ten years
ago, but we have seen a big effort
to improve.”
On the 525 Relentless supermedium twin, Kohler said that
Bell is working with customers
to determine how much capability to build into that aircraft’s
onboard health usage and monitoring system and how to propagate that data once collected.
“The hooks are in the aircraft
[to capture the data] but we don’t
necessarily have the infrastructure within the operator community or our internal operations
[to share the data effectively]
yet,” Kohler said. “I personally
see a market demand for it and I
think all our operators will eventually adopt it and it will be a
real market advantage for us.”
Kohler said the longer inspection intervals and a greater use
of on-condition components
in Bell’s new models should
also contribute to a substantial
improvement in operating economics and customer satisfaction. Bell has not unveiled an
hourly maintenance plan for
its new or legacy helicopters,
but Kohler sees this as a likely
direction for the company. “It is
a good opportunity for us to be
a leader in how we support our
operators globally. This is clearly
an area where the industry needs
to go,” he said. 
o
The FAA requires that helicopter flights over the Hudson
remain below 1,000 feet. Smith
said all New York-area helitour
flights “fly as high as possible.”
Smith said air-tour operators
have already instituted noiseabatement procedures that
include voluntarily keeping all
tours over water. All NYC air
tours take off from and land at
the Wall Street Heliport (KJRB).
Appearing at a February
press conference in support of
the bill, Menendez decried the
“incessant noise and pounding headaches” produced by the
“growing swarm” of helicopters
over the river and said, without
elaborating, “the threat to public
safety is very real and very troublesome.” Menendez left little
doubt that his end game is to put
the region’s helicopter tour business out of business.
Smith thinks that discriminatory state regulation of heliport
and airport use would violate
federal grant assurances and be
de facto illegal. 
–M.H.
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Composite Helicopters
pursuing certified models
New Zealand’s Composite Helicopters has shifted its focus from developing
and producing carbon-fiber kit helicopters to offering three certified models. The
company recently announced that it has
filed a type certification application with
the New Zealand Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and said it intends to pursue
FAA certification under the FAA/CAA
bilateral airworthiness agreement.
Composite Helicopters says it intends
to produce three certified models: the
KC630, powered by a Rolls-Royce RR300
and providing a five-seat executive configuration; the KC650, with a six-seat utility
configuration and a Honeywell LTS101
for power; and an intermediate KC640
powered by a Rolls-Royce 250-C20B.
The company said it expects certification for the KC630 in late 2017, followed
by the KC650 and KC640 in 2018, and

L.A. SHERIFF SAR
LOGS RECORD YEAR
The Los Angeles County Sheriff
Department’s (LASD) Air Rescue 5 program teamed with ground volunteers for
a record number of rescues last year.
Air Rescue 5 flies three Airbus Helicopters AS332L1 Super Pumas acquired
used in 2011 and operated by the aero
bureau of the sheriff’s homeland security division. They replaced three former
U.S. Navy Sikorsky H-3 Sea Kings that
were becoming increasingly difficult
to maintain. Air Rescue 5 began operations in 1955 with a Bell 47 and over
the years upgraded with the Sikorsky
S-58, S-58T and H-3. Before entering service with the sheriff, the Super
Pumas were fitted with external hoists,
nose-mounted forward-looking infrared
cameras, night-vision compatible cockpits, multi-patient medical interiors and
other airframe modifications. In addition to easier maintenance, LASD cited
the AS332L1’s superior service ceiling
of 20,000 feet, compared with the H-3’s
14,700, as rationale for the acquisition.
Los Angeles County has elevations up
to 10,068 feet (Mount San Antonio) and
temperatures that can often exceed 95
degrees F in summer.
Working with Air Rescue 5 in 2014,
volunteer SAR teams responded to 597
missions, up from 491 in 2013. Rescues
involved cases involving missing hikers, motorcycle crashes over the sides
of highways and cliff rescues. LASD has
eight SAR teams scattered throughout
the county. They are populated by 170
Reserve Sheriff’s deputies and civilian
volunteers who donate their time and
are available 24/7. They are mountaineers and trained emergency medical
technicians. 
–M.H.

that establishment of an international
dealer and support network is pending.
Composite claims its helicopters are the
first to feature a full monocoque fuselage
fabricated entirely from rigid composite
materials. The machines are expected to
have a top speed of 125 knots, maximum
gross weights ranging from 3,200 to 3,600
pounds, and payloads of between 1,350
pounds and 1,650 pounds.
Composite first announced its intention to enter the helicopter market in 2011
at EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Wis., displaying the fuselage of a kit helicopter it
called the KC518 Adventourer. At that
time the helicopter, with a carbon-fiber
and Kevlar fuselage, four-blade aluminum main rotor and shrouded composite tail rotor, was planned to be offered
as a $337,000 kit with a $44,500 fastbuild option. The company said it would

Kit maker Composite Helicopters will be offering three certified models

eventually be offered as a certified model
for $795,000. Over the last several years
two KC518s have accumulated more than
250 flight-test hours. Both have crashed.
The first accident happened in May
2013 when a KC518 ditched in Auckland
harbor after an apparent engine malfunction. Company CEO Peter Maloney
autorotated into the water following the
annunciation of several engine warnings
from the helicopter’s Rolls-Royce 250C18 turboshaft. Maloney later posted to
the company’s Facebook page that the
helicopter “performed beautifully” with
a “sedate entry into auto[rotation]…Up

until now, the helicopter has been flying
really well.”
The second accident happened on
November 8 last year when the machine
rolled over after a hard landing during
flight-test in Rodney, Auckland. The test
pilots aboard received minor injuries.
They reported severe low-frequency vibration before making an emergency landing
during which the helicopter pitched up
and rolled on its side. Subsequent investigation revealed rod-end component failure in the single scissor link assembly of
the upper swash plate and loss of main
rotor control. 
o

RMCI system improves
data analysis from Hums

create new indicators shedding light on,
for example, a correlation between gear
damage and a particular vibration pattern. “This significantly empowers the
operator,” Speaks emphasized.
Some players in the Hums industry
have suggested recently that real-time
transmission of Hums and HFDM data
could be a near-term improvement. While
acknowledging that such connectivity is
technically feasible and could be accomplished by connecting XRDS to a satellite system, Speaks said that his company
has little interest in pursuing that capability. “Hums and HFDM are intended to
detect faults early in their development
and thereby allow the operator to schedule and perform maintenance before there
is a failure in flight,” he said. Real-time
alerts could generate unnecessary alarms.
RMCI’s XRDS weighs less than five
pounds, including sensors, according to
Speaks. Its price, too, is said to make it
affordable for light twins and even singles. For the new onboard system, RMCI
is developing “a new patent-pending
approach for detecting cracks and monitoring propagation,” Speaks said. 
o

by Thierry Dubois
RMCI, a Hunstville, Ala.-based company specializing in helicopter health
and usage monitoring systems (Hums)
and helicopter flight data monitoring
(HFDM), is about to see its Krēnō analysis software program enter service with an
unidentified large-fleet operator. Krēnō
provides a streamlined interface and faster
processing of data for monitoring both
vibration (revealing aircraft health) and
flight parameters (revealing how the aircraft is flown), according to the company.
Krēnō has been designed for use with
RMCI’s lightweight expandable rotorcraft
diagnostic system (XRDS)–STC approval
is expected in the middle of this year–as
well as other onboard Hums hardware.
Using Krēnō with XRDS offers significant speed advantages over other systems,
CEO Ken Speaks told AIN. “Downloading takes seconds, as opposed to minutes,”

Krēnō can combine Hums and HFDM
analysis to replay the flight synced with
mechanical events under scrutiny.

he said, adding that the subsequent data
interpretation is much faster with Krēnō
as well.
By combining Hums and HFDM analysis, Krēnō can allow operators to identify
at precisely which point during the flight
a particular defect appeared, Speaks said.
Krēnō can also open new avenues
for monitoring the health of a helicopter. RMCI or the customer operator can

AAR WINS FALKLANDS SAR CONTRACT
AAR Airlift has been awarded a $275 million, 10-year contract by the UK Ministry of
Defence (MOD) for search-and-rescue (SAR)
and support helicopter services in the Falkland Islands using AgustaWestland AW189s
beginning in April next year.
SAR service in the area is currently being
performed by UK Royal Air Force helicopters. British International Helicopters (BIH)
provides Sikorsky S-61 support helicopters
at present and will continue in this role with
AW189s under the new arrangement as a subcontractor to AAR.
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AAR Airlift, together with BIH and Air Rescue Systems, will provide a combined SAR
and support helicopter service to the British Forces South Atlantic Islands operations.
The program will include flight operations,
maintenance, logistics and facilities support
at the Mount Pleasant Complex in the Falkland Islands and surrounding maritime region.
The mission includes all-weather SAR,
helicopter emergency medical services, rescue hoist operations, passenger and cargo
transfers and night-vision imaging systems.
Readiness states vary from 15 minutes to 60

BARRY AMBROSE

by Mark Huber

minutes response and require a 24/7/365
alert posture.
“This award presents a tremendous opportunity for AAR Airlift’s business as part of our
strategy to diversify our capabilities and customer base,” said Randy Martinez, president
and CEO of AAR Airlift Group.
Ian Craddock, head of helicopters 2 in
the MOD’s Defense Equipment and Support
department, said, “We will work closely with
AAR through the period of transition, with the
RAF continuing to provide search-and-rescue
cover until the new service starts.” –M.H.

Rotorcraft
uContinued from page 61

avionics remains the same as in the EC175:
reduce pilot workload. Another focus of
cockpit design has been exterior visibility, test pilot Olivier Gensse explained. The
H160 will be certified for single- and twopilot operation.
CEO Guillaume Faury emphasized
that the all-composite airframe is an
important innovation on a civil rotorcraft, consistent with Airbus’s extensive
use of such materials on the A350. Most
composite materials on the H160 are similar to those found on the military NH90.
Airbus expects a reduction in maintenance needs and “maximized occupant
safety.” An innovation on the bearingless
Spheriflex rotor hub is the use of thermoplastics for lower-cost manufacturing, reduced weight and, above all, more
damage tolerance, meaning a crack will

Airbus Helicopters Intros
New Naming Convention
All Airbus Helicopters types in production are
being renamed with an H as the first letter, dropping Eurocopter’s EC acronym. Those models
still bearing Aerospatiale’s legacy AS initials will
keep them. In the future, single- and twin-engine
helicopters will no longer be distinguished by a 0
or 5 at the end of the name. One exception is the
AS350B3e Ecureuil/AStar, renamed H125. Here
are the old names and their replacements.
Original Names
EC120 Colibri
AS350B3e Ecureuil/AStar
AS355 Ecureuil/TwinStar
EC130
EC135
EC145
EC145T2
AS365N3+
EC155
X4
EC175
AS332C1e/L1e
EC225

New Names
H120
H125
AS355
H130
H135
unchanged
H145
AS365
H155
H160
H175
unchanged
H225
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An M at the end of the name, such as EC225M (instead of
EC725), will denote a military version.

Speaking at last month’s Heli-Expo, Airbus CEO
Guillaume Faury explained that the composites
used on the H160 are already in use on the NH90.

propagate slowly. Airbus Helicopters
designers believe the hub has the greatest thickness of any thermoplastic part
in aerospace. Conventional rotor hubs
are metallic, although other Airbus Helicopter models such as the AStar are
equipped with composite hubs, which
use glass fiber and thermoset resin. The
H160’s hub is made from carbon fiber in
a thermoplastic resin.
Ground-test Phase

During AIN’s visit to Marignane on
February 12, the first prototype airframe
was in the paint shop without its main

rotor and engines, among other components. Three prototypes–PT1, PT2 and
PT3–will be joined by a pre-production
(PS01) aircraft in flight-test. Gensse will
be the test pilot aboard PT1, along with
two flight-test engineers. An EC155 demonstrator has been helping with the Blue
Edge blades, the stabilizer and the canted
tail rotor and will continue to support
development of the H160.
To smooth the development process, Airbus Helicopters is introducing a
dynamic integration testbed and a system
integration testbed, known respectively as
“Dynamic helicopter zero” (DHC0) and
“System helicopter zero” (SHC0).
DHC0 is intended to accelerate the
maturity of dynamic systems such as the
flight controls, rotors, drive shafts, gearboxes and engines. “The more we find with
DHC0, the easier the flight-tests,” Gary
Clark, head of vehicle test and integration,
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Airbus H160

The H160 features Blue Edge blades for quieter operations, canted tail rotor and biplane stabilizer.

X4 Design Evolution
The H160 has undergone considerable change since the early design, then called the X4, was
unveiled in June 2011. At the time, the manufacturer–then Eurocopter–envisioned a radically new
man-machine interface with touchscreens, other advanced displays and fly-by-wire (FBW) controls.
Former CEO Lutz Bertling used to emphasize the pilot would benefit from enhanced assistance, going so far as to say, beginning in 2011, that someone strapping into the front seats would miss
something: the cockpit.
According to Airbus Helicopters officials, the company is now focusing on innovations that
“bring real value to the customer.” It decided that FBW controls, for example, were more suitable for
a heavy or military helicopter than for a medium civil model. The weight advantage would have been
marginal and it would have incurred significant cost. “The autopilot already does a lot of things FBW
controls would do,” added Bernard Fujarski, Airbus senior v-p for the program. –T.D.

added. DHC0 is also seen as a way to accelerate testing, since it can be modified more
easily than a flying prototype can be. It
was to start running last month and will
be used during the flight-test and certification phase. “The first run of DHC0 is as
important as the first flight of PT1,” Fujarski emphasized.
All individual components have already
been tested, and DHC0 is focused on
their integration, Clark said. The program
includes engine controls, acoustics, thermal
and maintainability trials, among others.
A critical subassembly of DHC0 is the
main gearbox, a clean-sheet design with
a new approach to lubrication redundancy. Two independent systems run all
the time. In the event the main one fails,
the backup system provides enough lubrication for about five hours of operation.
Entirely self-contained within the gearbox,
the backup system has no cooling circuit,

ORNGE RECONSIDERS AW139 FLEET
Ontario’s
provincial
air-ambulance service, known as Ornge, is
rethinking its original purchase of 12
AgustaWestland AW139 medium twins.
On February 12 Ornge issued a highly
public “request for information” that could
eventually lead to the sale or trade of its
entire AW139 fleet. Ornge said the RFI is
part of a “three-year strategic plan” to assess
“whether the organization has the most
effective and efficient aircraft for its mission
moving forward.” The service added that the
RFI “will allow Ornge to analyze whether the
current AW139s are the optimal aircraft to
serve patients, or whether other alternatives
exist that would provide enhanced patient
care and better value for money.”
In a process that eventually triggered full
provincial parliamentary and police investigations into allegations of widespread

Canadian air ambulance provider Ornge is
considering selling its fleet of AW139s.

impropriety, including bribery, Ornge
acquired the AW139s to replace an aging
fleet of Sikorsky S-76As beginning in 2010;
however, only 10 were outfitted with medical interiors and placed into service. The
other two were eventually sold as “surplus.”
Ornge acquired the AW139s concurrent with
in-sourcing its rotary-wing operations, previously operated under contract by Canadian

Helicopters. As part of that process, Ornge
acquired a fleet of 11 S-76s from CHL and
certain hangar facilities.
Internal and external inquiries showed
that rotorcraft insourcing proved problematic
for Ornge and contributed to high operating
costs and suboptimum dispatch rates for the
AW139s. Some of this was related to staffing
shortages; Ornge’s lack of expertise and familiarity with the AW139 also contributed to the
problem.
This has led Ornge to double up positioning of AW139s at select bases; the 10
helicopters are currently scattered among six
bases. Ornge also has retained two of the
S-76As and operates a fleet of eight Pilatus
PC-12s.
In addition to this fleet, Ornge recently
placed two S-76As and two PC-12s up for
sale. 
–M.H.

but the lower rotational speed of the gears
makes for cooler operation.
In the event both systems fail, run-dry
capability of more than 30 minutes has
already been demonstrated, and Airbus
expects this number to grow.
For electric and hydraulic systems,
SHC0 runs in parallel with DHC0 to help
designers anticipate problems that could
affect certification and maturity, said
head of system test Eric Jansonnie. Some
components–such as the engines–are simulated. SHC0 entered service in January.
Thanks to the new facility, the manufacturer has already identified issues arising from the integration of two systems,
for example. The tool has allowed design
teams who were previously distant to collaborate more easily. In addition, SHC0
assists in flight-deck development, as its
abilities are similar to those of a flight
simulator.
Another tool has been the digital
mockup, which customers have been
involved with for shaping the maintainability of the helicopter. For example,
retractable footsteps integrated into the
side of the fuselage for easier access to
the engines were first tested by a virtual
mechanic to validate their design.
The MSG-3 process was used on the
EC175 to create the best possible maintenance program, but H160 customers have
become involved at an earlier stage. Still
or animated images will dominate technical documents for the H160, whereas
with earlier helicopters the emphasis was
on text supported by illustrations.
Airbus wants the H160 to be “a mature
aircraft from Day 1.” The target is to start
with an availability rate of 95 percent, up
from the EC175’s 90 percent. Operational
availability was the focus of much effort
on the EC175.
Airbus plans to open the H160 order
book next year. 
o
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At this year’s Helicopter Association
International (HAI) Heli-Expo 2015,
the big news of new helicopters and
some significant orders was overshadowed by the revelation shortly after the
show that Sikorsky parent UTC is considering selling the legendary helicopter manufacturer as well as its Schweizer
single-engine product line. For the show
itself, the numbers looked relatively good
in the context of low oil prices and their
effect on an industry that serves so many
oil-field operators. There were 18,272
registered attendees over the course of
the March 2-5 show, far more than the
16,019 the last time Heli-Expo was held
in Orlando in 2011. Of the 735 exhibitors
this year 116 were first-timers, and 57 aircraft flew or were trucked in for display in
the exhibit hall.
“From my perspective, the show has
been great,” said HAI president and CEO
Matt Zuccaro. Next year’s Heli-Expo

takes place from February 29 to March 3
in Louisville, Ky.
“Overall, I believe it was a great
venue,” said Don Bass, managing partner
of exhibitor Avpro. “There was a good
balance among OEMs, lessors, operators
[and] suppliers, although perhaps slightly
smaller than last year. We were able to
emphasize our development in the helicopter resale arena, reinforce relationships, generate new ones and sign several
deals.” At the show Avpro sold a Bell 429
for its client Saereos as well as a pair of
Airbus Helicopters EC135T2+s.
Leasing companies were active at
Heli-Expo, although not at the lofty levels of last year. Macquarie Rotorcraft
Leasing announced deals for the lease of
eight new and pre-owned helicopters.
On March 2, during a ceremony at the
Bell Helicopter booth, Waypoint Leasing
signed a letter of intent for 20 copies of
the Bell 525 Relentless.

Leasing company LCI came to
Heli-Expo having recently signed
new customers for AW139s to fly in
EMS operations.

Leasing group LCI Helicopters has
begun 2015 with a flurry of activity that
has seen it add customers in the emergency medical services sector (EMS) and
further expand its aircraft portfolio. The
company believes that the downturn in
the oil and gas industry will not have a
serious long-term impact on this part
of its business. Just before Heli-Expo,
LCI signed agreements with two Australian operators for a total of 10 new
AgustaWestland AW139s. The company
also announced a deal to lease a second
AW139 to HeliService International.
And SQN Capital Management contracted LCI to manage a fleet of seven
recently acquired rotorcraft.
Milestone Aviation Group, now

owned by GE Capital Aviation Services, expanded its international presence
into Asia, South America and the Middle East/Africa, with new offices in Singapore, São Paulo and the United Arab
Emirates. The company also hired 20
more staffers at its European offices. “By
investing in our team and enhancing our
global reach,” said Milestone president
Daniel Rosenthal, “we will be able to better serve our existing customers around
the world, grow in new geographies and
forge relationships with new customers providing mission-critical services to
emergency medical services, search-andrescue and other utility and government
missions, as well as offshore oil-and-gas.”

Civil Tiltrotor Arrives

IAN WHELAN

Despite cooling demand for airframers’ larger models,
the mood in Orlando last month was decidedly positive
as new models were revealed and OEMs racked up orders.

HAI president Matt Zuccaro is satisfied with last
month’s show, noting “a lot of business was
being done on the floor.”

A huge draw this year was
AgustaWestland’s AW609 civil tiltrotor,
which flew in from the flight-test facility in Arlington, Texas, to participate in
the show. Bristow Group CEO Jonathan
Baliff said at Heli-Expo that his company
is “absolutely” committed to ordering the
AW609 and said the size of the order
“won’t be in the single digits. I expect to
see this aircraft in five to 10 years as big
a part of our fleet as [Sikorsky] S-76s and
S-92s.”
Bristow signed a wide-ranging memorandum of understanding (MoU)
with AgustaWestland characterized as a
“platform development agreement” for

Honeywell’s Take on the Future
Honeywell’s 17th annual turbine-powered civil helicopter outlook, released at the show, sees
steady demand and delivery of between 4,750 and 5,250 new civil helicopters over the next five
years. “Near-term demand appears stable despite a pullback in 2014 deliveries and ongoing concerns with the energy sector,” said Honeywell Aerospace Defense and Space president Mike Madsen.
“Purchase interest for helicopters in training, tourism, firefighting and law-enforcement categories
is trending up, influenced by increased utilization rates and helicopter replacement cycles.”
The forecast also predicts helicopter fleet utilization to climb this year, with 27 percent of North
American operators planning to fly more this year and 45 percent of Latin American operators planning to increase activity. In Europe, only 10 percent of operators expect to fly more this year.
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Bell used last month’s show to unveil
the 407GXP, an upgraded version of
the 407GX, a model it announced at
Heli-Expo 2011 and certified later that
year.

AgustaWestland made quite a splash by bringing one of its flight-test AW609 tiltrotors to the show. The
manufacturer inked a deal with Bristow for the two to share information and expertise, and Bristow plans to
place an order for the tiltrotor in 2017. Signing the agreement are Bristow Group CEO Jonathan Baliff (left)
and Finmeccanica CEO Mauro Moretti (right) as AW CEO Daniele Romiti (behind Moretti) looks on.
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Scott, said he expects the 609 to carry
a price comparable to a conventional
super-medium helicopter when customer
deliveries begin in 2018. Scott expects a
price to be announced by year-end. He
said a speculated price of $24 million
“was not far off.”
AgustaWestland also announced
the sale of four helicopters to Sino-US
Intercontinental. The China-based company ordered one AW119Kx single, one
GrandNew light twin and two AW189
super-medium helicopters, all for delivery next year.

Bell’s Big Orders
Bell Helicopter gained momentum as
Heli-Expo progressed and ended with
significant orders for a variety of models
as well as the unveiling of the 407GXP,
featuring a more powerful Rolls-Royce
250-C47B/8 engine, updated Garmin avionics with a hover-performance calculator, optional low-cost autopilot and 50
pounds more payload.
Orders covered 220 copies of the
407GX/GXP (200 of them GXPs for Air
Methods), twelve 429s, five 206L-4s, one
412EP/EPI and letters of intent for 29
copies of the 525 Relentless and twentyfour 505 Jet Ranger Xs.
Air Methods CEO Aaron Todd told
AIN that his company plans to take the

new helicopters at a rate of 20 per year as
part of its regular fleet renewal program.
“We’ve got 400 air-medical helicopters
and we like to operate them for about 20
years from date of manufacture. We’ve
made a long-term commitment and our
intent is to buy 200,” Todd said.
“We continue to listen to our customers and have made significant updates
to our current products and introduced
two new commercial aircraft: the 505
Jet Ranger X and the 525 Relentless,”
said Patrick Moulay, vice president of
global sales and marketing at Bell Helicopter. “We’ve placed a major emphasis on incorporating technology to

increase pilot situational awareness and
to enhance safety.”

The Elegant Airbus
On the opening day of the Heli-Expo
exhibits, March 3, Airbus Helicopters unveiled the H160 medium twin,
a long-awaited successor to the Dauphin series designed to lock horns with
the AgustaWestland AW139 in the 12passenger market. Codenamed X4 until
the unveiling, the clean-sheet design features Blue Edge main rotor blades for
quieter operation, a canted Fenestron tail
rotor for increased payload and the Airbus Helicopters-developed Helionix avionics suite installed on the EC145T2 and
EC175. (See article on page 61.)
On the order front, Bristow Group
signed a contract at Heli-Expo for 17 Airbus H175 medium twins. The deal adds
to Bristow’s previous order for 12 of the
helicopters placed in 2013. Deliveries are
scheduled to begin in October next year.

Sikorsky on the Sales Block?

Airbus Helicopters drew a crowd with its reveal of the H160 (see page 61), a model that
ushers in a new nomenclature for the models previously manufactured by Eurocopter.
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AW609 oil-and-gas and search-and-rescue variants. The agreement provides
a framework for the two companies to
share technical information and expertise
in operations, regulations, maintenance,
configuration optimization, enhancements and modifications.
Baliff also said that Bristow will provide some pilots, all the civilian training
and invest in simulators for the AW609
development program. The agreement
does not contain any orders for the aircraft from Bristow, but Baliff left no
doubt that Bristow will be a collaborator and a customer. Formal orders for
Bristow’s AW609s are expected in 2017.
AgustaWestland anticipates certification
for the AW609 that same year and customer deliveries beginning in 2018.
AgustaWestland also announced
that the AW609 will be manufactured at
its plant in Philadelphia, and that most
flight-test activity will be moving to the
U.S. The manufacturer also revealed significant payload and range improvements for the 609 that could potentially
give it an mtow of 17,500 pounds or more
in STOL or running takeoffs and a standard maximum range without reserves
of 750 nm, 1,100 nm with auxiliary fuel
tanks. Maximum cruise speed will remain
275 knots at 25,000 feet.
The aircraft’s program manager, Clive

Sikorsky parent UTC says it might sell
or spin off its helicopter division, attributing the move to sales growth and margins that do not compare favorably with
those of its other properties. The company also revealed that it is not taking
orders for any new single-engine helicopters (the former Schweizer line), and currently only remaining orders for the S-300
and S333 are being filled. The S-434 program has been terminated.
At Heli-Expo, Sikorsky announced
Continues on next page u
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that just days earlier it received EASA
approval for executive operations in
Europe for the S-76D. More than 800
S-76s have been delivered worldwide
since 1979.
The company also announced the
expansion of the iFly Sikorsky iPad
application to include the S-76D. The
app replicates common performance calculations outlined in helicopter modelspecific flight manuals, allowing the
user to configure an aircraft, evaluate its
weight-and-balance and conduct common performance calculations.
Universal Avionics and Sikorsky
signed a more than $11 million agreement to supply 132 satellite-based
augmentation system (SBAS) flight management systems for S-92s destined for a
number of operators that include PHI,
CHC and Bristow. Deliveries of the Universal SBAS FMSs are expected to begin
shortly and continue through 2020.

MD Helicopters’ Plans

BARRY AMBROSE

MD Helicopters has been a Lynn Tilton company for 10 years, and this was
the theme of the Mesa, Ariz. company’s
Heli-Expo press conference.
“MD Helicopters was born at the
intersection of innovation, technology,
design and manufacturing. The ‘House
that Howard Hughes built’ changed the
world’s rotorcraft industry by delivering
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Sikorsky’s big S-76D was on display at Heli-Expo. The company’s single-engine line, purchased from
Schweizer, is wrapping up production as parent company UTC considers selling or spinning off Sikorsky.

beautifully simple engineered masterpieces,” said Tilton, CEO of MD Helicopters. “When I acquired the company
in 2005, I don’t think anyone believed
this iconic American brand could rise
again, yet we stand today stronger and
better prepared than we have ever been
for a future of innovation, expansion
and growth.”
Tilton announced that MD Helicopters plans to build a new version of its
twin-engine MD 902, which suffers from
expensive, frequently unavailable parts
made by outside suppliers, she said. Tilton herself owns a 902 (it was the one on
display at Heli-Expo).
“Today I’ve been calling it the 969. I
like that. It rings true,” she said. “We are
redesigning the aircraft, so that we can
manufacture a lot of the parts in-house.
And we’ll begin to control a lot of our
supply chain on the 902. This has allowed
us to be successful on the single-engine
line.” She added that MD “is bringing in
some veteran engineers from the outside
to focus on this project.”
The company also announced a contract for a new MD 520N to Volusia
County Mosquito Control in Florida,
and another for a new MD 530F for the
Mesa Police Department Aviation Unit.

from 523 in 2013. However, this year Robinson said production is already back up
to eight or nine helicopters per week, consisting of one R22, three R66s, and four
to five R44s on average. President Kurt
Robinson said the company is currently
running two shifts and has the capacity to
produce up to 1,000 helicopters per year
at its plant in Torrance, Calif.
Robinson is so confident about his
company’s future, in particular the R66
turbine single, that the company signed
a deal at Heli-Expo with Rolls-Royce
for deliveries of 1,000 RR300 turbine
engines over the next decade. Robinson calls the RR300 “the perfect engine”
for the R66. To date, the R66 fleet has
amassed 275,000 hours, 115,000 of those
coming last year alone. “The reports we
have received from customers on the R66
have been incredibly positive,” said Robinson. “We’ve had no significant problems with it at all.”
As the R66 grows in popularity,
Robinson said the company has also
increased the number of service centers
for the helicopter to 112 worldwide. He
said he expects to see demand grow for
the R66 now that the FAA has certified
a Turbine Marine version with pop-out
floats and that the Garmin G500H avionics and Genesys HeliSAS autopilot are
available for the helicopter.

Robinson’s 1,000 Engines

This year’s event attracted 735
exhibitors and 18,272 registered
attendees to the Orange County
Convention Center.
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African Sale for Marenco
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MD Helicopters CEO Lynn Tilton outlined her
plans for the company for the next decade.

Year-to-date sales for Robinson Helicopter surged following reduced production numbers in 2014. Last year,
Robinson built 329 helicopters, down

Marenco Swisshelicopter announced
the first sale of its SKYe SH09 turbine
single in Africa, to Henley Air in South
Africa. The company inked deals for 13
helicopters at the show, bringing its total
order book to 72 helicopters.
Since the first flight of the SKYe
SH09 last October in Molis, Switzerland, Marenco has been remarkably
silent about the ongoing development of
the new helicopter. It did not officially
announce any other flights, although
AIN learned that a second hover flight
took place in November. Early in February, chief commercial officer Mathias Sénès said weather had limited the
number of flights, especially as the helicopter’s doors have been removed in this
early phase of tests.
Marenco Swisshelicopter has targeted EASA certification of its cleansheet design for late this year, and
the company views the Airbus Helicopters AS350 Ecureuil as its main

competitor. The SKYe SH09 is powered
by a Honeywell HTS900-2 turboshaft.
With a 5,842-pound mtow, it will be
able to carry one pilot and seven passengers, which positions it at the higher
end of the single-engine helicopter market. The sling load capability is 3,300
pounds.
Safran business Sagem has been
selected to provide the avionics suite
for the SKYe SH-09. Sagem will provide its ICDS 8A primary flight display
and engine monitoring system, which
includes the first-ever interface to the
helicopter’s Fadec system, according to
Sagem. Other features include a userdefined checklist; split-screen mode for
pop-up engine data alongside the map
on the multifunction display; external camera and sensor display; custom
user databases for moving maps; traffic awareness system display interfaces;
improved fuel-management function;
and recording of displayed data for
later reuse.

Guimbal FAA Certified
French manufacturer Guimbal Helicopters announced it has received FAA
certification for its two-seat Cabri G2.
The light helicopter, which first flew a
decade ago, earned EASA approval in
December 2007 and saw its first delivery in 2008, just around the time that
the global financial downturn flooded
Europe with hundreds of discounted
used single-engine helicopters.
Since then the company has delivered 96 G2s to operators in 22 countries,
including 16 to Germany, 14 to New Zealand, even a pair each to Vietnam and
China. The fleet, which is used mainly for
training, has achieved 50,000 loss-free,
injury-free flight hours, with the leader
tallying more than 4,300 hours in little
more than four years of operation.

Enstrom Launch Customers
Enstrom Helicopters displayed a flying
prototype of its new TH180 two-seat piston single at Heli-Expo and announced
launch customers: Indiana Helicopters;
DSA Aviation, Czech Republic; Sharkeys
Helicopter, N.H.; and Safomar, South
Africa. The TH180 prototype made its
first flight on February 6. “Last year we
were showing a mockup of the helicopter and this year we’re showing a flying
aircraft,” noted a spokesman. He added
that the price of the TH180 is planned to
be less than $400,000.

Ongoing Issues
Among the critical issues addressed
at Heli-Expo 2015 were ADS-B equipage, air-ambulance safety, noise in Los
Angeles and Long Island, low oil prices,
the growing impact of drones, updating
of rotorcraft certification regulations and
the ever-present shortage of rotorcraft
technicians. The annual HAI Rotor
Safety Challenge offered 52 free safety
events to show attendees. And the annual
Salute To Excellence Awards dinner on
March 4 honored those who by a single
act or a lifetime of work reflected the best
of the vertical-lift industry. 
o

Hot Section

by David A. Lombardo

Maintenance News
CONSTANT AVIATION
EXPANDS PARTS INVENTORY
Constant Aviation Rotable
Exchange (Care) boosted its parts
inventory by $5 million, bringing
total inventory to more than 50,000
line items valued at $45 million. In
addition to more inventory, the Care
team added 15,000 sq ft of dedicated
showhouse space.
The showhouse will be the primary
location of the company’s main
distribution facility and will use
what Constant bills as an advanced
inventory system. The company
will also continue to operate five
distribution centers nationwide.
Care provides a 24-hour sourcing
business and dedicated expediting
service that tracks the part from time
of shipment through delivery to ensure
on-time arrival. All current inventory
is available online.

HONEYWELL APPROVES McTURBINE
AS T53 SERVICE PROVIDER
Bell Helicopter affiliate McTurbine
has received authorization from
Honeywell International to serve as
a licensed repair facility for the T53.
Under the agreement, McTurbine
will provide customers with engine
and module maintenance, repair
and overhaul services as well as
component and accessory exchange
services, field support and warranty
administration.
“Bell Helicopter is focused on
providing integrated service options
throughout an aircraft’s lifecycle,”
said Phil Carpenito, director of
customer support and services
operations for Bell Helicopter. “The
addition of the T53 offers another
avenue from which to expand these
comprehensive customer support and
services offerings.”

ERICKSON SIGNS ON TO SUPPORT
BELL 214B AND 214ST
Bell Helicopter signed an
agreement with Erickson for the
latter to assume product support
responsibility for the Bell 214B and
ST, including parts supply, technical
assistance, maintenance training and
maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) services. The agreement
will extend the life of the Bell 214
and supports a licensing agreement
for Erickson to make, buy and
distribute Bell 214 part numbers.
Erickson will offer major component
and engine repairs and overhauls,
airframe inspections, retrofits or
upgrades, supply-chain management,
component manufacturing and
reliability engineering.
“We currently have nine Bell
214s in our fleet, with more than 30
years of flying them,” said Kerry
Jarandson, Erickson’s vice president
of manufacturing and MRO. “We are

excited and ready to fully support the
aircraft and their operators around
the world.”

CONTINENTAL MOTORS SERVICES
ACQUIRES UNITED TURBINE
Fairhope, Ala.-based Continental
Motors Services (CMS) has added
turbine overhaul, repair and sales to
its piston offerings with the acquisition

of United Turbine and UT Aeroparts
of Miami. The acquisition is part of a
continuing expansion that began last
July when parent company Continental
Motors Group renamed its MRO
service group Continental Motors
Services. The company also announced
it is looking to acquire a prop shop and
other potential businesses to create a
full-service maintenance center in the
Southeast U.S.

EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
JOINS RAISBECK NETWORK
Raisbeck Engineering has named
Scottsdale, Ariz.-based Executive
Aircraft Maintenance (EAM) as its
newest authorized dealer. Under the
terms of the agreement EAM can
install all of Raisbeck’s King Air
performance modifications. EAM
Continues on next page u

TORQUED by John Goglia

FAA needs to pay attention when
mechanics sound alarm on mx
I’m really glad the FAA
lawsuit further alleges threats and
finally released the NPRM on
intimidation against mechanics by
small unmanned aircraft, those
the airline. American denies the
weighing 55 pounds or less. The
allegations.
U.S. has to move forward and
But American’s response to the
catch up with many other counlawsuit was somewhat curious.
tries–such as Canada and Japan–
According to a written statement
on providing a path for unmanned
by an American spokesperson, the
aircraft to fly commercially. I’m
FAA had not alerted the carrier
John Goglia is a
also hoping that getting the
to any issues: “Our communicaformer member of
the NTSB and
NPRM out will allow the FAA
tion with the FAA is ongoing and
currently a
to focus on some other signififrequent, and their oversight team
safety consultant.
cant problems swirling around
has not alerted us to any current
He welcomes
aviation that may have a much
critical issues or concerns.” Since
your e-mails at
bigger impact on the flying public. gogliaj@yahoo.com. when is the FAA responsible for
It seems to me from conversations
alerting an airline to critical issues
with people inside the FAA that
that it should be aware of from its
the intense focus on UAS was sometimes own workforce? It is disturbing to me that
too single-minded. Because of the media these allegations resulted in a lawsuit.
swirl around UAS, fed in part by some of
Whistleblower Taken to Task
the misleading data given by the FAA on
UAS incident reports, it seems other issues
The Southwest case involves a mechanic
more important from a safety perspective who performed an inspection of a 737. The
might have gotten short shrift.
task card required a walk-around visual
One such issue is maintenance, particu- inspection of the aircraft. During the walklarly maintenance issues raised by mechanics around, the mechanic discovered two
and their unions at major airlines. One cracks in the fuselage and wrote them up.
notably public dispute has gotten so conten- The cracks were significant enough that the
tious that a mechanics’ union actually aircraft was taken out of service for repair.
sued American Airlines, requesting that a
No, Southwest did not commend the
federal judge enjoin the company from pres- mechanic for finding and writing up the
suring its mechanics to violate safety rules. cracks, as it should have. This was especially
While unions and airlines frequently have remiss of the airline when you consider that
disputes, it is extremely rare for a main- the airwaves in July 2009 were filled with the
tenance union to sue an airline in federal image of Flight 2294, a Southwest 737 that
court. Another troubling maintenance issue made an emergency landing after cracks in
involves the settlement of a whistleblower the skin of the fuselage caused a structural
complaint against Southwest Airlines by a failure and rapid decompression. Instead,
mechanic who claimed he was disciplined the mechanic was handed a Letter of
for reporting cracks in a 737 that were Instruction citing him for working outside
significant enough for the aircraft to be the scope of work of the task card. I guess
withdrawn from service for repair.
the mechanic was supposed to do the visual
The lawsuit by American’s mechanics check on the walk-around blindfolded so
and union local in Chicago alleges that he didn’t spot anything amiss. (As you can
“to improperly keep airplanes in revenue tell, as a former airline mechanic and longservice, aviation maintenance technicians time safety advocate, I find this type of case
[mechanics] at stations throughout the AA infuriating.)
system have been subject to ongoing presTo make matters worse, the original
sure from AA management representatives letter also warned the mechanic that future
to commit maintenance fraud, disregard violations could lead to disciplinary action.
maintenance discrepancies, deviate from When the mechanic protested that this
federally mandated maintenance proce- letter constituted a violation of the AIR-21
dures, abstain from lightning strike and statutory protections for airline employees
bird strike inspections, and otherwise who report safety issues, the airline fought
violate federal aviation standards.” The him, making various claims, including one

that the letter did not constitute prohibited conduct under the statute. In the end,
the administrative judge reviewing the
case found that the mechanic engaged in
activities protected by the whistleblower
statute and that Southwest was aware of
it. Before a decision was reached on the
actual merits of the case, Southwest settled,
removing the Letter of Instruction from
the mechanic’s file and paying him $35,000
for attorney fees.
These two cases got me interested in
finding out what the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS, also known
as “NASA reports” because that agency
maintains the database) records would
show on mechanics reporting intimidation. I requested the information from
NASA for the past two years and promptly
received the data. In less than a week,
NASA was able to search the database
for the keywords I had asked for related
to mechanic reports of intimidation and
threats and email me the information. (A
far cry from other government aviation
agencies that take much longer to respond,
if they respond at all. Yes, FAA, that’s you
I’m referring to.) As you all know, the data
is compiled from voluntary safety reports
from pilots, mechanics, controllers and
other aviation users. I received 76 separate reports and more than 200 pages of
information related to those reports, which
include airline mechanics reporting intimidation and threats from supervisors for
reporting safety issues.
I am going through those reports now
and will let you know what they indicate.
While the information is de-identified–you
can’t tell who wrote the report, the airline
involved or even the airport–the reports
do indicate if the mechanic worked for an
airline and the make and model of aircraft.
While NASA gives many caveats about
drawing conclusions from the data because
they are voluntarily submitted reports that
are not vetted for accuracy, one caveat
stood out for me: “One thing that can be
known from ASRS data is that the number
of reports received concerning specific
event types represents the lower measure
[emphasis in original] of the true number
of such events that are occurring.” This
means, if anything, that the incidence of
intimidation of mechanics is greater than
the data shows here. And that is very troubling indeed. 
n
The opinions expressed in this column are
those of the author and not necessarily
endorsed by AIN.
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Executive Aircraft Maintenance is approved to install all Raisbeck King Air mods.

uContinued from preceding page
completed two Raisbeck
Epic system installations for
Guardian Flight at the end of
last year.
“It was an easy decision
to partner with EAM, based
on its proven track record
of successful Raisbeck
installations. With multiple
locations in Arizona

and a broad customer
base, Executive Aircraft
Maintenance is the perfect
addition to our dealer
network,” said Scott Keefe,
Raisbeck’s director of sales.
“EAM recently attended our
authorized dealer seminar
in February and received
extensive training on all of
our products.”

JET AVIATION VNUKOVO
RECEIVES EASA G650 OK
The EASA has given Part
145 approval to Jet Aviation
Moscow Vnukovo to provide
line maintenance for the
G650. Operators in the region
tend to fly “larger, high-end
aircraft,” said Vitaly Aleksikov,
general director at Jet Aviation
Moscow Vnukovo, adding,
“This is an important service
expansion for Gulfstream
customers and operators in the
region.” Jet Aviation Moscow
Vnukovo provides 24/7
technical maintenance services,
including line maintenance,
defect rectification and AOG
services for Bombardier,
Gulfstream, Embraer and
Hawker aircraft.

Jet Aviation Vnukovo maintains a broad
variety of business jets.

DUNCAN AVIATION SELLS
HAWKER GEAR INVENTORY
AV8 MRO has acquired
Duncan Aviation’s
multimillion-dollar inventory
of Hawker landing gear and
parts. The deal substantially
increases AV8 MRO’s parts
inventory and brings the
number of complete ship sets
of landing gear for all series
to 13. AV8 MRO will provide
landing-gear exchange and
overhaul options to Duncan
Aviation and its customers.
“It was becoming
difficult to procure critical
Hawker landing-gear parts
at reasonable prices and
therefore offer our Hawker
customers’ options for
landing gear overhaul and
repair,” Duncan Aviation
v-p of business development,
marketing and aircraft sales
Steve Gade told AIN.
AV8 MRO offers three
Hawker landing gear products:
the customer sends in the
landing gear for overhaul
and return; an overhaul
exchange; or independent of
an overhaul, AV8 MRO can
repair or provide the specific
parts needed to repair the
landing gear. AV8 MRO has
the in-house capabilities to
repair and overhaul all series of
Hawker landing gear.
AV8 MRO has FAA repair
specification approval to make
replacement parts, and this
approval covers nearly 400 parts
for Hawker landing gear.

The only code you’ll need for PW100 and PT6 engines and components.
If you had a 50,000 square foot warehouse stocked sky-high with inventory
ready to ship, wouldn’t you want its location to come through loud and
clear? Of course you would. So now you know where to land next time you
need a PW100 or PT6 engine or component: UTP. No waiting. No delays.
Oh, and prepare to reduce your future operating costs through engine
management and exchanges. Fly to the phone right now and give us a
call or visit our website. Over and out.

Call UTP and watch us fly.

334.361.7853 | sales@utpparts.com | utpparts.com
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The Aeronautical Repair
Station Association (ARSA)
and the Aviation Technician
Education Council (ATEC)
are confirming what MROs
have been saying for several
years: the pool of skilled
aviation maintenance
technicians is drying up
and not enough students are
entering the system. “Policy
Solutions for a Stronger
Technical Workforce,”
a newly released report
commissioned by ARSA
and ATEC and developed
by researchers at the College
of William and Mary’s
Thomas Jefferson Program
in Public Policy, examines
the technical worker shortage
facing the aviation industry
and sheds new light on
the challenges of finding,
retaining and expanding
an aviation maintenance
workforce.
Brett Levanto, director of
operations for Obadal, Filler,
MacLeod and Klein, the firm
that manages both ATEC and
ARSA, said those working
in the industry see evidence
of a looming crisis in the
workforce every day.
“It’s baffling that big
studies from trustworthy
groups–the GAO comes to
mind–are unable to find
evidence that there’s anything
wrong. This report is a step
in the process of rooting out
those underlying problems,
helping us to target and
improve bad data and really
wrap our arms around what’s
going on,” Levanto told AIN.

said Christian Klein,
ARSA’s executive v-p. “I
know that’s an old familiar
phrase, but it’s especially
useful here. The only way
for businesses, government
and teaching institutions to
solve big, daunting national
workforce problems is to
look in their surrounding
communities.” o

A newly released report
bears out what MROs have
been saying for several
years: the pool of skilled
aviation maintenance
technicians is drying up and
not enough students are
entering the system. With
the appropriate data, ARSA
and other organizations can
understand the problem and
bring new blood into the
industry.

CHAD TRAUTVETTER/AIN

AVIATION INDUSTRY SHORT
OF QUALIFIED MX TECHS

E2 = Exceeding Expectations In Aviation Services.

Regional Approach

Despite the limitations,
as well as the unreliable
reporting of national
statistics, the analysis makes it
clear that different regions of
the U.S. face varied realities in
terms of technical workforce
development. As a result,
the authors recommend
companies and interest
groups build partnerships
with employers, educational
institutions and community
and government organizations
on local and regional levels.
The researchers’ regional
approach provides a blueprint
for the aviation community
to grapple with workforce
challenges. “The research
team took advantage of some
great examples from across
the industry to give us this
basic roadmap for success:
think globally, act locally,”

“From nose to tail,
“Stevens is my ‘go to’ for my Lear 35.”
“I have counted on Stevens Aviation for over 10 years. They have kept
my Lear 35 on the cutting edge, completing 27 STCs over the years including
avionics upgrades, a new interior including a custom-made headliner with LED
lighting, air frame modifications and a masterful exterior paint job. I have used
all five Stevens facilities and know and trust the mechanics at each location. It is
their professionalism, their pride in their work and their loyalty to me, to themselves
and to Stevens that continually exceed my expectations.”
Stevens Aviation is a diversified aircraft service provider offering expertise
in aircraft maintenance, modification and refurbishment, aircraft sales, aircraft
management, flight services, and fixed base operations. You’ll find our facilities in
Greenville SC (GYH), Greer SC (GSP), Dayton OH (DAY), Nashville TN (BNA)
and Denver CO (BJC). For more information, contact Paul Witt, Executive Vice
President of Operations, at 864-678-6080 or pwitt@stevensaviation.com.

AIN Jr 7.8125X10.375 HUNTER AD.indd 1

Ralph “Hunter” Cuthbertson, III
Owner/Chief Pilot
SAI Flight Services

www.stevensaviation.com
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Touching Bases

by Curt Epstein

FBO and Airport News
FORT WAYNE AIRPORT
DECIDES TO GO IT ALONE
Following last year’s decision to build
its own $4 million, 12,000-sq-ft FBO
at Fort Wayne International Airport
(FWA), the Fort Wayne-Allen County
Airport Authority has decided that it
will manage the facility as well. The new
facility is expected to be operational
when Atlantic Aviation’s lease expires
next January and its FBO is removed.
Atlantic has operated as the lone
FBO at the Indiana airport since 1988.
The service provider offered to build its
own multimillion-dollar replacement
facility, but the airport authority
declined that offer.
“We did evaluate the typical lease
environment where you have to write
an RFP, let somebody bid on it and you
pick the most advantageous person; we
also evaluated having a company come
in and perform services on behalf of
the airport in a contract management
environment,” airport manager Scott
Hinderman told AIN, adding that the
airport board regarded the “proprietary
exclusive” idea as the most advantageous
way for the airport authority to perform
FBO services at FWA. “Atlantic has
been here for a long time, [and it has
served] the community very well,”
he noted. “It’s just that at the end of
the term of the lease, we’re going in a
different direction,” he said.
Atlantic currently leases its fuel
farm, which will revert back to the
airport and serve the new FBO, which
is anticipated to be operational when
Atlantic’s lease expires. To meet training
requirements, staffing for the new facility
is expected to begin this summer. While
the airport authority has managed the
FBO at smaller Smith Field since 2008,
Hinderman acknowledges that that field
generates nowhere near the scope of
operations at FWA.

NEW FBO APPROVED AT LITTLE ROCK
The Little Rock Municipal Airport
Commission has voted to allow
aviation services provider Fly Arkansas
to establish another FBO at Bill &
Hillary Clinton National Airport
(LIT). Fly Arkansas, which operates
FBOs at Baxter County and Boone
County airports, will assume control
of a portion of the former Hawker
Beechcraft jet completions complex at
LIT and will renovate it before starting
operations around the beginning of
August. The company expects to lease
approximately 56,000 sq ft of vacant
office and hangar space along with 3.5
acres of ramp and ground space. It will
install also a 50,000-gallon-capacity
aviation fuel farm as well. The company
plans to offer services such as aircraft
management and charter, sales, flight
training and light maintenance.
Last year, Tac Air acquired the
former Supermarine FBO at the
airport, and in February announced
that it had purchased the FBO services

portion of its competitor Central
Flying Service, in essence becoming the
lone service provider at LIT. It pledged
several million dollars in improvements
at the airport, including a possible new
terminal.

LANDMARK ADDS FACILITY AT
HOUSTON ELLINGTON
Houston-based Landmark Aviation
added another FBO with the purchase
of Southwest Airport Services, the lone
service provider at Houston Ellington
Airport. The location at the city-owned
airport opened in 1984 and offers two
executive terminals (one reserved for
tenant use) with conference rooms,
pilot and passenger lounges and an
observation deck. Its 150,000 sq ft of
hangar space, with office and shops, can
accommodate aircraft up to a G650.
“We are happy to expand our
footprint in Houston, and we look
forward to being a part of Ellington
Airport and its surrounding
communities,” said Landmark president
and CEO Dan Bucaro. “Ellington is a
great alternative to other more congested
airports in the Houston area.” The
company also operates an FBO at
George Bush Intercontinental Airport.

CHARTER NEWS NOTES
> F AI rent-a-jet says it had a record 2014, with
revenue and profit before taxes up 10 and
30 percent, respectively. The 21-aircraft fleet
logged 12,700 hours, which included 13
percent growth in air-ambulance demand.
The company plans to replace its Learjet 35A
and most 55s with Learjet 60s this year.

>C
 lay Lacy Aviation has placed a Nashville,
Tenn.-based Hawker 800XP into charter
service. Amenities include seating for eight
passengers, Airshow moving-map display,
surround-sound IFE and 2,470-nm range.

>M
 eridian has added a Challenger 605
equipped with Gogo Wi-Fi Internet access,
Airshow moving-map display, Iridium satphone
and a berthable divan to its Teterboro-based
charter fleet.

> P lessé, France-based charter broker Kevelair
has opened an office in Panama (Kevelair
America) to serve the Latin American market.

> T WC Aviation’s fleet of Falcons has grown to
13 airplanes, with the addition of a 2000EX
based in Santa Barbara, Calif. The 2000EX
offers Gogo Wi-Fi Internet access and
Airshow moving-map, as well as a full galley.

> B urbank, Calif.-based Avjet has added
a Hawker 850XP to its charter fleet.

Passengers can use onboard iPad minis for
entertainment as well as complimentary
Gogo Wi-Fi Internet access.

> E xecuJet Aviation is expanding its aircraft
management operations in Australasia to
meet growing demand. The effort is centered
on the company’s new Singapore base,
where a team is developing regional business
and serving new clients.

> E xcelAire added a 13-passenger Falcon
900EX to its Ronkonkoma, N.Y.-based
charter fleet. The jet offers three seating areas
and Gogo Wi-Fi Internet access.

> K ey Air is managing a G650ER, the longerrange version of the G650, capable of
flying eight passengers 7,365 nm. The
G650ER joins two other jets added to the
Key Air fleet since the beginning of the
year, a GIV-SP and Falcon 2000EX, both of
which are available for charter.

>N
 ew Flight Charters, a charter broker based
in Jackson, Wyo., says it arranged more than
750 charter flights last year, with average
charter spending up to $17,068 from $14,841
in 2013. Demand for midsize and heavy jets
grew, while light jet and turboprop charters
dropped 9.8 and 26.1 percent respectively. n

With its acquisition of Southwest Airport Services at Houston
Ellington, Landmark now operates two FBOs in the Texas city.

NEBRASKA FBO EXPANDS
Kearney Aviation Center recently
became the sole aviation services
provider at Nebraska’s Kearney
Regional Jet Center, when its
competitor Otis Air Service closed.
Kearney seized the opportunity to
expand its business when it moved from
its 1,400-sq-ft terminal to the 4,500-sqft former Otis-leased location. The new
site offers a pilots’ lounge with snooze
room and a 20-seat A/V-equipped
conference room. The company recently
completed a 22,000-sq-ft heated hangar
that can accommodate aircraft up
to a GIV. The location is home to
approximately a dozen turbine-powered
aircraft, from a Cessna Sovereign to a
Piper Meridian. The Avfuel-branded
dealer also recently added oxygen
service and Type I de-icing. The FBO
is open from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. with free
after-hours callout service available.

WEST VIRGINIA FBO
POUNCES ON TIGER FACILITY
Aero-Smith, the long-time FBO at
Eastern West Virginia Regional Airport
(MRB) in Martinsburg, W.Va., has
taken over the former Tiger Aircraft
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manufacturing facility, which had been
vacant since Tiger ceased operations
in 2007. The main structure of the
reopened 60,000-sq-ft Tiger facility
will be used as a community hangar
to accommodate light twin and singles
and house the flight school and
administrative offices. In addition, the
new space will be available for other
businesses to provide avionics and
engine repair, interior renovations
and related services. Aero-Smith, the
lone aviation services provider on the
field, will continue to provide aircraft
maintenance from its original location.
Tiger Aircraft completed
construction of its plant in 2001 and
aircraft assembly began in 2003. At
nearly the same time, Sino-Swearingen
began building its SJ30 small business
jet in a nearby building co-located on
the field. Manufacturing activity was
strong until 2007 when the national
economy in general and aviation in
particular suffered a serious recession.
During the ensuing seven years, both
Tiger and Sino-Swearingen ceased
operations and the buildings sat
unoccupied for several years.
MRB is located just outside the
restricted Washington, D.C. Special
Flight Rules Area and has a control
tower, 8,800-foot grooved asphalt

runway, designated practice area and
many approaches for IFR training.

AVFLIGHT EXPANDS NETWORK
Avflight expanded its network last
month with the addition of GFK Flight
Support, the lone FBO at Grand Forks
International Airport in North Dakota.
The company will assume all fueling
and line services at the airport. “Avflight
is excited to bring its FBO model to
Grand Forks International Airport,”
said company president Carl Muhs.
“This is an outstanding opportunity
to showcase our strength in airline and
passenger services, working with the
local university community, and fuel
service expertise–a hallmark of Avflight
FBOs.” The Avfuel-branded location
manages the airport’s 60,000-gallon
jet-A and 20,000-gallon avgas fuel farm,
served by a quartet of refuelers. It will
offer all of the fuel provider’s products
and services, contract fuel and Avtrip
rewards among them. The facility has
38,000 sq ft of heated hangar space and
can shelter aircraft up to a GV.
Along with offering maintenance
and Type I and IV de-icing, the FBO
says it specializes in 15-minute quick
turns, and 24-hour customs service is
available (after 10 p.m. with two-hour

advance notification). The
6,500-sq-ft terminal offers
private lounges and a 12 seat
A/V-equipped conference
room, along with a pair of crew
lounges. The addition gives the
company 13 FBO locations in
North America and Europe.

LONDON LUTON FBO
ADDS ONSITE CUSTOMS
Landmark Aviation has
reached an agreement with
the UK’s Border Force to
establish a satellite office in the
company’s FBO at London
Luton Airport to provide onsite
customs and immigration
clearance. Previously, if there
was a problem with paperwork
on international flights arriving
at the location, passengers and
crew would have to be bussed
over to the main commercial
terminal, according to Cy
Farmer, the company’s vice
president for international
operations.
Landmark acquired the
Luton FBO and two other
locations (Manchester Airport
and Glasgow Prestwick Airport)
last year when it purchased the
UK assets of RSS Jet Center.
Introduced in mid-January,
the customs and immigration
service has already cleared
hundreds of arriving aircraft
at the FBO without issue, said
Farmer.

HUGE BRAZILIAN HELICENTER
IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
Less than a year after it
opened the world’s largest
full-service helicenter in São
Paulo, Brazilian firm HBR has
its sights set on expansion in
more locations. The company’s
first helicopter base occupies
14.5 acres, and its 107,600-sqft storage hangar can shelter
up to 150 rotorcraft. The fouracre ramp has 19 pads for
simultaneous operations, with a
central 560-foot-long taxiway.
The terminal offers a
luxurious passenger lounge,
seven A/V-equipped conference
rooms, a restaurant, coffee
bar and terrace overlooking
the facility. A separate 37,000sq-ft pilots’ building features
weather monitoring, computers
and free Wi-Fi, cable television,
a simulator room, gym, locker
room with showers and sauna,
snooze room and meeting rooms.
As a maintenance provider,
the company holds certification
from Brazil’s ANAC on
models from AgustaWestland,
Airbus Helicopters, Bell and
Robinson, and its 64,000-sq-ft

Building on the success of its São Paulo helicenter, HBR is planning to
add more such sites around Brazil.

maintenance hangar can handle
50 helicopters at once.
The Air BP-branded facility
is the first in what the company
expects will be a chain of nine
helicenters in Eastern Brazil.
It has purchased nearly 2,000
acres northeast of Rio de Janeiro
and expects to break ground
soon on an even larger facility

with accompanying village to
serve the country’s offshore oiland-gas exploration industry. A
separate Rio facility that is now
under construction will support
the private and on-demand
helicopter traffic to the city. Other
targeted locations are Goiania,
Belo Horizonte, Salvador, Recife,
Fortaleza and Florianopolis. o
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Accidents

by Robert P. Mark

PRELIMINARY REPORTS
HUEY ROLLS OVER AFTER
EMERGENCY AUTOROTATION
Bell/Garlick UH-1H, Shelton, Wash., Feb. 19,
2015–The aircraft experienced a loss of engine
power when it began to hoist a 3,000-pound
agricultural container, so the commercial pilot
made an emergency landing using autorotation from a hover. The aircraft, being operated
in VMC under Part 137 agricultural rules by
Northwest Helicopters, rolled over after striking uneven ground, substantially damaging
the rotor system and tailboom. Investigators
recovered and examined the engine-to-transmission-driveshaft adapter (the component
between the engine output and the driveshaft),
and found that it was broken in multiple pieces.
The sole-occupant pilot was not injured.

GHANAIAN FALCON CATCHES FIRE
Dassault Falcon 900, Accra, Ghana, March 3,
2015–Ghana’s presidential jet experienced a
wheel fire and lost both wheels from the left
main landing gear during an aborted takeoff at Kotoka International Airport in Accra.
Neither Ghana’s President, John Dramani
Mahama, nor any of his staff was aboard at
the time of the incident. A Ghana Armed
Forces source said the aircraft was initially
preparing for takeoff, but returned to the
ramp with an unspecified computer problem
that was apparently resolved. During the second takeoff attempt, witnesses saw the aircraft
veering left and right, although the crew managed to keep the aircraft on the runway surface. None of the people aboard the aircraft
was injured in the incident.

KOALA EXPERIENCES
UNCOMMANDED YAW IN CRUISE
AgustaWestland AW119 Mk II, Gulf of Mexico,
Feb. 20, 2015–The Part 135 air-taxi helicopter
experienced an abrupt uncommanded left yaw
in cruise at approximately 7:50 a.m. local time
while flying in VMC over the Gulf of Mexico.
The helicopter, registered to ERA Helicopters,
was substantially damaged but managed to
return safely to its departure point, HoumaTerrebonne Airport in Lousiana, where the
pilot executed a run-on landing. Post-flight
inspection of the helicopter revealed one of the
tail-rotor pitch change links was fractured. No
injuries to the pilot or the three passengers on
board were reported.

SUPER PUMA ACCIDENT CLAIMS TWO LIVES
Airbus Helicopters AS332L1 Super Puma,
Kihoku Mie Prefecture, Japan, March 6,
2015–The helicopter, operated by Shin Nihon
Helicopter, was en route to the heliport in
Kihoku to retrieve materials from a hydroelectric power station when it struck a power line
and crashed into a nearby forest, killing the
pilot and the mechanic aboard.

GIV FAILS TO ROTATE ON TAKEOFF
Gulfstream IV, Eagle, Colo., Feb. 7, 2015–
The crew of the jet aborted the takeoff when
the pilot flying realized the aircraft would not
rotate at Vr speed. The NTSB’s preliminary
report uncovered no “anomalies with respect

to the flight control system” and “no indication that the circumstances of this incident are
related to any previous GIV takeoff accidents
or incidents.” The aircraft was registered to
Goat Airways and operated by Executive Air
Charter of Boca Raton, Inc., dba Fair Wind
Air Charter under Part 91.
The pilot reported checking the Gulfstream’s
flight controls before taxi and that he found
them responding normally. During takeoff
with the autothrottles engaged, a triple chime
sounded at 75 knots, causing the pilot to reject
the takeoff and bring the aircraft to a safe halt.
Neither pilot saw any crew alert system (CAS)
messages or tripped circuit breakers so they
attempted a second takeoff. During the next
takeoff, no autothrottles were used. At 75 knots
the triple chime sounded again and the pilot
noticed an engine low-pressure turbine speed in
the yellow arc. He adjusted the power to the normal range and continued the takeoff. At rotation
speed, he pulled back on the control yoke and
reported that the flight controls did not respond
normally. He felt no “noticeable pressure resistance and [the controls] felt unloaded with
hydraulic pressure.” The pilot rejected the takeoff, applying maximum braking and full reverse
thrust. A right brake fire ensued and was extinguished by airport firefighters. No one aboard
was injured during the evacuation.

EMS HELICOPTER CRASHES NEAR ST. LOUIS
Airbus EC130B4, St. Louis University Hospital,
Mo., March 6, 2015–The pilot and sole occupant of the Arch Air Medical Services-operated
helicopter died when the aircraft crashed into a
parking lot near the hospital. The helicopter was
on a ferry flight from the Arch base to St. Louis
University Hospital at approximately 11:15 p.m.
local time to pick up crewmembers. The helicopter was destroyed in a post-crash fire.

CHALLENGER LEAVES RUNWAY
Canadair Challenger 600, Marco Island Airport,
Fla., March 1, 2015–None of the nine people
aboard the jet was injured when it departed
the runway at Marco Island while landing at
approximately 2:45 p.m. local time following a brief flight from Marathon Airport in the
Florida Keys. The aircraft’s nosegear collapsed
during the excursion.

CJ LOSES NOSEGEAR IN RUNWAY EXCURSION
Cessna 525 Citation CJ1, Fort Collins Loveland
Airport, Loveland, Colo., March 3, 2015–Inbound
from Santa Monica, Calif., the jet, operated by
D&H Airways, ran off the runway at approximately 7:05 p.m. local time while landing, tearing
off the nosegear in the process. None of the four
people aboard the aircraft was injured.

PC-12 EXPERIENCES RUNWAY EXCURSION
Pilatus PC-12/45, John Wayne Orange County
Airport (SNA), Santa Ana, Calif., March 2,
2015–The aircraft, being operated by Austin
Encino, left the runway surface at approximately 10:50 a.m. local time under as yet
unspecified circumstances while landing at
SNA. Neither of the two people on board was
injured. The incident caused only minor damage to the aircraft.
o
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FINAL REPORTS
TWIN OTTER PILOT FAILED
TO MAINTAIN AIRSPEED
De Havilland Canada DHC-6-100,
Hampton, Ga., March 8, 2011–The NTSB
attributed the crash to the pilot’s failure to
maintain proper airspeed. The Board’s report
indicated the aircraft had not flown for the
five months before the accident. According
to witnesses, the accident flight was the first
after both of the airplane’s 550-shp P&WC
PT6A-20s were replaced with 680-shp PT6A27s. The same Hartzell propellers used on the
-20s were reinstalled on the -27s. According
to maintenance records, the PT6A-27s were
installed under STC SA96-123, held by
Rocky Mountain Aircraft of Calgary, Canada.
According to a representative of the STC
holder, however, there was no record that
STC SA96-123 had been purchased for the
accident airplane. A mechanic who witnessed
the accident recalled that before takeoff
the pilot conducted engine and propeller
checks, after which the aircraft departed and
conducted two touch-and-go landings.
Another witness, near the airport, saw the
airplane flying in the traffic pattern for Runway
6, said the airplane’s engine noise was
fluctuating from low to high without stopping
completely, and that the airplane seemed to
be “struggling to gain altitude and airspeed.”
As the airplane turned to line up with the
runway, it “stalled” and descended nose first
toward the ground.
A third witness, a mechanic, saw the
airplane yawing to the left and heard noise
associated with propeller pitch changes, which
he believed were consistent with the Beta
range. He stated the airplane was flying away
from the approach end of Runway 6 when it
made a “very adverse” and “very fast” roll to
the left, which was followed by a spin. The
airplane struck trees in a wooded marsh area,
about 0.8 miles short of the threshold, near the
extended centerline of Runway 6.
Both the commercial pilot and the pilotrated mechanic died in the accident.

LEARJET OVERRAN RUNWAY
Learjet 25D, William Hobby Airport,
Houston, Texas, March 4, 2011–The NTSB
said the flying pilot’s failure to touch down at
the proper point in low visibility resulted in a
runway overrun. Contributing to the accident
was mission pressure on the pilots to land
at that airport. At approximately 4 a.m. local
time, the jet was substantially damaged when
it collided with obstructions while landing at
Hobby. None of the six people aboard was
injured in the accident. Night IMC prevailed
and an instrument flight plan was filed before
the jet’s departure from Angel Albino Corzo
International Airport (MMTG), Tuxtla Gutiérrez,
Chiapas, México. The aircraft was operated
by Personas y Paquetes Por Aire under the
provisions of Part 129 as a foreign air carrier air
ambulance flight.
During the landing on Hobby’s Runway
12R, the airplane exited the southeast end
of the runway, where it struck and damaged
the instrument landing system (ILS)
localizer antenna. The airplane continued
traveling about 1,000 feet past the end of
the runway and came to rest upright in a
flat grassy area. Hobby automated weather
at 3:53 a.m. reported a south wind at 3
knots, visibility three-quarters of a mile in
mist and an indefinite ceiling at 200 feet.
The temperature was 19 degrees C and the
dew point 18 degrees C. The operator said
the decision not to delay the flight and to
land in marginal conditions was influenced
by the passenger’s need for immediate
specialized medical treatment.
Both pilots later stated they could not
see the far end of the runway because of
the weather and consequently flared the
aircraft too high. After landing long on the
runway, the pilot applied maximum braking
and reverse thrust but could not stop
the airplane before colliding with the ILS
antenna. The operator reported that there
was no mechanical malfunction or failure of
the aircraft. n

FACTUAL REPORT
DUAL FLAMEOUT BEFORE
PREMIER CRASHED
Hawker Beechcraft Premier 390,
South Bend, Ind., March 17, 2013–
The NTSB’s factual report of the
crash of the Premier at 4:23 p.m.
local time included CVR transcript
excerpts that indicated the instrument-rated private pilot in the left
seat, who had logged approximately 613 hours’ total time and
operated the jet single pilot, was
giving instruction to the pilot in the
right seat. During the first visual
approach to Runway 9R, the rightseat pilot, in an attempt to reduce
speed, pulled the throttles beyond
the flight idle position and into cutoff, flaming out both engines.
A restart of one engine

appeared to have been successful
as the aircraft descended toward
the airport. On final approach,
however, the tower controller
issued a go-around because only
the nosegear appeared to be fully
extended. The aircraft entered
right traffic for Runway 9R but
bounced numerous times on the
runway following the second
approach, according to witnesses.
The aircraft then began a climbing right turn that ended with the
crash into homes near the airport.
Both pilots died; both passengers
and one person on the ground were
seriously injured. The airplane was
registered to 7700 Enterprises of
Montana and operated by Digicut
Systems of Tulsa, Okla., on a Part
91 IFR flight plan.
n

The material on this page is based on the NTSB’s report (preliminary, factual or final) of each accident or, in
the case of r ecent accidents, on information obtained from the FAA or local authorities. It is not intended to
judge or evaluate the ability of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.

Compliance Countdown

u May 8, 2015

Within 6 Months
u April 20, 2015
EASA Proposal Sets Stage
for Performance-based Navigation Ops
A proposal from the European Aviation
Safety Agency aims to extend performancebased navigation (PBN) procedures beyond
the 24 EU airports previously required. The
amendments would require ATC and airport
operators to implement PBN SIDs, Stars
and routes by December 2018; and PBN
approach procedures with vertical guidance
for all runways where there are currently
only non-precision approaches by January
2024. Aircraft operators wishing to use these
routes and procedures will be required
to ensure that their aircraft and pilots are
approved for PBN operations. Comments are
due by April 20.

u April 23, 2015
Approvals Required for
Extended Ops in WATRS Airspace
Revised OpSpec/MSpec/LOA B045,
Extended Overwater Operations Using a
Single Long-Range Communication System,
will require certain operators to obtain a new
approval by April 23. The approval applies to
all operators using a single long-range com
system in the West Atlantic Route System,
Caribbean or Gulf of Mexico. The current
template for B045 is combined for Parts 121,
125 and 135, causing “confusion with respect
to operational control organizations,” the
agency said. “The new templates are tailored
to the operational control organization and
communication requirements of each part.”

u April 24, 2015 

NEW

Unmanned Aircraft
Regulations Proposed
The FAA published its notice of proposed
rulemaking for unmanned aerial systems
(UAS). The proposal details the agency’s
initiative to regulate the operation of so-called
“small” (weighing less than 55 pounds) nonrecreational UAS in U.S. domestic airspace
and is expected to draw many comments
from business supporters of UAS, as well as
aviation safety advocates. The rule would
limit flights to daylight and visual-line-ofsight operations. It also addresses height
restrictions, operator certification, optional
use of a visual observer, aircraft registration
and marking, and operational limits.
Comments are due by April 24.

u May 4, 2015

by Gordon Gilbert

NEW

New Contract Maintenance Rules
Starting next month, maintenance regulations for Part 121 and 135 on-demand
operations for aircraft with 10 or more
passenger seats will require operators to
develop policies, procedures, methods
and instructions for performing contract maintenance that are acceptable
to the FAA, and to include them in their
maintenance manuals. The rules will
also require operators to provide a list
to the FAA of all people with whom
they contract their maintenance. These
changes are needed, said the agency, to
correct “deficiencies in maintenance” performed by contract providers and to help
“ensure consistency between contract
and in-house” maintenance.

REVISED

NY Airports Slot NPRM
Comment Period Extended
The comment period has been extended
one month, until May 8, on a revised slotmanagement program for limiting operations
at Newark, La Guardia and Kennedy airports.
Airline interests had asked for a 60-day
comment extension, but the FAA felt that a 30day extension was sufficient.

u September 2015 (tentative)

NEW

Position Reporting Proposal From ICAO
Member countries of the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) recommended
the adoption of a tracking standard for aircrew
that requires them to report their position at
15-minute intervals. Adoption by the 36-state
ICAO Council is expected as early as this
fall. Operators would be able to comply
with the mandate using existing and planned
technologies and procedures, ICAO said. It is
considered a first step toward implementation
of a more comprehensive three-tiered
approach to tracking normal, abnormal and
distress conditions.

No two sets of landing gear are alike.
It takes a skilled team and a facility
that invests in all the right tooling
and support equipment.

Within 12 Months
u Dec. 31, 2015
Deadline to Meet Stage 3 Noise Levels
Eight months remain to the Dec. 31, 2015
deadline after which jets up to a mtow of
75,000 pounds may no longer operate in the
contiguous U.S. unless they meet Stage 3 noise
levels. When the rule was published on July 2,
2013, the FAA said the mandate affected 457
U.S. registered owners of 599 principally Stage
2 business jets, though several models can now,
or will be able to be, hushkitted or re-engined
to meet Stage 3 before the deadline. The rule
also applies to non-U.S.-registered aircraft.

Beyond 12 Months
u April 24, 2017

NEW

Part 135 Rotorcraft Radio Altimeters
Under new Part 135.160, rotorcraft must be
equipped with an operable FAA-approved
radio altimeter, or an FAA-approved device
that incorporates a radio altimeter, after April
24, 2017. Deviations from this requirement
may be authorized for helicopters in which radio
altimeters cannot physically be installed in the
cockpit. The request for deviation authority is
applicable to rotorcraft with a maximum takeoff
weight of no more than 2,950 pounds. The radio
altimeter mandate is contained in the final rule
upgrading private, air-taxi and air-ambulance
helicopter operations, published on Feb. 21, 2014.

u February 2020

NEW

European CPDLC Delayed
Europe will postpone requiring aircraft
operators to equip for for five years, until
February 2020, to accommodate technical
problems. The European Commission expects
the entity managing the Single European Sky
ATM Research (Sesar) effort will recommend
remedial actions for ground infrastructure
issues next year. European Commission
figures showed that only 40 percent of
operators would have been ready to use
CPDLC by the original deadline of Feb. 5,
2015. Also, the EC said that all of the required
ground infrastructure could not have been
implemented by the original deadline. o

Landing gear is sometimes viewed as a behindthe-scenes inspection, often overshadowed by a
major airframe inspection. But safe landings and
takeoffs depend on this gear, so each overhaul,
inspection and restoration has to be perfect.
“We go above and beyond—whether it’s a
shorter turntime, pricing, giving the customer
a tour of the shop or walking them through
each step of the inspection process, we give
it 100 percent,” says Accessory Team Leader
Tony Curtis. “That’s what helps separate us
from other teams or other companies.”
For the rest of the story visit
www.DuncanAviation.aero/experience/tony.php.
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People in Aviation

Compiled by Kerry Lynch

Jeff Roberts is succeeding Udo Rieder
as CEO of Erickson. Rieder is retiring after
seven years as CEO. Roberts began his career as a pilot and most recently was group
president of aviation training company CAE
and previously served as CEO of SimuFlite.
Ali Ahmed Al Naqbi, the founding chairman of the Middle East & North Africa Business Aviation Association (MEBAA), is retiring
from his government post of vice president
of finance and administration at Presidential
Flight in Abu Dhabi, UAE. Al Naqbi, who
will continue to steer MEBAA, retires after 25
years of service with Presidential, of which
he also was a founding member.
Scott Meyer was appointed CEO for
Comlux America. Meyer, a 25-year aviation
veteran, has served with Comlux America
almost since its inception and most recently
was COO.
CHC Helicopter appointed Karl Fessenden as CEO and a member of the board of
directors. Fessenden joins CHC after spending 20 years with GE, where he led business
units at GE Energy and GE Aviation.
Boutsen Aviation named Dominique
Trinquet president and Mathieu Pezin executive v-p. Trinquet and Pezin join cofounders Thierry Boutsen (chairman) and
Daniela Boutsen as shareholders and board
members of the Monaco-based company.
Rectrix Commercial Aviation named Ashley Watts president and Michael Murphy
director of business development. Watts has
been with Rectrix for seven years, most recently as vice president of administration and
finance. Murphy previously was JetBlue’s regional sales manager for the Northeast.

Alpine Aerotech named Jeff Denomme
president. He succeeds Jim Campbell, who
is retiring after 46 years in the helicopter industry. Denomme previously held leadership
roles with Canadian helicopter operators,
such as president of Great Slave Helicopters
and vice president at Skyline Helicopters.
Clark McGinn is joining Waypoint
Leasing as senior vice president of sales.
McGinn, currently global head of aviation financing at CHC Leasing, will be
responsible for leading the company’s
origination, sales and business development operations.
Cristina Scarlata was named director of
marketing, communications and public relations for Alto Aviation. Scarlata formerly
was a reporter and executive producer of
entertainment for Univision Network and
has served with Ogilvy & Mather Mexico,
Lintas Madrid, Spain and Orci, Los Angeles.
Stephen Foster was appointed director
of operations for Sabreliner Aviation.
Leading Edge Aviation Solutions appointed Greg Wedding executive vice president
of business development. Wedding, who
has a 25-year naval career, previously spent
18 years with FlightSafety International.
International Bureau of Aviation (IBA)
added four more analysts: Avni Patel,
Youcef Berour Minarro, David Archer
and George Lipington. Patel formerly held
roles with Cessna and Air India. Minarro
has served with Ametek Muirhead Avionics
and British Airways Concorde Club. Archer
previously was a quality control engineer
for GE. Lipington most recently was airfield
operations officer at London City Airport.

Final Flight
Fitzhugh (Fitz) Fulton Jr., who
had a four-decade career as a test
pilot for the military, NASA and
Scaled Composites, died February
4 in California. He was 89. His career ranged from flying support for
the Bikini Atoll atomic bomb tests,
to the Douglas B-26 Invader to
the Boeing B-29 and B-50, which
launched the X-1 and X-2 rocket
airplanes. He was the only U.S. Air
Force pilot to fly the Convair NB36H, a bomber with an atomic reactor on board; one of two pilots
to fly the Convair XB-60 before the
program for that eight-jet bomber
was canceled; project pilot on the
notoriously treacherous B-58 supersonic bomber; and pilot of the
Mach 3 North American XB-70
Valkyrie prototype. As chief pilot
with NASA, he tested the X-15,
747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft and
SR-71 Blackbird prototypes. Later
he joined Scaled Composites as
flight operations director and chief
research pilot, where he test flew
the Triumph business jet that was
powered by the FJ44. Born June 6,
1925, in Blakey, Ga., he entered
the Air Force after graduating from
Golden Gate University. Fulton is
enshrined in the National Aviation
Hall of Fame. 
n

Field Aviation named Derek Clarke
manager of customer support.
Cutter Aviation’s HondaJet Southwest
division assigned Phil Scharber and John
DeLawyer to represent HondaJet sales exclusively. Also, Shelbey Hooker was named
customer relationship manager, serving as the
main point of contact for support on maintenance issues for HondaJet customers. In
addition, the company appointed Bryant Elliott regional sales manager at the company’s
Texas Piper South base in San Antonio, Texas.
The city of Naples Airport Authority
board of commissioners re-elected James
Rideoutte chair and John Nocera vice chair
for 2015. Rideoutte was appointed to the
board in 2013 and Nocera joined in 2012.
Navtech added Shawn Mechelke as vice
president of SaaS products and business development. He has a combined 20 years of
aviation and software industry experience.
RBR Maintenance hired Scott Carter as
service manager for the King Air and Citation lines.
Curt Drumm joined Emery Air as director of sales and marketing. Drumm has 21
years of aviation industry experience, including as an FBO owner, charter captain
and airshow producer.
Innotech Aviation appointed Richard
Shaw manager of North America sales. He
will be based in Dorval, Canada.
Jet Quest named John Walker as director of the company’s Citation CJ/M2 sales
and acquisition team.
RBR Maintenance promoted Chris
Lesniak to sales and marketing director.
Lesniak joined RBR in 2013. 
o

Ali Ahmed Al Naqbi

Scott Meyer

Awards & Honors
Gary Kelley, former vice president of marketing for Garmin International, was named
the 2015 recipient of the Aircraft Electronics
Association Lifetime Achievement Award. The
award, AEA’s highest honor, will be presented
April 8 during the 58th annual AEA International Convention & Trade Show at Marriott’s
Gaylord Texan Resort and Convention Center
in Dallas. Kelley will be recognized for his
hours of volunteering for the association, including as a board member. A 19-year Garmin
veteran, Kelley retired in 2011 after leading
the company’s aviation, marine, outdoor fitness and automotive divisions. He also has
served with AlliedSignal/BendixKing and on
the boards of the General Aviation Manufacturers Association and NBAA.
David Schuster, a quality assurance inspector with Meridian Jet Center, received
the Lifetime Achievement Award from the
Teterboro Chapter of the Professional Aviation Maintenance Association (PAMA). The
award was presented January 16 in recognition of Schuster’s continuous support of the
PAMA Teterboro chapter. A former crew chief
on a KC-135 Stratotanker, Schuster spent 32
years with Becton Dickinson’s corporate flight
department at Teterboro Airport before joining
Meridian Jet Center last year.
NBAA selected five recipients of the 2015
Leadership Conference Scholarship. Sponsored by United Technologies, the $2,000
scholarships were presented to Freeman
Blakney, a Birmingham Flight Center contract
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pilot and flight instructor; Russell Canter,
a Kansas State University full-time student;
Jared Hicks, a pilot for Dialysis Clinical; Lee
Pelkey, an assistant chief flight instructor
at the Birmingham Flight Center; and Scott
Reeves, a pilot at QuikTrip.
NBAA named two recipients for its Donald
A. Baldwin, Sr. Business Aviation Management
Scholarships for people seeking to become
NBAA certified aviation managers. The 2015
scholarships were awarded to Stuart Swanson,
a flight operations captain with S.C. Johnson in
Racine, Wis.; and Anna Irish Price, an aviation
manager with Jet Pacific in Amman, Jordan.
NBAA named four recipients of its 2015 International Operators Scholarships: Jonathan
Gonzales, a client services executive for Priester
Aviation; Kathryn Heckman, a flight attendant
with Honeywell in Phoenix; Chase Peters, a
freshman attending Metropolitan State University in St. Paul, Minn.; and Cade Schalla, a card
operation analyst with Baseops International.
The scholarships, which combine for $20,000
in value, are awarded for international business
aviation operations career development.
Women in Corporate Aviation awarded
$17,550 in aviation training scholarships to
seven business aviation professionals during
its annual membership meeting at the 26th Annual Women in Aviation Conference in Dallas.
Scholarships were presented to Melinda Hruby, Tinoka Alisa Dean, LaMisha Thompson,
Amy Jo George, Gabrielle Palmas, Caitlyn
Keogh and Wendy Zimmerman.
n

Stephen Foster

Derek Clarke

John Walker

Calendar

Compiled by Jane Campbell

APRIL
DUNCAN AVIATION NEXTGEN SEMINAR…
April 7, Dallas. Info: (702) 262-6142; www.
DuncanAviation.aero.
s AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION…April 8-11, Dallas.
Info: (816) 347-8400; www.aea.net.

AERO FRIEDRICHSHAFEN…April 15-18,
Friedrichshafen, Germany. Info: +49 7541 708367; www.aero-expo.com.

s SUN ’N’ FUN FLY-IN & EXPO…April 21-26,

Lakeland, Fla. Info: (863) 644-2431;
www.sun-n-fun.org.

TECHNOLOGY DISPLAY…May 5-7, Virginia Beach
Convention Center, Virginia Beach, Va. Info: (703)
684-4646; www.vtol.org.

AVIATION SNOW SYMPOSIUM…April 1822, Buffalo Niagara International Airport,
Cheektowaga, N.Y. Info: (716) 630-6009;
www.snowsymposium.org

TWIN COMMANDER UNIVERSITY…April 23-25,
Savannah, Ga. Info: (919) 956-4300;
www.twincommander.com.

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE…
May 5-7, Oregon Convention Center, Portland, Ore.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

REGIONAL AIR CARGO CARRIERS
ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE…April 28-30,
Hilton Scottsdale Resort, Scottsdale, Ariz. Info:
(508) 747-1430; www.raccaonline.org.

BUSINESS AVIATION TAXES SEMINAR…May
8, Hotel Adolphus, Dallas. Info: (202) 783-9000;
www.nbaa.org.

AIRCRAFT INTERIORS EXPO…April 14-16,
Hamburg Messe, Germany. Info: +44 (0) 20 8271
2174; www.aircraftinteriorsexpo.com.

NEXTGEN WORKSHOP…April 21-22, Holiday
Inn, Capitol Hill, Washington, D.C. Info: (866) 5749125; www.erau.edu.

u ASIAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONFERENCE

INTERNATIONAL AIRCRAFT REPOSSESSION
CONFERENCE…April 21, Dublin, Ireland. Info:
(305) 767-4707; www.aeropodium.com.

& EXHIBITION…April 14-16, Shanghai, China.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

MAY

GREATER WASHINGTON AVIATION OPEN…May
11, Army Navy Country Club, Arlington, Va. (703)
261-5025; www.gwao.org.

AHS INTERNATIONAL FORUM AND

s REGIONAL AIRLINE ASSOCIATION

CONVENTION…May 11-14, Cleveland. Info:
(202) 367-1170; www.raa.org.
ATCA TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM…May 12-14,
Resorts Hotel and Casino, Atlantic City, N.J. Info:
(250) 656-7227; www.atca.org.
BUSINESS AVIATION SAFETY SUMMIT…May
13-14, Bonaventure Resort and Spa, Weston, Fla.
Info: (703) 739-6700; www.flightsafety.org.

u EUROPEAN BUSINESS AVIATION
CONVENTION & EXHIBITION…May 19-21,
Palexpo Convention Center, Geneva. Info:
(202) 783-9000; www.ebace.com.
AIRCRAFT FINANCING AND LEASING
CONFERENCE…May 28, Broward College
Aviation Institute, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Info: (305)
767-4707; www.aeropodium.com.
TAMPA BAY AVIATION ASSOCIATION CHARITY
GOLF OUTING…May 29, Westchase Golf Club,
Tampa, Fla. Info: (407) 257-0857; www.mytbaa.org.

JUNE
SAFETY AND AUTOMATION IN AVIATION
FORUM…June 2-3, Eurocontrol headquarters,
Brussels, Belgium. Info: +32 2 729 90 11;
www.eurocontrol.int.
BALTIC BUSINESS AVIATION…June 5, Tallink
Spa and Conference Hotel, Tallinn, Estonia. Info:
www.aeropodium.com.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF AIRPORT
EXECUTIVES ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND
EXPOSITION…June 7-10, Philadelphia, Pa.
Info: (703) 824-0500; www.aaae.org.

u PARIS AIR SHOW…June 15-21, Le Bourget
Airport, Paris. Info: www.siae.fr.
PAN AMERICAN SAFETY SUMMIT…
June 22-26, Medellin, Colombia. Info: (786) 3880222; www.alta.aero.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ICING OF
AIRCRAFT, ENGINES AND STRUCTURES…
June 22-25, Prague, Czech Republic. Info: (703)
684-4646; www.vtol.org.
EMBRY-RIDDLE NEXTGEN 101 SEMINAR…June
23-24, Washington, D.C. Info: (386) 226-7232;
www.erau.edu.
REGIONAL FORUM…June 25, Teterboro Airport,
N.J. Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS/FLIGHT TECHNICIAN
CONFERENCE…June 30-July 2, Loews Ventana
Canyon Resort, Tucson, Ariz. Info: (202) 7839000; www.nbaa.org.
MEDITERRANEAN BUSINESS AVIATION
CONFERENCE…June 30, The Palace Hotel,
Sliema, Malta. Info: www.aeropodium.com.

AUGUST
u LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS AVIATION
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION…Aug. 11-13, São
Paulo, Brazil. Info +55 (11) 50 32 2727;
www.labace.aero.

SEPTEMBER
VIKING ALL OPERATORS FORUM…Sept.
8-10, Victoria Conference Centre and Viking
Headquarters, Sidney, British Columbia, Canada.
Info: (250) 656-7227; www.vikingair.com.
AFRICAN BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION…
Sept. 24-25, Sheraton Addis hotel, Addis Ababa.
Info: www.afbaa.org.

OCTOBER
HELITECH…Oct. 6-8, ExCel, London. Info: +44 (0)
20 8748 9797; www.helitechevents.com.

NOVEMBER
u DUBAI AIRSHOW...Nov. 8-12, Dubai World
Central, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Info:
dubaiairshow.com.

u NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION &
EXHIBITION…Nov. 17-19, Las Vegas Convention
Center, Las Vegas. Info: (202) 783-9000;
www.nbaa.org.
u Indicates events at which AIN will publish
on-site issues or distribute special reports.
s I ndicates events for which AIN will provide
special online coverage and e-newsletter.
l Indicates events at which AIN will broadcast
AINtv.com.
 ee www.ainonline.com for a comprehensive
S
long-range aviation events calendar.
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